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Storm
ALL INDICATIONS L.T.V.A. Extends Invitation to the ROOSEVELT ASKED Legion Post Will
RUN - OFF PRIMARY Florida
Takes 500 Lives
Meet Tonight, 7:30 ANNOUNCE PLANS
Preside
to
nt
Visit
Aurora
Site
Dam
TO BE DECIDED BY
POINT TO RHEA'S
TO VISIT MURRAY
FOR CITY SCHOOL
VOTERS SATURDAY
his
VICTORY SATURDAY
AND SITE OF DAMOPENING MONDAY -

MIAMI, Fla., Sept. 4—The raging
Murray Pest No. 73 Of the Amertropical hurricane which swept the
ican Legion will resume Its monthFlorida Keys with an unofficial toll
By L. J. HORTIN
trip to the West Coast.
ly business meetings tonight at the
of from 200 to 500 lives was head"The President asks me to excourt' 'house at 7:30 o'clock. A
ed back northeastward across the
W. S. Swann, chairman of the press
his appreciation and his aslarge attendance is oreeeted tom,
•SlinakraSaLlY
stn. Two Highestin 6 Rac.mt LaaL
Clements *vets West Ken.
Civic Organizations Invite
the nesii.oiCefS
minishing force.
New Members of Faculty
Month to be Balloted
Tennessee Valley Association, today will be given consideration when
tuckian Will Get Majorand to take up any business that
President
Inspect
to
at Murray High; Ten
The
Cross
placed
Red
death
the
the
plans
invited President Roosevelt to visit
Upon in State
for the trip ate being
Wallis
ity
Ballots
might
come
before
body.
the
TVA Project
casualties at "at least 200" in a
W. P. A. Teachers
made".
;sit
the ;:p4;:th
es:
be. -eviC"..".
_
A..large.number as,.eaLPOCULig to
said that
Dam on the Tennessee-River near
Mr
Swann,
who
has
led
national
the
attend
Legion's
, IS FIRST ELECTION
the
conknown to be dead in the upper NEWSPAPER SUPPORT
here.
movement here for the Aurora AURORA ASSURED_
vention in St. Louis Sept. 22-26. MAX HURT_LS SPEAKER
OF KIND IN STATE Key region and that he estimated
GIVES VOTE—TREND Last week, the Murray Chamber Dam.
called attention, ,n his invi- z".CT OF U. S. CONGRESS
This is the first buainess sesaban
FOR THE EXERCISES
•
another 100 perished in.themiVeds
of Commerce and_other.saissi'esaars
— eit-,-trorreart.- fatessieleat this day,?
since the first- TtureSei
nicht in
The first rimereieseprimarrsharAffe'hfiltrii;POdth.
LOUISVILLE, KY:7-"'"`"'bz
1:r 4— ganizatiens extended the President was the only dem proposed bY the I President Franklin D. Roosevelt June.
Monday, September 9. the
On
history of Kentucky will be con•
"Thomas S. Rhea will be nominated an invitation to visit the site of TVA..for Kentucky. He reminded has been invited to visit this city
City Schools open their doors for
ducted Saturday throughout the
by an overwhelming majority at the dam on his proposed trip the secretary that the Lower Ten- and the site of the proposed Aurora
the kiddies to begin the 1935-36
through Kentucky on his way to nessee Valley Association, com- Dam on his suggested trip in Kenstate by the Democratic pin ty to
the run-off primary next Saturday.
the West Coast. Senator Alben W. posed of 40 counties in three states, tucky this fall. the Murray Charnschool year.
select nominees for six state ofSeptember 7, and he will be elected Barkley had previously asked the had presented
a petition three ber of Commerce announced today.
At 8:30 we will assemble in the
fices: Governor, Lieut-Governor,
Governor of Kentucky next No- chief executive to include Ken- months ago to officials in Wash- Besides the Chamber of Commerce,
auditorium of the high school
Secretary of State, Attorney-Gentucky
in
itinerary.
his
ington
others
urging
groups
vember." Such was the declarathe early construcextending invitations
eral, State Treasurer and Clerk of Stinaon To Have 1 Matmen
Mr. M. H. McIntyre, secretary to tion of the dam.
building where there will be some
were: the Murray City Council. the
In tion of Judge Earle C. Clements.
Veteran Dies of Heart Trouble
the Court of Appeals.
President
the
of
United
States,
in
Round-Robin
Exaiessing his appreciation for Rotary Club. the Young Business
41 r Hour Show
state campaign chairman for Mr
introductory
statements relative to
s'
During
World War
Incurred
For two of the state offices, no
Friday Night.
Rhea, here today. In his"ststement reply to the invitation issued by the TYA expansion bill which as- Men's Club, the Woman's Club. and
the school activities, free text
Service.
i run-off is necessary. Garth K.
Murray
the
civic
organizations
sures a 9-foot channel in the Ten- the Murray State College.
Judge Clements said:
books, and other matters of in7 Ferguson. LaCenter, who easily dewrote to the Murray Chamber of nessee. necessitating the construcWrestling, fans of Murray and
In the telegram sent to the presi"The trend to Mr. Ithes is proHudie B. Neale, 46 years old. terest to the patrons of the school.
feated his only opponent. Perry Western Kentucky are in for an
Commerce as follows:
tion of the Aurora Dam, Mr. Swann dent's secretary, attention was
nounced, and the reasons for this
veteran of the World War, died after which a formal school address
Minor, on August 7. has already unusual program of entertainment
"This will acknowledge receipt of declared a visit by Roosevelt would called to
the fact that'-the Aurora Saturday night at 11 o'clock, at his will be made by Mr. Max Hurt.
trend are apparent. The thinking
telegram of August 29 signed by lend much encouragement to the Dam,
received a certificate of nomina- Friday evening of this 'week at
now assured through the home in West Murray following-a We would like for
voters of Kentucky refuse to peras many pa• tion as has Harry W. Peters. Hop- Promoter
Gale Stinson's
Fifth mit themselves to be deceived your organizations and others, ex- people of this section who are ex- action of the recent session of Con several months illness. Death
was trons as- can do so conveniently,
kinsville, for state superintendent Street
Arena.
Eight
wrest- about the constructive issues of tending an invitation to the Presi- pecting •preliminary work to be cress in authorizing a 9-foot chan- caused
by heart trouble from to be on . hand at this assembly.
of public instruction, since the lers will be here in a tournament,
dent to visit Murray, Kentucky. on started soon. nel from Paducah to Knoxville is which Mr. Neale had suffered many
this campaign, announced by Mr.
-withdrawal of the second man in in which the winner must win
We begin the school year wtth
the
only
dam
proposed by the TVA years. He was confined to his
Rhea at the outset of the contest.
that race, H. C. Burnett. Nicholas- three bents. There will be four
for the entire state of Kentucky". home for the past six weeks but most of the faculty the same as
Among these issues, the maintenville.
and a half hours of tugging, start- ance of educational standards
and
The president was reminded that had been in ill health for the past last year. The new teachers will
For Governor, the candidates are ing at eight o'clock. There will be the ministering to the welfare of
a delegation from West Kentucky several years.
Mr. Neale's dis- be Miss Margaret Graves, in
Thos. S. Rhea, Russellville, and a time limit of one 'hour on the -all Citizens, especially the aged
and West Tennessee recently took ability was contracted during his charge of the primary room: Mr.
Lieut.-Governor A. B. "Happy" last bout.
needy and unemployed, with an
a petition of 40.000 names to Wash- time of service in the American Gordon Johnston, principal last
Chendler.
Keen Johnson, who , The eight entrants will draw for adequate revenue program to meet
year of the Sylvan Shade high
ington in the interest of the dam Army during the war.
lacked only a few thousand votes Opponents. Losers of the first 4 these vital responsibilities of Govschool, will have charge of physics
and "because of pressing problems
For a number of years, Mr. Neale
Death
Caine
Tuesday
Home
at
receiving a clear
of
Prominent Farmer of West Side then confronting
majority over bouts will drop out. Winners of ernment appealed to the intelligent
the President. the and family made their home in and chemistry: Miss Dorothy RobBrother Clevie Parrish After
eight opponents in the first pri- the two second-round matches will and humanitarian impulses of all
Dies Suddenly of Heart
defegation did not ask for a con- Detroit where he was employed ertson, departmental teacher in the
Weeks
2
Illness.
mary, is opposed by Senator J. E. meet in the finals.
Trouble Thursday.
good citizens.
ference with him at that time, until Ill health made it necessary junior high. We will also have
Wise for Lieut.-Governor.
"Since Mr. Chandler's defeat at
Twcf' masked grapplers are on
hoping that at some future date he for him to give up his position. He working out of our office—part of
Funeral
services for Embry ClayThe candidates .for Secretary of the program. They are
Funeral services for William could visit West Kentucky
the Masked the hands of Mr. Rhea, on August
and was a member of the Brooks the work conducted in the high
Parrish.
ton
19 years of age, were Mason West, 71 years of age, were particularly
State are two Louisvillians, Miss Black Dragon
and the Masked Red 3 by a plurality of more than 13,the scene of le pro- Chapel Methodist Church and of school—ten of the W. P. A. teachMaja Eudaley
and
Charles D. Devil., both'of whom are able prac- COO votes these same citizens have held Thursday afternoon at 2 held Friday morning at 11 o'clock posed TVA developments in this the Murray Post of the American. ers.
o'clock from the Palestine M. E. from the South pleasant Grove
Arnett. Francis M. Burke, Pres- ticioners of the grunt and
secflon".
Things Took bright for a good
groan had an opportunity to analyze Mr.
Legion. He had a host of friends
tonburg. leader in the first primer
hggy,.rgtgsslve and construc- Church with the Rev. Underhill. Church The Rev, L 2'1' Hurley was
prngrarr.
Clipies of the telegram were who joih the family in mourning school year and Mr, Lee is getting
d i IT, in thaAgc
for 'attorney-general, is opposed by Karl Von Rittenburg.
-and
program.
tive
The same oppor"Bulldog"
everything brightened up and beautrer-n5 SenatoT Barkley and to nrs—untimely death.
Burial was in the church cemetery. was in the church cemetery.
• B. M. Vincent, Brownsville. It is Mallory, George
Legosky, "Chesty" tunity, so far as Mr. Chandler is
Congressman Gregory.
He is survived by his widow. tified to add to our material satisDeath
came
to
young
the
man.
Understood that Zeb B. Stewart. Smith. Gypsy
Mr.
West
died
suddenly
ThursBaker and Jack concerned has been denied them
"Murray. the home of Murray Mrs. Rubie P. Neale, a son, James faction.
who would have become twenty daykmorning about 8 o'clock at his
former Calloway countian, now re- Carson..
because he has no. program.
Since some of the books had to
State
Teachers College, has the Bernard; his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
of
years
age
ina
few
Tuesday
day,.
siding in Hazard, will be assistant
'near
homeWiswell
of
heart
"Reports from all sections of the
Stinson is expecting the largest
4artgest and most suitable audi- Henry Neale: three sisters, Mrs. be changed, we are advising that
at
home
the
of
. attorney-general in the event of crowd since his
his
brother
Clevie
trouble.
He
was
a
promineht
beginning here State indicate that 90 per cent of
torium in Western Kentucky and Izona Morris, Mrs. Bessie Gay and no trading in second hand books
Mr. Burke's election.
for this unique, bargain program. the vote cast for Mr. Huddleston Parrish, East of Almo, following a farmer of that community and
two weeks illness. He was a mem- leaves -eight children and several has two lighted stadia'",'
-the invi- Miss Ellen Neale -and three broth- wiil be done until students get their
For State Treasurer the candi- The matches are
held under the at the first primary will go for
ber of the Palestine M. E. Church. grandchildren. He was a member tation declared. "Murray is the ers, E. O. Bryan and Laymon book lists from the teachers and
dates are Jno. E. Buckingham. auspices of Murray
Post :No. 73 of Mr. Rhea on September 7. These
then they will know just which
Surviving is his father, Hardin of the South Pleasant Grove home town of Nathan B. Stubble- Neale, all of Murray.
Ashland. and Miss Sara W. Mahan. the American Legion.
reports likewise show that Mr.
field, for whom a state and naFuneral services were conducted ones to get in exchange or buy
Danville. For Clerk, of the court
Rhea will receive a substantial Parrish, northeast part of the coun- church.
of appeals, Ray H. Kirchdorfer,
Surviving are.„,four daughters, tional park is now beins considered Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock new. We further advise that all
'majority of August primary votes ty. his stepmother, four s isters.
young Louisville war veteran and
cast for Mr. Wallis in the run-off Mrs. Roy Bogard, Mrs. 'Herbert Mrs C. O. Beech. Mrs. Walter h000ring him as a pioneer in from Brooks Chapel in the pres- students come the first day in orence of a large crowd.- Services der that the schedule of classes
ational -secretary of the -Young
son, Mrs Obey Jones and Me& radio",
.primary on Saturday. *September Miller, Mrs. Gentry Lovett. Min
limirrey officials today expressed were conducted by the fps,. H. P. may be arranged to accommodate
Thor; Bell Parrish and four
emocratic Clubs, is opposed by
Orr, four sons GraffOrt
7.
s- W. B. O'Connell.
"Furthermore, it is highly sig- brothers, Jesse. Clevie, Maxie and West, Nobie West, Oswell West. the .opinion that if Roosevelt ac- Blankenship and the Rev. A. N. everyone.
cepts Senator Barkley's invitation Walker
Euell Parrish, all of the county.
The pallbearers were
The polls, as usual, will open at
Texas. and Owen West.
Training School
nificant
that
the
Kentuckiansix o'clock and close at 4 o'clock
Walston,
Pallbearer's were grandchildren: to visit Kentucky there was a Max
Scudder
Virgil
On Tuesday, September 10, the
Walston,
Galloway. promirfent Citizen, a widely circulated newsstrong
likelihood
of
his accepting Frank Bretton, Hugh Thompson, regular fall term of the Training
• in the afternoon. The vote will be farmer of the Almo community, paper published in Mr. Wallis'
Goldie Orr, Halton West, Vester
Orr, 'Hugh West. Edward West. the request to visit the site of the Gus Davenport and Henry Daven- School begins There will be the
rknvassesi by the county - eleetIon today authorizes The Ledger ae home town of Paris, Ky., which
dam.
The
Tennessee Valley Au- port
commission, beginin,g next Monday Times to announce him as a formal staunchly supported Mr. Wallis
heron West.
.
usual four-year high school courses
thority is known to be dear to the
morning at 10 o'clock.
candidate for the Calloway County prior to the August primary is now
offered under the regular and
heart
of the President and he has
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Admittance to the counting room Board of Education in the coming 'enthusiastically
special critic teachers.
supporting
Mr.
Courses
previously inspected other 'TVA
will be only by certificate, non- November election.
Correspondents and local adverRhea. as are other newspapers that
will be offered by special teachers
transferrable, issued by the CalloSunday School at 9:30 a. m.. Dr. projects in the upper valley.
Mr. Calloway was born and lent their support to Mr. 4Vallis. tisers who get their copy In by
in music and art. It ia our intenDr. A. E. Morgan in the subcomway County election commission. reared in Calloway county and has including the Carlisle Mercury, Monday:
H. M. hicElrath. superintendent,
tion to have art as a required subhearings at
Washington
Only authorized persons will be had a lifelong interest in educa- the Winchester Sun and the Lyon
Capitol Theatre
Morning Worship at 10:45 a. m: mittee
jest in the lower grades and as ah
prior to the, passage of the TVA
S Pleasant Grove
Preaching by the pastor.
permitted to watch the count.
tional affairs. He is well qualified County Herald.
elective in the upper grades.
amendments
declared
that
Aurora
Eagle
in every particular to fill this imTraining
Union
meets
at
6:15 p.
"It is significant too, we believe,
A new school bus has been
Dam was absolutely essential to a / HARLAN. Ky., Sept. 4—The
Murray
.
R.
W.
portant office.
Auto
Churchill.
Parts
director.
that the number of Democratic
death he had predicted—assassina- bought to transport. the smaller
9-foot
navigation
channel. He
Evening Worship at 7:30 p.
He has resided in the Almo com- newspapers throughout the State
tion in the midst of Kentucky po- children from the city who desire
further substantiated his previous
Preaching by the pastoor.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
munity for the past six years and now supporting Mrs-Rhea is far
litical fury—struck down Harlan to attend the Training School. As
has served as a member of the greater than similar support acThe W. M. S. meets Tuesday. declarations by saying that it was County Attorney Elmon
C. Middle- in past years it is our intention,
Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z. 2:30 p. m.. Mrs. W T. Sledd Sr., more economical and more desir- ton today in
Carlton Outland and Fred Rob- local board of trustees, during corded to any Democratic candia dynamite blast as should the enrollment in any of
able
to
build
a
high
power
dam
Carter.
superintendent. Classes and president.
ertson received injuries in a wreck which time the new school build- date In any previous primary."
he started his automobile.
the grades exceed the number that
Mid-week prayer meeting Wed- than low, navigation dams. Since
at Paducah Saturday night. Robert- ing at Almo was constructed
Mr.
Competent political observers, it a cordial welcome for all ages.
The explosion. apparently set off can be accommodated, to give preCongress
has
authorized
the
9
-foot
The pastor will preach next Sun- nesday at 7 p. m, followed by the
son received a broken left leg and Galloway was also a member of was pointed out, in analyzing proschannel, informed authorities are as Middleton stepped on the starter. ference those families and children
was taken to fl
Kiversdrie Hos- the board of local .trustees for pectl in the runsotY. PritilarY_Sare day at 10:45 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. weekly Teachers meeting.
of....11te opinion that a dam.- in-tian. in front of his home here, praes that have been previous petrons qf
pital.
Outland received a gash Lynn schoOl for a four year term. predicting certain victory for Mr. ..FlaYer ifieellng-Wednesday night - -Everybody Is cordially Invited to
lower valley is a certainty. Drill- ticalty destroyed the machine and the school.
Mr. Galloway pledges. if elected. Rhea in the voting next Saturday. at 7:30 o'clock, Splendid services "Come, Worship and Pray".
over the left eye and minor
ers are now in the area to deterrii- hurled the county attorney dying
I would advise that
and helpful talks. Come and bring
high
J. E. Skinner, Pastor
bruises. The accident occurred at to safeguard the interests of the
to the sidewalk.
ine the most feasible location.
school students be there Tuesday
others.
the end of Sixth street as they echool with their welfare and proEmbroiled in the bitter Demo- morning . when the enrollment beOfficial board meeting next MonUNION GROVE CHURCH OF
;were returning home. The acci- gressa s his sole motives.
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
cratic primary fight August 3 in gins in order that you may make
day night at 7:15 o'clock in the
Two members of the board will
CHRIST NOTICE
dent occurred about 11 o'clock and
which he acted with Adjutant your wishes known as to the curpastor's study. It is very importwas unavoidable Outland stated. bee lected .this coming November
General Henry H. Denhardt and ricula and subjects desired.
This tool weather is hard on ant that every elder and deacon
Bible study will begin at 11:00
The car they were meeting cut and due to change in the school
National Gdard troops. Middleton'
a m. L. H. Pogue will preach
It is known to most of our painto the corner Outland stated and Law by the 1934 legislature, they tobacco in the barn and producers be present.
Patients admitted to the Mason
was critized by the Harlan county trons that the faculty is composed
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME" at 11 and at Coldwater at 3:00 p. Hospital the past week:
Robertson was forced to cut to the will be chosen from the county at should take care to keep fires and
grand jury and various officials. of
moisture so as to keep tobacco curE. B. Motley. Pastor m.
experienced,
wrong side of- the road at a late large.
highly-trained
Mrs. Frank Daniels. Frankfort,
He retorted in a signed statement teachers that
ing and not turn green. A plant
We are expecting a large num- Ky.; William Glenn
moment . and in the effort- they Polit. Advt.
guarantee to the
Wilson, Mur- that the
law required a county at- children . thorough
of tobacco hanging in the barn
ber of visiting brethren from ray; Mrs.
CQLDWATER CHURCH OF
struck a telephone pole. The second
and efficient
W. A. Patterson, Knight; torney
continues to mature if the leaf is
to give legal aid and advice work.
Friendship Sunday. A cordial in- Mrs. James W.
CHRIST NOTICE
ear failed to stop.
Youths Reliarn From
Johnson, Brandon, to the
National Guard when recured moist_ but if the leaf is
vitation is always extended to all. Ky.; Mrs. Sammie
If you expect to enroll in the
Downs, Murray:
CMTC Training Course dried the element in the plant
On Thursday night. September
L H. Pogue. Minister J. T. Sinter, Murray; Mrs. George quested in such cases.
Training School • get everything
can't translocate and the finer 5, L. H. Pogue will begin a series
ready for Tuesday 'Morning. The
Nance, Paris; Mrs. Viron Beard.
Harlan Bowden, Lester Nanney
quality is not obtained. There- of meetings with the Church of
MEETING AT CROSSLAND
Murray; Euc Smith, Russellville.
textbooks used in the Training
and Gordon Phillips returned the
fore it is to the interest of ell Christ at Coldwater, which will
Ky.: Mrs. Stella Henry, Murray;
first of the week from Fort BenSchool are the same as those in the
tobacco growers to cure well- continue over two Sundays. A. I.
A series of revival services are Mrs. Glen Hurt, Hazel.
Ground Was broken the .first of jamin Harrison. Indiana, where
city system, consequently we adripened
and
well-wilted
tobacco
by Veteto of Bell Buckle. Tenn., will being conducted this week
this week for the new building of they attended the second C. M. T.
Patients dismissed from
.,vise no buying of books Until you get
at
the
the
aid
the
of
hygrometer
direct the singing.
Crossland by Elder C. H. Wilson. Mason Hospital the past week:
the Memorial Baptist Church, at C. camp. J. C. Kemp and Laverne
Lewis Calhoun was arrested -the list from the teacher in charge.
A cordial invitation is extended Services are each evening at
the northeast ecirner—Tellhi
Miss Alice Cronk, Murray; Wil- Sunday at Dover and turned over --W. J. Caplinggr, Supt. City ,
seven
and Dulaney attended the first camp in
4-H Club
to all.
i Main streets. A modern and corn- July."'"
o'clock. Everyone is cordially in- liam Glenn. Wilson, Murray; Mrs. to Calloway
Schools and Director Training authorities. Calhoun
Lynn drove and Smotherman 4L. H. Pogue,.. Minister
vited.
' modious brick - church will be
•
Glenn Coy. Murray; John W. was the last of the five jailbreakers
Bowden
was appointed first
. Schools
H clubs went on a picnic as part
erected.
Rhodes, Perla; Mrs. Frank Daniels, who escaped here several
sergeant of his company while.
months
Frankfort. Ky.; Boy Schneider, ago. Calhoun lived in
Since organization a few years there and this year completed the -crf 4-H ,club program for August.
Brinkley,
ago the church has held services 4-year course. He expects to re- Both clubs visited various proGolden Pond. Ky.; Mrs. J. W. Ark., after escaping from jail here.
on the second floor of the Ryan ceive his commission as -a second jects of the members and then finJohnson, ,BrandOM Mrs.'Nettie Vinson. Model, Tenn.; Manilla Orr,
building on West Main, between lieutenant in the officers' reserve ished with eats and games. Every
WALLACE SHOWS RETURN
one enjoyed the tours and picnics.
Fifth and Sixth streets.
Hazel; Euc Smith, Russellville, Ky.;
corps in October. Bowden also
Mrs. E. B. Hines, Brighton. Tenn.:
was cited for being the most
LOUISVILLE. Ky., Sept. 4—Two
The Wallace Shows, which played
METHODIST CHURCH
Mrs. Duke McWhereter. Dresden, Murray this spring, will
courteous and neatest appearing
return radio addreses by Thomas S. Men,
Tenn Mrs. Geo. Nance. Paris.
cadet in his organization for the
here next week, September 9-14, candfdate - for
the
Democratic
Ottr Church School will begin
entire training period.
and will show
at the carnival gubernatorial nomination at the
promptly
at 9:45.
ICE CREAM SUPPER
Nanney 'was also cited for apgrounds just west of the city limits. run-off primary. Saturday. Sept.
Worship and sermon 11.00 a. m.
A clinic for children of pre- pearance and soldierly qualities.
This is same location .the shows 7, were announced by Rhea State
Preaching by the pastor.
There will be an ice cream sup- had last spring.
sehool age Will be held at the
Headquarters today. The first will
Hours of evening worship: Young
per at Steelyville School SeptemPalestine sehool Friday afternoon. Local Option Election
The show has enlarged since be that broadcast by Mr. Rhea
People, 7 p. nas preaching 7:45,
ber 7. Proceeds go for benefit of here before and is ender new
The clinic will be in Charge of
man- from Elkton. Ky.. from 7:15 to 8
Petition Is Circulated
Board of Stewarts will meet Monschool.
Will be published next week In commemoration of the openthe County Health Department, Dr.
agement. It has 6 rides, 10 shows p. m. Thursday night over Station
day night at the parsonage.8 p.m.
and Mrs. J. A. Outland. and Miss
and 25 concessions. The show has WHAS and the other from Scottsing of the 13th year of Murray State College.
Petitions are being circulated in
ADDITION
Virginia Irvan. Children under 6 Murray ahd Calloway county to We have a very important meetthe Wells family, largest in the ville Friday afternoon from 3 to 4
A
copy
of
this
edition,
containing
much
material
inof
years of age will be examined for hold a local option election here ing. Expecting a full attendance.
World, four
persons
weighing p. m. over the sartae station.
terest
to
the old as well as the new students will be given to
Charles .13..Slark's name was due 2.139 pounds. Johnny Wells weighs
defects and corrective measures on the-general election day in No- Our Annual Conference, which
John M. Pratt. publisher of the
student
each
as
registere
he
meets
at
or
Memphis
she
is
little
more
This
to
be
in
Kelley
Honor
Roll
in last 749
will be recommended. All parents vember. Approximately 2.000 names
Louisville Herald-Post. will be
•
months
two
away.
than
week's
paper.
of that section are invited to bring are required to call the election.
heard in a radial talk from Station
We call special attention to the
their children to the clinic.
WAVE. Louisville. at 9 o'clock
OWEN OPENS AGENCY
In the event of repeal of Kenreorganization of our Young People
Lindsey
Duncan,
an Oldham
Thursday night. Mr. Pratt will
tucky's prohibition laws in the
Some renewed interest is being
county
farmer. had 80 loads of alIs available to advertisers at no extra cost. Reserve your spaceL. E. Owen has opened an insur- discuss the reasons
why the
_YINCENT SPEAKS FRIDAY 1same ,election. passage of local shown in this meeting, and
.
we
falfa hay as a first cutting from ance office in the
is supporting
option here would .prevent the
First National Herald-Post
in this paper now.
Mr
urge all the young people of the
a
40
-acre field.
-Rhea's candidacy.
Bank Building.
M. B. Vincent. candidate for At- legal sale"if liquors in Calloway church to be with us Sunday evs
All
listings
Mr.
are
Owen
county,
it
Central
handling
fire,
including
autowine and. beer. ening at 7 p. m.
torney-Creneral in Saturday's priStandaftt
Time.
C.
0
Rankin
mobile.
,a
Nkholas
tornado
county
and
farm
property
mary. v011 speak at the court house
Mid-week meeting -7:45.
farmer, has 2.100 turkeys on the companies III-plans to add soon
Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Read the Claesttied 4.*Iums•
0 A. -Marrs. pastor
range_ '
a large life insAance company.
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Handing Paducah, Mrs Lucille C Heise Department T. Most
'Jordon. Paducah. Mrs. Effie Coot&
Pfiatiesenth
Jasistushoro. Mrs Wesley Oglesby.
The Nome Department will meet
Owensboro. Mrs R. T. Wells.
ilepterriber 19 at 2:30 p. m. in
Omaha. Neb
bunt meeting, both Home Making
and Garden sections, at the home
Pretty Luncheon Is Given
of Mrs. N. P Hutson, with Mrs.
For Bride Meet
Hutson, Mrs. H. IN Fulton. Mrs.
•
Scherffius. Mrs. C. S. Loweyr
Miss Susanne' Snook entertained B. F.
Jones. Mrs. F. E. Crawwith a pretty appointed luncheon Mrs. C. H
ford. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey. hosts.
at the National Hotel on Saturday

The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Ben J. Billings of WM
Jefferson street, Paducah. inn
been conllected with heCarnegie
Library. Mr. Jetton is well known
in Murray where he has often
visited his sister, Mrs W. H Finney, and teethes. Ni'. Jetton is
principal of the Augnsta Tilghman
high school.

usburg.
Murray Visitor
Dorothy Currier, Miss Annie Lee
Afternoon
guests were: Mrs.
Farley, Miss Mary Frances PerHonored
due, Miss Frasices Waters, Miss
....- 4notircrlingt. • of -Atrium. Mx.
'Complimenting Mrs. Tony CurMason.
Miss
Rebecca
and Mrs. Emitt Smith, Mrs. Rosa rier, of Murray. and Miss Leslie Marilyn
Robertson. Miss Martha Lou BarCrawford. Mr. and Mrs. Curt Smith Lee Tigner of Shreveport. La, Miss
Owen_
Charlotte
ber, Miss
of McAndrews. Ky., Hunter Bar- Lavenia Currier, Paris, was hpst
Tom Moore Williams, Rob Bradluncheon
delightfully
planned,
a
td
sell of St. Louis, Mo., Homer Bazley, Jimmy parley, John. Ed Scott,
at her home last Thursday- at 12:30 Sam Holoomb Jr. Ed West, Robert
zell of Backusburg, the Rev. Aud- p. m.
James Stubblefield. Harold Gilbert,
Mum for Ole pare should be submitted not niter Shan raapaar
ry Thomas of Jackson. Tenn.. Cove
A mixed bouquet of garden flow- A. B. Wiiters, Bernard Bell, John
afternoon each meek.
Woman's Club Ready
JohnsonsThomas, Mrs. Mary Hen- ers formed the attractive center' Thomas Irvan, Charles Farmer,
for Miss Maryleinta -Bishop.
piece for the table with covers laid Buel Jetton, John Outland.' Lotiis
To Open Tear
drick.
One long table Was attractively Music Department To
for sixteen guests. A four-course' Charles Ryan, James Thurmond.
Miss
Mr.
Mrs.
Smith.
and
Lou
The Murray Woman's Club Year
Meet Septpuber Sixteenth
menu was served.
set in keeping with her color
Books are off the press and will John Smitls of Backusbure. Mr.
• • • •
scheme of pink and white.
Wilkinson Family Reunion
The Music. Depaltment will meet be ready for distribution at the and Mrs. Noble Fuqua and daughSharterough
An elaborate three course menu September sixteenth
Held Sunday
at 1:30 p. m. first business meeting on Septem- ter Frances. Mr and Mrs. Marshall Mrs. C. L.
Bridge
Entertains
served.
was
At
Fuqua and children, Hugh Gray,
at the hotne of Miss Lula Clayton ber the 12th.
Covers were laid for:
Lovely in every detail was the°
A family reunidn was held SepJulia Ann, and Donald of Graves
Beale, with Miss Beale, Miss FranMrs. C L Sharborough enter- tember 1 at the home of L. W.
The executive board for 1935-36
Miss Maryleona ...Bishop, Miss ces Sexton,
Wedding of Miss Maryleona Bishop wiles and carried gladioli_ The litcounty,
Burnett
and
Enas
Mrs.
Mr.
Miss Mildred Beale, and
tained at bridge at her home on
is composed of Mrs. W. J Capand Mr. John Wilson Frost of ue. flower girl
,wore yellow chino
,Margaret Tandy. Mn!. George Hart. Mrs. Walter Boone. horns.
and children. Annie D. and Ru- Wednesday afternoon. August 28. Wilkinson in honor of Mrs. Fanlinger. president; Mrs. W. H. Mason,
LOUliville, solemnized at the First with blue accessories. The bride's Mrs. Errett Gardner. MTS. E. S.
nie Grogan Sour land of Palmersdolph, Mr. and Mrs. Earlie CunnMrs. G B Scott won high score
Frit Vice President; Mrs. G. T.
IMIehodist Church *ednesday even- Mother, Mrs. C A. Bishop. wore a Diuguid Jr.. Mrs. Harry Stedd, Miss Woman's Club To Have
ville. Tenn There was a bountiful
ingham.
/vie& exie mese_ Clifford Me
Business
Miehre,---freeeest---14**---larreeedene:
Anne'43theleetteser.
-lunch spread at the emirotintriek. •
8abbitiret. crepe gad.
Met. -Carney-Tirerce add the cut prise.
Meeting -giii;iiiber-IKVeittla Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr.. Recording
Miss Frances Bradley, Mrs. Joe
hour and preaching- was held in the
A blue and yellow color scheme broidered with dubonnet and gold
son Jerry. Mrs. Garvie Edwards.
score
high
won
Scott
G.
B.
Mrs.
Lovett, Mr& Frances Farmer. Mrs
afternoon by Elder Carroll HubThe Murray Woman's Club will Secretary, Mrs. Gingles Wallis. Mr. and Mrs. Will Doofs, Mr. and
prevailed ine.atie formal church aceessories
Secretary,
Mr s. Mrs. Newell Doors and children, prize and Mrs. Clifford Melugin bard.
C.' A. -Bkihop, Mrs. Ronald Church- have its first business meeting of Corresponding
decimations. The bride and gruOrn
After the weeding a dinner was, 1, Miss
Julia Bishop Hall,
Those present -ineindedr --Thursday,- 8epterrtber Ityanieoligne-leassurer; Mrs. H.-I. EdWfn. Evelyn, and Anna Lou of the :lin prize.
the -year
pledged their troth on the altar given by the bride's parents at the
A lovely ice course was served,Suzanne K1112014
twelfth. at 3 p. m. at the home of Sledd, Chairman of Alpha Depart- Backusburg, Mr- and Mrs. Quelon
Mrs. Fannie Grogan Bourland,
which
had
background home.
as a
were:
playing
-Those
ktrs. Joe Lovett with the Alpha ment; Mrs. A. B. Austin. Chairman Jones of Mayfie
Mr. and Mrs. Galon WilIttnanAgge
gorgeous palms and gold made.11,,..N. and lies, --mrs. K. S.
'
--aloe
•
•
`
one of. igegamaria*piwir
.otslitelta Deperuneistaltsalsert
ril,
and Mrs. L. W. Wilkinson and sons
Otis
And Linen Shower
d Margaret Tandy, Mrs. Joe Lovett,
ost attractive and capable young
Drennon, Chairman of Home De•
Rudy Clyde and Thomas Fred, Mr.
B ah Ecr
Cvilirn
ole.lri
r an ofu"BackkirusbYutrgan.
Preceding the cereniony a pro- women with many sterling quailarea For Min Bishop
Branch, Mrs. Rey StewMrs.
partment; Mrs. R. H. Hood, Chairand Mrs. Miter Wilkinson.
gram of nuptial music was ran- ties She holds an A.
art, Mts. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs.
B. ;levee, A:beautiful garden party and Mrs G. W. McClure
man. of the Music Department.
Mr. and Mrs. L.. B. Wiener=
dared Mie. Frances Coleman Mc- froom Georgetown College. an A.
Honored
Nat Ryan.
.
and daughter Lois, Mr. and Mrs.
General committees are as fol. Returns From Europe
Lean tang Grieg's "1 Love Thee" M. from the University of Ken- linen 'shower was given Friday,
WhitBeale.
Will
Mrs
Mrs.
E.
J.
Miss Winifred Keys. daughter of
Zeb Wilkinson and son Charles
On Sunday, September 1, rela- lows.and Mr Loren Putnam sang Cad- tucky. and, also studied at the evening at the Jennings home by
nell, Mrs. Harry Sledd, Mrs. H. L.
Hillman, Mr. and Mrs.. Richard
Civic: Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Mrs.
man's "At Dawning". Mrs. Kenneth Dramatic School of Are in New Mrs 0. J. Jennings, Mrs. E. B. tives and friends gathered at the
Mrs. B. B. Keys, returned Thurs- Rhodes, Mrs. Marvin Whitnell, Clayton. Mr. and Mrs.
Tom McWells of Mayfield. cousin of the York City.- For several years she Houoston. Mrs. W W. McElrath. home of Mrs. G. W McClure to Geo. Hart, Mrs. Foreman Graham, day from a trip to Europe in which Mrs. R. R. Meloan, Mrs. G. B.
Dougal and daughter Mary.
groom, played Mendelssohns and has been instructor in French at Mrs. John Ryan, and Mrs. Tom celebrate her 63rd birthday. At Mrs. R. M. Pollard, Mrs. Roy Miss Keys visited some 14 foreign Scott,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wilkinson
Lohengrin's Wedding Marches and Murray State College. She is a Morris in honor of Miss Maryleona the noon hour tables were placed Stewart,
countries. The trip through Europe
Mrs. Frances Farmer, Mrs. FranBishop.
Press: Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Mrs.
and daughter Virginia Nell, Mr.
in the yard and a bountiful dinner
•
dining the ceremony accompanied member of the Kappa Delta social
was made with a party travelling ces McLean, Mrs. C. S. Lowry. Mrs.
toisisting in receiving the guests wa% spread
and Mrs. Lloyd Wilkinson. Mr. and
It teemed as "Old Joe Lovett. Mrs. Zelna Carter, Mrs. by
-Ave Maria- by Bach and Goun_gli sorocity and the Phi Beta dramatics
train and bus. Miss Keys was Pierson Royster, Mrs. Karl Frazee,
as they arrived were Mrs. Kirby 'Man Depression' had•-fled.
Mrs Obert Garland. Mr. and "Mrs.
H. M. McElrath.
which was played on the violin by honorary society.
enthusiastic about. the many his- Miss Maryleona Bishop.
Jennings. Mrs. F. E. Crawford,
Legislative: Mrs. G. B. Scott Miss
Roy Lassiter and son Harold Elroy.
The afternoon was spent in conAle Loren -Putnam.
spotstorical
places
world
Geo,
and
Mrs.
Herman
Doren,
of
Mrs,
MT. Frost is the son of W. A. Mrs. A. B. Austin, ahd Miss Lula versation and music.
Mr .and Mrs. Van Clare Mr_ and
Nellie May Wyman, Mrs. C. L.
Interest vtitteit--Several week,s Hart, MTS. Clifford Melugin, Mrs.
The groom with his best man Frost of Wingo and Louisville. He Clayton Beale.
Mrs. Wallace Futrell, Mr. and Mrs,
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford McClure. Sharborough. Mrs. A. B. Austin.
were
on
spent
the
tour.
Hood.
H.
Johnston;
Mrs.
R.
Gordon
Mr Holmes Yeager of Louisville attended Georgetown College and
Mrs. Charles Jennings kept the and
Finis Futrell.
Year Book: Mrs. Chas, Hire. Mrs.
children Edward. Charles.
Graves
were
tea
Miss Mildred .
and the Rev. 0 A Marrs entered received his A. B. degree from register.
Mr. and Mrs. Newel McNutt. Mr.
Ruth and Youlanda Mr. and Mrs W B. Grogan, Miss Lula Clayton Dorothy
Roland Is
guests.
from the side, vestibules. Master Union University. Ile is a memStaddiefk with the hosts in the Altos, McClure and children, W. T. Beale.
and Mrs. Tom Morgan, Mrs. Jocie
Miss
CaHoway
Edward Diuguid. who was ring ber of the Pi Kappa Alpha fn- receiving line were Miss Maryleona Rudell. and Falay. Mr.
Wilson, Mrs. Lucy Wilkinson. Mrs.
Splendid programs were made
and Mrs.
Alyce Ennead
bearer, wore a black velvet tuxedo. ternity
He is vice president and Bishop, Mrs. C. A. Bishop, Mrs. Alvin Williams, and children Myr'. out by the following committees:
Frank McDougal, and children BeaMiss Dorothy Roland was chosen
Honored
Entering from the back of the general manager of the Premier Kenneth Wells, Mrs. Bob Loch- Jean, and Max.
trice. Vernelle, Estelle, Euin, and
Delta: Miss Evelyn Linn, Mrs "Miss Calloway County" 'at the
Mrs. Annie Boyd
church were the ushers James Paper •Co
ridie, and Mrs. Lochridge all of and daughters, Buys. 'V and Lola. Joe Lovett, Mrs. A. B. Austin, Mrs. AMerican Legion Beauty contest
A surprise marsnmallow and James Franklin, Miss Irene BucBellhop. the brides brother. of
Mr. and Mrs Frost left for a. Mayfield.
Mrs, May McKinney and chil- Wells Purdorn.
last Friday night. ' Miss Roland, a Weiner roast was given for Miss hanan. Misses Cadell and Desiree
Painesville. 'Ohio. Robert W Loch- motor trip 'through the Smoky
The gifts were all artistically dren. Lloyd, Vessie. Jesse/en EmHome: Mrs Hall Hood. Mrs. N. petite blond. won over 32 entrants Alyce Outland of Hazel in honor McNutt Miss Louise Andrews.
ridge of Mayfield_ Ky . Kenneth C. Mountains They will make their tied with tiny
bouquets which ma. and Gladys, Mr. and Mrs. Leon P Hutson. Mrs Marvin Fulton, from Murray and Calloway coun- of her twelfth birthday, August
G. W Perkins. Alvin Futrell.
Wells of Mayfield. Ky.. and -Ronald home at 43 Pauline Rd. Indianola. formed a very colorful effect
Ben Stamps. Cary Stamps, Milburn
Boyd and daughter Maloy Graves. Mrs. On K. Mason,
ty,. Acting as judges were A. B. 29
Churchill of Murray. Ky. -the Louisville..
-An ice course was served.
Music: Miss Frances Sexton. Miss "Pont" Nelson. S. Govie Smith.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Fitts and
The group hiked to the White Stamps, Finis Clark, Louis Anbridesmaids
Miss Marjorie McAmong:lb& out-of-town guests
The guest list included one daughter Neva Graves. Mr. and Lula Clayton Beale, Miss Juliet and Robert S. Reed. of Benton.
woods north of Hazel. It was drews, James and Charley OutElrath of Cincinnati. Os Miss Julia were
hundred and thirty friends of the Mrs. Milburn Outland.
Holton, Miss Rachael Hood,
land. Elder Carroll Hubbard, and
Mrs. A. L. Bailey was placed sponsored by her girl firends.
Bishop. Hall of Sturgis Ky ?tin
Mr. W. A Frost of Louisville. honoree,
Alpha: Miss Beatrice Frye. Mrs. second and Miss Katie titan third.
Henry Guerin.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Drennon.
Those present were:
Lovett
of Murray. K.. and Miss Mr's. Cordie Lochridge of Mayfield.
Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Michaux. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, Mrs. W W. McEl- An enjoyable program was worked
Miss Ruby Lee Pinkley, Miss
Suzanne Snook of Paducah. Ky.: Mrs. Robert Lochridge of Mayfield, Mr. And Mrs .lee .Lovett
Lillian Hubbs, Edd Hensley. Oscar rath. and Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft
in with the contest including song Mary Jo Howard. Miss Odelle Mr. And Mrs. W. J. Boucles
the matron of honor Mrs. Henry miss DorOthy Whitman of LexingHave Supper Party
Entertain
numbers and readings. Miss Jane Stubblefield, Detroit, Mich., Miss
Hensley. Marlin Terry, Mr. and
Aaron of Hopkinsville. Ky: the ton. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Snook of
Jones received much applause in Martha White, Miss Nell Ruth Out-Mrs G. W. McClure
Family
Rennion
At
Mr. and Mrs. Jee Lovett enterflower girls Caroline Mullins of Paducah. Mrs. Ben Hall. Sturgis.
On Sunday, Sepember I. Mr.
two' snappy numbers as did the land, and the honoree, Miss Alyce
Bactrusherg
tained with a supper party at. their
Nashville and Betty Bryan Lange- Mns_ E McEwen. Sturgis.
and Mrs. Wallace Baucum enterother young entertainers, Miss Outland.
Sunday
Class
&heel
Jon of Murrai
The bride erne/int
A family reunion was held in Jane and Charlene Hartsfield. Miss
Miss._Adde-laishop--Sturgis. Mr. home Tuesday evening after' the
Entertained
on the arm of her father C. A. J. C. Bishop. Sturgis. Mr. and Mrs. Bishop-Frost wedding rehearsal.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Ave Nelle Farmer, and Miss Sarah Miss Charlotte Owen
A pink and yellow color scheme
-Bishop who gave her in marriage. A. L Bishop. .Madisonville, Mr.
On Sunday, August 25. Edward Guier Sunday. August 25. at their Ruth Rhodes.
Entertains For Guest
The bride, a charming blonde: and Mrs. David McEwen. Sacra- was carried out in the house deco- and Charles McClure sons of Mr. home in-Baehusburg. A bountifut
Pleasing song numbers were
wore a white satin Empire gown. _manta K.Mr, David McEwen IL rations and menu. The bride's and Mrs. Crawford McClure of dinner was served at the noon given by MisreEleanot Gailin.'Miss
Miss Charlotte Qwen entertaina tulle veil caught with orange Sacramento. Ky.. Mr James Mc- table had as a centerpiece a silver near Friendship Church. entertain- hour and eervet picnic Style. All Martha Gregory, Tony Currier, and ed at her home on West Main
blossoms to a halo son.s.ezi,....pnazt Ewen. Sacramento, Ky.. Mr. and bowl filled with 'tube lames and it ed the boys of their Sunday School 10 of Mrs Outer's children were at Phillips McCaslin, Mrs. Rafe Jones street Wednesday evening in cornand crrried white calla lilies. The 'Mrs...Kitson Latta. Water Valley. was flanked with four 'white tapers class for lunch.
home for the reunion.
was in charge of the music and Pliment to her house guest. Miss
burning in silver holders.
matron of eoner wore a yellow Ky
Those present were:
Boys present were:
a reading was given by Miss Lucile Modean Mullins of Mayfield.
Covers
were
-laid
for
seen dress with a ,blue hat and
Dancing and progressive dates
Miss .Ruth Kough. Water Valley,
Me. and Mrs. Cal Smith and chil- Motley.
Elwood Phelps, Trenton Caraway,
Miss Maryleona elilsop.
e
earned yellow calls lilies and blue Ky.. Mr. and Mrs, A. B. Henson.
John Harry
Lester. Ralph
The judges showed evidence of were enjoyed during the evening
Ragsdale. dren. Misses Christine and Clellon
delphinium. 'The bride's maids Willa°. Ky., Mrs. Edith Slaughter, •Wilson Frost...ides. C. A. Bishop,, Marlin Terry, Voris Parker. Pete Smith. Mr. ane Mrs. William Smith beihg iSerple'ired
refreshments were Men's Hats Renovated.65c
in the elimination and dainty
wore shadte of blue chiffon' over' *Ingo. *y.. Miss Mary Catherine Mr. C, A. Bishop, Miss Dorothy Parley, Paul
Factory Methods
Ragsdale, Dolphus of Backusburg. Mr. and Mrs. Quint precess used in selecting the win- served.
kJarries Bishop. Miss Phelps. Marvin
yellow taffeta with yellow acces- Byrn_ -Wingo. Ky. Mrs.'rrevaeY.
Those plesent 'were:
Terry, Thomas Gwer and diughter Martha Lou of ner . Among the last nine were
Suzanne Snook.
Miss Modean Mullins, Miss MagPhelps. Edward Lyon. Dean Terry. Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Terry Guier Misses Katie 'rears Dorothy RoMr. Holmes Yager, Mrs..
and children. Harry. Hilson. ,Bar- land, Elizabeth Was/lame-atm A. L. dalene Cavite Misc. Lucille Met-Daniel' Parker. Tar Ragsdale.
• Mullins, Mrs. Henry Aaron.Clyde
Mrs.
ney. Dell. Morris. Sue And Ken- Bailey, Margaret Lassiter. May- ley, Miss Betty Wilkinson, Miss Sue
Others- present were:
Frances McLean. Mrs. Kenneth
retie Hartsfield. Isabelle -Gilbert, 'Miller. Miss Jane Seay, Miss Sadie
Mr. Ed McClure, Mks. Gracie neth of Coldwater.
Wells, Mrs. R T. Wells, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Holifield Evelyn Hurley, Lyda Sue Hart. The Nell Jones. Miss Pattie Mae-OverTerry. Marelle Terry, Sarah -Ruth
Mrs. Ronald Churchill.
McClure...YOU-lands McClure. After- and children Genella and Grenelle, last six: Misses Katie Irvan, bey. Miss Mary Nee Farmer, Miss
Mr and Mrs Ed Diuguid Jr.,
noon visitors, were Mr. and Mrs. of Paragould. Ark.. Mrs..Nora Ed- D9rothy Roland. Isabelle Gilbert.
Mr. and Mrs Bob Lochridge. Mr.
Orval Walker, W. C. 'Ragsdale. wards and daughter Verble of 'St. Lyda Hart, Mayrelle Hartsfield,
and Mrs Bryan Langston. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Williams and Louis. Mo.. Mr. Frank Longalle of and Mrs. A. L. Bailey. In the final
Julia Bishop Hall, Mr. Robert McEast St. Louis, Ill.. Mr. and Mrs. four Miss Isabelle Gilbert was with
children. Myr! Jean and Max.
Elrath. -Miss Marjorie McElrath. Dr.
The afternoon was spent in play- Wilbur Usher and children John the winning three.
Fount Russell. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
B. and Jean of Graves county.
The winner will receive an alling games and singing.
Lovett.
• • • • a
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Palmer of esspense trip to the Kentucky State
WashingtonP. C,, Mr. and Mrs. Fair .to compete for the honor- of
Posed Supper Given
Miss
Maryleona Bishop
had
Ira Guier and children. Waldine being "Miss Kentucky".
breakfast guests at ner home on
A pound supper was given at the and Richard of St. Louis, Mo., Miss
Miss Roland is a ettldeel Of MarTuesday morning at ten o'clock.
borne of Mr. and, Mrs. Jim Hurt Artie and Mr. Dennis Guier. at ray State College and won recogCovers were laid for;
Special children's musical training under
Thursday night, August 29.
home, Mr. and Mrs. JoPfn Creek- uition in school contests. She is
Mrs Henry Aaron. Miss MarGames were played and a boun- mur of Murray. Mrs. Jennie Guier the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. L
Louise Robyn, American Conservatory, Bachelor
jorie
McElrath,
Mrs.
Joe Lovett. tiful supper was served at 9 o'clock. of Cadiz. Tom Medlock of Para- Roland, of College Addition and
of Music Education Degree, Chicago Musical Colis
Miss Suzanne Snook, Miss Julia
The following guests were in- gould. Ark.
employed to teach at the Goshen
lege, piano training with Moissaiye Boguslawski
Bishop Hall. and the host_
cluded:
Mrs. Drewsey Edwards of Bikk- school this yeiir.
and Theodore Bohlmann,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Bennett,

I

a

impressive Ceremony Joins
Two Members Of Prominent
Western Kentucky Families

threaa-

istrtrimmtfirgetrfahg-Torrtz
,

S

PIANO

PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
with

LILLIAN WAITERS

_

PHONES 288 and

278

STUDIO OPENS SEPTEMBER 9

Let the U. S. Government Help You
Get Your --

Frigidaire
Universal Electric Range
Easy Washer
We. have Easy Washers for home., s th and wisisset ee-tetri,o

On Monday evening members
part2
of
a1 Mr .and Mrs. Norman Bennett, Mr.
and Mrs. Keys Blakley. Mr and
the Bishop-Frost wedding lifts.--Ryan Graham"; - Mr. arid' -Mrs.
and i 'Yew'YewOfFiers-'weie guests at
Grugrett. Mrs. Myrtie
buffet supper given in Mayfield Carney
by Mr 'and Mrs. Bob Lochridge, Thweatt and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Hurt.
and Mr and Mrs Kenneth Wells.
Miss Rubene Graham, Miss Virginia Brooks Doleson, Miss Mary
'Louise Doleson. Miss Ruth Calboon, Miss Arrneta :Turner. Miss
Helen Jackson. Miss Ruby Young.
Miss Nadine Graham. Miss Lucile
Clendenon, Miss Dorothy Grugrett,
Miss Alice Grugrett, Miss Ernestine
Grugrett. Miss Adell Sheet. Miss
Willie Mae Short, Miss Genie Bennett, Miss Louise Bennett. Miss
Norma Jean Bennett, Miss Lena
Pearl Thweate and Miss Mary
Kathryn Hurt
Guy Jackson,. Irvan Jackson.
'ames Grugrett. Bill Grugrett Boyd
-.inn. Otis Briten,. Lenard Woods.
Herchel Pace. Rastus Calhoon,
Pace. James Blakley J'ohn
Gilbert, Vernon Trevathan. Homer
Hale Pace, _Lem, Jones. _Clinton
Burchett Foite Elkins. and Charles
Thomas Bennett.

a

NO DOWN PAYMENT,,, NO RED 11•PE . .
NO
DELAY
THREE FULL YEARS TO PAY ... LOW

Billings-Jetton
Wedding

INTEREST... NO t0-SIGNERS.
umusassoosaa===mimma

Announcement has been' made
of the marriage. of Laugenia Billings to Walter C. Jetters The marriage ceremony was read August 6
in the Hilton Chapel. University of
Chicago.

WE ARE CO-OPE FtATT1'
,
IG

Phone 56 or conic in for
full information
No Obligation

You don't have to be a home owner to get
these benefits

Johnson-Fain Music Co.
Old Postoffice Building

North Fifth Street
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

l

•

School Shoes Now
The T. 0, Turner Store and Personnel congratulates the progressiveness of Calloway County school teachers and the

patrivirs:-

youngsters

WE SATISFY
The Most Particular
Men and Women who are most fastidious about
their personal things as well as household linens
and other,othings use and enjoy our better service
every week. If you want care-Ire, worry-free
laundering at no extra cost whatsoever, try this de
luxe service. Phone for our routeman to stop today
or tomorrow.
Be thrifty! Try our THRIFT WASH.... cheap
and economical.

Wintersmith's Tonic

ev-

at

Knock-about clothing for the
youngsters. Qvcralls, light sweaters; t
- rousers, shirts to.stand the
jerks and wear.
and everything for the
Little Miss—Dresses,
Hose, Shoes

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

-•

Pencils, Pencil Sets, Inks,
Crayons, Book Satchels, Straps, Tablets and
just numberless things
from Marbles up, that
the youngster will need.

Our

Basement Store is crammed and
crowded with bargains offered, not just
at times, but every day until this stock
is
moved off.

MALARIA
In all of its kens but

anl halre
stren7tL.
USED FOR €5 YEARS

ery age

MR. FARMER - - —

No. only the old reliable remedy for

A Good General Tonic
.1-Ach snn,let, ti, eppetee

Now is As time to otitfit the
for
this fall and winter. Shoes for every
Size and
at both the Turner Shoe
Store on the West
Side of the square and
the Basement Store.

PHONE 44
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS

1. 0. TURNER.'
"""IONIMISIMMIC

•

a
•

1,,,1110•••••".

•
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1.!immas
is Annie Lee
FriMOSS Pei Waters, Miss
Ws Rebecca
tha Lou Barlweit
as, Rob Bradohn Ed Scott,
West. Robert
'amid Gilbert,
rd Bell, John
sites Farmer,
tutland; Logia
Thurmond.
runless
was held Sepme of L. W.
of Mrs Fent of Flamersas a bountiful
eit - the- lamer
ras held in the
Carroll Hub*deck -An Rowland,
WLIP-ffban• Mi
:mon and sons
num Fred. Mr.
ittleass
B. Wilkinson
Mr. and Mrs.
son Charles
Mrs. Richard
Ira. Tom McMary.
gar Wilkinson
Ma Nell, Mr.
inson. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Elroy.
!lariat Mr and
Mr. and Mrs.
si McNutt, Mr.
an. Mrs. Jocie
Vilkinion, Mrs.
I children Beetle, Euin, and
is Irene Buc.1 and Desiree
Andrews.
Alvin Futrell,
amps, Milburn
k. Louie ,AnCharley OutHubbard. and

Baucum
ember I, Mr
aaucum enter-
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ss--tained in honor of their son. Harold
Baucum of Kevil, Ky. Dinner was
served at the noon hour with many
goad htings to eat.
Those included were aa follows:
Harold Baucum. Mr. and Mrs.
Buss Atherton and little daughter
Ruby. Mr. and Mrs. Tomlinson,
Miss Evelyn Davis, all of Kevil,
Miss Inez Finney, W. H. Finney,
Mr. and Mrs. Cloys Baucum and
children, Sudie Nelle, Bailey Joe,
James Harold.
Percy Baucum, Miss Loreta Baucum, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Smith,
Richard Baucum, Mr. and Mrs. W.
J. Baucum and children, Fay, R.
T., Joe Pat. Ralph and Brooks.
Afternoon callers were as folWants:

tnRrr.

Included Bardstown, Hodgenville,i Shnnkle, Harvey Shankle Jr., all of
Mrs. Hattie- Haneline and chitMr. .trid Mrs. John Graham, Mr. formerly lived in this communit
y,
Mammoth Cave and Jefferson Davis near Lynn Grove. Mr .and Mrs.
•
dren Harry and James, Mrs. Lossie and Mrs. Carey Rose, Mr. and where they both
have many
Monument at Fairview.
Mule Camp. Lynn Grove, Mr. and Finney and children Clifton
Mrs. Thales Graham, Mrs. Ray- friends who join in wishing
D.,
for
From Murray Mr. and Mrs. San- Mrs. Alton Barnett of Murray, Mr.
Clysta Lee and Lucetta Altany. mond Perry, Mrs. Irvan Linn, Mrs. them a happy future.
A West Kentucky, editor, who
do went to Memphis where they and Mrs. William Furches and Mrs.
Fredonia Marine and chit- Millard Graham Mrs. Lizzie HopThey left the following day for supported Huddleston for GroverMemphis, Tenn: were guests of Mrs. Sando's aunt, baby of Murray.
dren Mae Frances and Imogene, kins, Mrs. Guy Smith, Mrs. Bernice St. Louis where
they will reside. n,in his paper last week. had the Editor ledger & Times:
Mrs. W. H. Briggs and Mr. Bfiggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Williams Mrs_ Tony Kirkland.
•
.
Steele
• •
followIritg comment
Mrs. Ellis Wrather. Mrs.
Continuing
their
trip through and son of Mayfield, Mrs. Jena
Having recently moved frona
Mrs. Anna, Mae Haneline and jainesaBelcher, Mrs. Keys Blakley. Six Sistelu, Reunited
-Roses are red.
After
Vickspurg. Miss., to New Orleans Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Earlie
Murray I take this method of
childen Daniel, Nettie Jo. and
Mrs Ryan Graham, Mrs. Virgel
Sixteen Years ,
Violets are blue.
they spent some time there visit- Williams and son, Mr. and Mrs.
sending greetings to friends there
Gene. Mrs. Elizabeth Sheridan and Walston. Mrs. Rupert Hendricks,
Huddleston ran, but
ing in the French quarters and Barnett Shelby, Mary Belle Shelin city and county.
son Earnie G., Mrs..Laurine Har- Mrs-, °mad Whitlow, Mrs. Lonnie
In a reunion that came someThe
others
flete.s
other points of historical interest. by of Cuba. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
The Ledger & Times cornea 49
grove and daughter line Lee, Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Norval Short, Mrs. Pat what as a surprise, six sisters were
They also visited in San Antonio Williams and family of near Duke- I.ydde
which another added t he fol- my Memphis address and is always
Enoch, Mrs. Marshall Dar- Beale, Miss Lula Belle Beale, Miss reunited again after 16 years on .
•
and Phoenix before going to Los dom. Tenn.
read and appreciated like a lettet:
nell, Mrs. Curtis Stone and daugh- Nadine Graham, Miss Helen Jack- last Sunday, September 1, at the lowing second verse:
Angeles. _
from home.
"If Huddleston ran
ter Carrie Sue. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
son, Miss Rubene Graham, Miss home of Mr. and Mrs. N. H. FarWell, folks. I have 'justreturn-.
And .the others flew;
Mr. Sando is a member of the Mozelle Williams. Monette WilMr. and Mrs: Radford Waldrop Laverne Steele.
ris. of Jones, Mill, Tenn. They
ed with' some Memphis friends.
What in the world.
Pacific States Corp.. with offices liams, J. T. Williams, Herbert Wil- and son James. Mrs. Mary KirkMiss Mary Kathryn Smith, Miss were Miss Mary Jones of Forest
from a very interesting two weeks
Did Wootton do?'
in Los Angeles. one of the largest liams Jr., Mr.' and 'Mrs
.
!'" Atvie land and children Martha Sue, Willa Dean Short, Leon Jones, Mr. Glenn. Maryland, Mrs. Flora HatchHigh
of its kind in the states, dealing Boyd, Wingo.
--Cynthiana Democrat motor tour of the East.
Evelyn Lue and Frances trnagene. and Mrs. Curt Graham. Mr. and er of Murray. Mrs. Pat Beale of
poinekssof the trip were Niagara
. "What Wootton did.
in real estate, mortgages, and foreMrs. Erma Richie and children Mrs. Milton Walston. Those send- Almo. Mrs. Charlie Stubblefteld of
York. Washington.
Falls. New
We cannot say.
His success with the Honors Guests At Tea
Charlie, Anna -Nell, Harry, Frankie, ing gifts were Mrs. Thomas Rob- Cherry.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy D. Hamlin and closures.
Mrs. T. M. Travis of
Philadelphia. Great Natural Bridge;
But watch the rase
and flenrsia Site.
Qpl4g, 9p4
children. Jena Thomas Richards& company has keen phenomenal,
g. My sLilbusin-Basiburn,
_
tra.SL-.IL is
irelfue. - Chattanooga. and-rooi
'
--With Thomas Rhea."
Among the
interesting social
Mrs. Azzie Ezell, Mrs. E. M. Carlos
llarrilin, Mrs. Betty Finney, Willie pesitTorilte is held several years.
Alexander, Mrs.
Percy ris.
Out Mountain and etc., with many
Dinner was spread
Smith, Miss Novella Fielder, Wil- He holds a degree in real estate eyents of the past week was an lianeline, Mrs. Evie Armstrong, Mr.J Jones, Mrs. Carl Moody, Mrs. Paul
-Danvill
e Messenger
upon the
lawn, at noon, and all enjoyed a "If by Huddleston the others flew other interesting stops and side
ford Smith, Oscar Rose and daugh- law. This was Mr. Sando's first informal tea given last Friday and Mrs. Vernon Cobb. Mrs. May Kemp
We were through nine
trips.
afternoon by Mrs. Ralph Jones, in Marine, Mrs. Della Mills.
visit in Murray.
hearty
repast.
As
Mrs.
they
Bob
Aftetward's
did by Wootton ,too,
,Mrs.
Ilgr, Mrs, Elmu4
ter, 1.4in..!.....1-teanclez
not iiiataillag -District 'of''
Pinney-, Roy Bruce Smith. Howard -Mtr-SlancTiTIIris liFrore her mar- onor of heir
Miiiiiiing,- MT7 and Mrs. A. valKan.krs. Purdom Lassiter, Mrs. mUsic and kodaking were some of What became of Happy Chandler,
Kline. Mr. anff Mrs. - Rudy Dunn, riage_Ntiss, _Ansi& Martha Parker, Lockhart, and - her niece, Miss T. Waldrop and daughter Rebecca Noble Hopkins, Miss Lucile Wals- the features of entertainment in
Johnson, Talbot's proglaganda?" Columbia and Canada.,. Distant"
covered, more than 3,000 miles.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Evelyn Louise Lockhart. of Mar- Jo. Mr. and Mrs. Steplaen Cobb.
Mrs.
tort, Mrs. Sallie Stroud, Miss Ruth the afternoon.
Dick.
Regards to every body,
Parker-104 Poptav
ray. slave-'Pe
,
41•Vet.
were-met at the -Misses-Thlith. Mae Nell and Inez Weeks. Miss Lucile Edwards, Miss
.i-twAissa, the reunion
Mrs. I. E. Lassiter,
door by the host and presented to Armstrong, Miss Beauton Mills, Uldine Willoughby, Miss
Lucile were:
Mr. And Mrs. Lawrence Sando
1632 Nelson Ave.,
the receiving line; after which-they Miss Roxie Ethridge, Miss Lucile Kemp. Miss Pauline Stroud,
Mrs. Jean Harris .and children,
Arts
And
Crafts
Club
To
Mr.
_.a.
Visit in City
• Memphis, Tenn.
_
were directed to the dining room Kingins, Miss Louise Darnell. Miss Irvan Bryant.
EI me and baby of Forest Glenn
Meet Next Wednesday
by Mrs. W. S. Scholes.
Ophelia Sanders, Miss Pauline
Maryland,..Mr. Pat Beale and chil, .• • s
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Sando of
The district garden supervisor
The Arts and Crafts Club will
The lace draped tea table was Haneline, Misses Emilysand Grade Mrs.
dren, Lula Belle and Joe Rob of
Los Angeles. Calif., recently spent
S. J. Spieeland
for the relief work was in MurAlmo, Mr. Charlie Stubblefield of
the week-end in Murray. They meet next Wednesday. September presided over by Mrs. Willis Hill- 'Nell Waldrop, Clifton Cobb and
Honored
ray Thursday ... and inspected the
Cherry.
were en route home after an ex- 11, at 2:30 o'clock at the home of iard, assisted by Miss La Verne Charles Waldrop.
relief gardens of the county with
We wish to 'thank our many
Mrs. W. L. Whitnell on South-12th Kimbro and Mrs. Maxie Byassee.
Those sending gifts: •
• Last Sunday, September 1, relaMr. and Mrs. Cloys Farris and
tended
Eastern tour, including
County Garden Supervisior Fred friends and neighbors for their
street.
The centerpiece for the table was
Mrs. Estelle Suiter, Mrs. James tives and friends of Mrs. S. J. children. Relma. Lockie Fay, and
Chicago and other lake
cities.
Chambers.
The supervisor re- beautiful floral offerings and kind-.
a cut glass bowl of pink rosebuds, C. Armstrong, Mrs. J. B. Hurt. Spiceland _met at Pine Bluff for
Through Ohio they visited relaa Bobby Joe of Taylos's Store, Ches- ported that the gardens were
in ness shown' us during the short illwith green tapers burning- on Mrs. Vera Cotham, Mrs. Bernice family reunion.
lie Farris of neat Oak Grove
tives in Cleveland, Colunibu6S Cin- Hart-Williams Wedding
excellent condition and three gar- ness and death of our dear loving
Announced '
either side. The pink and green Radford, Mr. and Mrs. Fonzie Cobb,
At the noon hour a bountiful church, Mr. and
cinnati and Wilmington. Points of
Mrs. Thurman dens were named
for prize honors. mother, Mrs. Ada Carter.
color scheme was also carried out Mr-s. Evelyn Cobb, Mrs. Trudie lunch was serVed. The afternoon Daitis, Alma Love and James
interest through Kentucky also
Mr. and Mrs. R H. Hart of near in the
We wish to thank Dr. Jones for
dainty sandwiches and Youngblood, Mrs. Artice Fuqua, was spent in social conversation. Grooms of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Hazel announce the marriage of cakes,
Several hundred ewes
were his kindness. May God's richest
which were served with Mrs. Flossie Broach, Mrs. Ethel
Those present were as follows: Winifred Hart and son Wallace of
their daughter Mildred to Mr. Carl hot spiced
bought by Union county farmers blessings rest on each and everytea.
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Herman HunMrs. S. J. Spiceland. Mr. and Paris, Tenn.
Lee Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
through an Evansville, Ind., live- one is our prayer.-Her children.
About fifty guests called be- ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Farris and
Mrs. F. H. Spiceland and children,
Tom Williams of Murray. which tween the
stock agency.
hours of four and five
Mr. ,and Mrs. Robert Earl Wal- Lorene. Annie Mae, Hera, F. H. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Morton of Taywas solemnized in Vienna, Ill.. to meet
Many Kenton county farmers are'
Mrs. Jones' house guests drop. Mrs. Lorene Wilson, Mrs. Jr., Cecil, Edward, and Bobbie, lor's Store, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Orr
Thursday. August 29.
Members of the Boyd county keeping far account record books,
and to enjoy her hospitality.- Kittie Radford. Mrs. Noah Enoch. Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Spiceland and of Jones Mill, Otis and Ruby Nell
Mrs. Williams is a former student Hickman County
dairy committee are selecting 50 reports the county agent.
Gazette, Clinton, Mrs. Nannie Pullen, Mrs. Effie children, Helen Ruth, Geneva, Hatcher of Murray, Audie Louise
of Murray State College. Mr. Wil- Ky..
high-grade animals for demonstraKingins, Miss Velma Cobb. Miss Junior. Robert, and Gwendolyn. Travis of Golden Pond, Mr. W. H.
liams is connected with a servioe
tion purposes.
Helen Haneline, Miss Reba Jo
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Spiceland, Farris and son Guistan and others
station in Murray.
Cochrum. Miss Nannie Frances and children, Bobbie, Jackie, and that called in the afternoon.
The young couple will make Murray Visitor In
• • • • •
and Mrs. Lizzie Osbron.
Peggy June, Mr. and Mrs. Linus
Clinton Honored
their home in Murray.
• • • •
For lower Imring, quicker relief. use
Spiceland, Mr, and
Mrs. Lloyd MRS. VAUGHAN PRAISED
• • •••
Ballard's Semi Lanament which containa active
A most enjoyable occasion •was
A week 'end gathering' at the Spleeland, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
iagredieets
to give • more than local &alias,
Hart-Farmer
- that on last Tuesday evening at home of Frank
The Jackson (Miss.) pally News
thus briefing a surge of warmed blood to
Boatwright, on east Spiceland and son Michael,
Wedding
SCAMIT tongestio0_ and more quickly
Clinton, Ky.. when Mr. and Mrs. side of the county.
11001134
for
May
20 carried the following
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Kirks, Mr.
included three
awry the pain from aching musalm, governs,
strains, boa-kerbs anal lumbago. Ballard'e
On Saturday. August 24. Miss Burin Cathey,p. C. Golf of Owens- of his sons-in-law and families. and Mrs. Johnnie Ahart and daugh- statement concerning Mrs. HorSnow Linemen. 30c sod 60s.
Novella Hart, daughter of Mr. boro, Mr. and Mrs. Novice Brown, Eugene Parham. of Akron, Wil- ters Elaine and Oneida, Mr. and tense Vaughan, who has just reDale, Stubblefield dr Co.'
and Mrs. R. H. Hart of near Mr. and Mrs, Bolin. Miss Cassie liam __oiled. of Wilmore, and Mrs. Henry Dawson. Mr. and Mrs. cently come to this college as inHazel, and Mr. Euin Farmer, son of Gregory, Miss Evelyn Lou Lock- Brown G-eurin. residing at the T. A. Dawson, and son Lamar, Mr. structor in English and public
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farmer of hart, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jones, Boatwright home; Mrs. Mattie Wil- and Mrs Bub Nunn and children. speaking.
"Mrs. Hortense Vaughan, one of
Murray. were quietly married in Mrs. Robert Bolin, Fredrick Brock liams. sister 'of Mr. Boatwright: Milburn and Elizabeth.
.DON't FAIL TO VOTE IN THE
and Leroy Northington gathered at Mrs. L. Bs Alexander
Mr. 'and Mrs. Rupert -Holland. the "outstanding teachers of MissisVienna, OIL
Mr. and Mrs. .Fred
and daughter
Columbus
for a twilight supper of Paducah, and Shorty
sippi,
has
been
Mr.
and
engaged
Mrs.
to
teach
Hart and Miss Rubena Hart were
John
Rowlett, Mr.
Arnold
honoring Miss ZiSell Lockhart who and Mrs. Arnold
and Mrs. P. C. Walker, MrS and the slimmer session of the speech
the attendants
of Murray.
or
The Rev. Olin Boatwright. and Mrs. A. A. Acree. Mrs. Kate Acree, department of Murray State ColMrs. Farmer is a Sormer student was visiting Mr. and Mrs, Ralph
wife, and her mother, of Elbridge. Evelyn Cathey, Prentice Thornton. lege in Murray. Ky. She will
of Murray State College. Mr. ,ones of Clinton.
For
The Misses Lockhart will be hon- Tenn.. spent the
Farmer is connected with the Good
week with his Amos Acree, G. C. Graham, Ode leave in June to begin her duties
ored
again
this
evening
and
will
by
the
return
D.,Lovins
to
father
Jackson
:
and
Mr.
and
Gulf service station at Sixth and
her
Vance, and Robert
family, but had to reBrowders entertaining with a fish turn .Friday to
classes here in the fall.
his work': as laas- McCage.
by checking your needs for Main streets.
fry.
"Mrs.
Vaughan,
tor
who
of
came to
the Methodist church, ElThey plan to make 'their, home
•.
•
-Mississippi 20 years ago and entertools, a jack, pump, and in Murray. Their many friends
bridge. The Noficer and Parham Miss Mary Oliver. Hazel, 1./
Democratic Caadidate For
W.
S.
M.
Of
ed
First
Christian
speech
work,
Marries
has
families
taught in
St. Louisan
have visited other relawrenches; tires, tubes, bat_ extgnd congratulations:
Church Meets
'leading schools of the state, and
•••• •
tives and friends in the'coun,ty, and
Miss ,Mary Oliver. daughter of has done muds for the
terries—
at Paducah, and will return to their
developHerbert Williams Honored
The Woman's Missionary Society,
Mr. arid Mrs. William Oliver of ment oS this art in Mississipp
homes this week.
i.
On Birthday
of
the
First Christian church met
Hazels was married to Mr. Ed
end Cleaning Supplies such
Farless of St. Louis, Mo.. Sunday
He has the endorsemene4 the Bankers and Leadin:7
EN
'kb
Friends and relatives of Herbert at the home of Mrs. J. H. Coleman Mr. And Mrs. Milton
UTE
NORTH
OR WEST
as sponges, cloths, waxes, Williams
Walston
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
._.. —STOP AT •••••••_
morning. September -1,-a4 Paris;
Democrats who have the Financial Interest
honored him with a surHonored
polishes, etc.
Tenn. • The bride wore" a blue
prise birthday dinner at his home Mrs. Shelby "Davis and Mrs.'Warof the State at Heart.
ren Swann assisted Mrs. Coleman.
-VEACH
'
S
Honoring Mr. and Mrs. Milton crepe dress with accessories to
neir
Pryorsburg
on
Sunday.
The Rev. E. B. Motley was leader Walston. Mrs.
experien
wide
ce in Banking makes Him Eminently
His
match.
August
Curt Graham- enter25. An enjoyable day was
You'll Find Everything for
•
Qualified and Competent to Discharge the
After the ceremony the young
tained Tuesday afternoon with a
spent and a delicious meal was Tor the afternoon.
Business-Mrs. W. B. Moser,
Your Car at the
household 'shower at the home of couple returned' to Hazel where
Duties of that Important Office. ,
served at the noon hour. Mrs.
Devotional-Mts. Annie Wear.
they were congratulated by the
the host north of Murray. ,
Williams is a daughter of Mr. and
Paper-Mrs. W. B. Moser.
The honorees received many many friend's.
WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
Mrs Will Shankle of near Lynn
Panel discussion-Miss . Lucille useful and
He Is The Logical Nominee For Final Election
Shortest and Best Routes to
Mrs. Farless is a young woman
Grove.
beautiful gifts.
Chicago and St Louts
Motley. Miss Mary Nee Farmer,
Be Will Add Strength to the Democratic Ticket
The aftesmoon was spent in Joni of many sterling virtues. She reThose present were as follows:
FREE
INFORMATION
Mrs. Rupert Parks.
ceived her education in the Hazel
in the November Election
conversation.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Shankle, Ruble
to all points north and west
Reading--Mrs. 0. B. Boone Jr.
•
REST ROOMS YR,F,E ICE WATER
h School.
Watermelon was served: -•
A delightful social hour followed
SINCLAI
R
GAS
and ons
Mr. Farless is a brother of Mrs.
Those present included:"
salOtt§e..J. P. GOZDER, Publicity Chairman
the program.
Charlie Armstrong of Hazel and We especially invite our Kentucky
'
•
friends
• • • •
For Primary Election to be held Saturday September 7, Mr. And Mrs. Stephen Cobb
Honored
1935

Didn't Do!

.' Letters to Editor

S

Count yi.Ortrdens-In Good Shape

Card of Thanks

Ends Aching
Sore Muscles
Not Everybody in

v -s-•"7=v
ar\i.
get Rod +or

Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

YOUR VACATION

Run-off Primary, Sat., Sept. 7

WEEK END TRIP

John E. Buckingham

avated 65c

State Treasurer

RE kL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS CO.

EDUCATIONAL BALLOT
DEMOCRATIC-PARTY
For Governor . •..ss_

A. B. CHANDLER
Versailles. Ky.-

THOMAS S. RHEA.
Russellville. Ky.

For Lieutenant-Governor

•

Lady Took Cardui
When Weak, Nervous
.1 can't say enough for Cardui If

KEEN JOHNSON
Richmond, Ky. -

low

J. E. WISE

For Secretary of State
CHARLES D. ARNETT
Louisville, Ky.

,
ters for
and evhe West
3re

MAJA EUDALEY
Louisville, Ky.'

gives satisfaction; something that just
suits. For example, you are pleased with
a dress. As applied to cigarettes, it means
one that is MILD—that is not harsh or
bitter; one that TASTES just right.

Thouands of wow* testify Card!!! !maenad them. U it--dies assbatteni YOU.
social% a paYilolaa.

For Attorney General
FRANCIS M. BURKE

era. 0% aacl the

Prestonburg. Ky.

ANNOUNCING

B. M. VINCENT
Brownsville, Ky.

eases,

I will continue to carry
on my father's business and
invite all to trade with nie.

For State Treasurer
JNO. E. BUCKINGHAM

LI

Ashland, Ky.

SARA W. MAHAN

ook Sat'things
med.

For Clerk of the Court of Appeals.

LI

Louisville. Ky.

E

W. B. O'CONNELL

d and

CHARLES HATCHER
Prop.

DIXIE CAFE

Danville, Ky.

RAY H. KIRCHDORFER
Louisville, Ky.

)t just

ock is

SAT-IS-FY. Something that pleases,

I talked all day," enthusiastically
writes Mrs. Is H. Caldwell, of Statesville,). C. "I have used Oardul at
Intervals for twenty-five years," she
adds. "My trouble in the beginning
was weakness and nervousness. I
read of Cardul in a newspaper and
decided right then to try it. It seemed
before I had taken half a bottle of
Cardut I was stronger and was on
up and around."

Elizabethtown. Ky.

el cony Coun-

Honoring Mr. and Mrs Stephen
Cobb. Mrs. A. 'T. Waldrop entertained Saturday afternoon with a
miscellaenous shower at the home
of the host south of Coldwater.
The honorees received many
ireful and beautifut gift:Ks-The afternoon was spent in
pleasant conversation.
Sandwiches, lemonade, and cake
were served.
Those present included:

Depot Street
Across from Postoffice

Regular Dinner . 25c
Short Orders . . . 15c
All kinds of Sandwiches
Soft Drinks, Beer
Home Cooked Meals

STATE OF KENTUCKY,

COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
I Mary Neale, Clerk of the Calloway County Court,
We wish to extend
our
do certify that the above is a,true and correct copy of the
thanks for the patronage
ballot to be voted in the election to be held Saturday, Sepshown
late C. E. Hatcher
tember 7,. I935.—Mary Neale, Clerk Calloway County
and hope to continue
to
Court.
serve more of you.

Chesterfield... the cigakette thgti MILDER
Chesterfield... the cigarette that TASTESBE7TER

the

C

Massa Tosacco Co.

•

.«
4,-rvv-t-

•

1-

•S
•••••-••••••
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cery store. Mr. Wells has been
local cireu4don manager for the
Notalten, Texas, are visitilig Mr.
the Cubs to a second sector chamPaducah ' --Democrat here for
anti Idre.IStanley McDougal, Route
pionship. Two more games ere
the past year or so and has also
7, and Mr. and Mrs. Willard Rogers
scheduled and Company 1317 is
been connected with the Bluebird
of South Fourth street.
cafe.
not letting up until theta are
Little Mies Avonelle Farmer is
By Earl Chambers
Mrs.• W 'T. Sledd Jr and little
securely in the
visiting Miss Jorene German of
Miss Lillian Wailers. who has exercises at the end
discharged from the
of the summer son were
Paris. Tom
The softball game with Cadiz
The Cubs added another to a
been spending her:
,vecation us term
Mr. Cutehin resumes his Keys-Houston Hospital Sunday.
Miss Dottie Lou Miller, daugh- long string
of victories when they was postponed and will be played
Tulsa. Oklahoma. WO return to duties as
athletic director at Mur- Ralph Wasson of Puryeat. Tenn,
ter of Mr and Mrs. Elmer Miller "shut
out" their closest rival, Cadiz, Saturday. Company
Murray shortly to maims her work ray State
1317 inertia
of Lynn Grove. has just returned
College with the coming had an operation for the removal
Last Saturday afternoon. They lost Clinton mere Sunday
of piano instruction
fall semester
of his tonsils at the Keys-Houston
home from a three weeks visit in
aftertioo
P.
to Cadiz a few weeks ago, the first
Mr and Mrs B. F. Craig and
Nashville, Tenn. While Users she
Dr. F. E. Crawford. Dentist. nit Hospital Saturday.
time
Cadiz
downed
Compan
has
y
Mr and Mrs. Luther McGee 'Oblast. Natl. Bank
Camp worship services have beha
went over in Chattanooga and
Forrest C. Pogue. Murray ColBldg. TeL
tt
1317, but the battery and field alike changed to Tuesday
Term, were guests Sunday of Mr.
evening, The
wants in Gerogia.
Mr and Mrs Will Moore Beale. lege .addressed the Parent-Teachwere
clicking
"air
tight"
and
held
and Mrs Thomas Banks. Jr
recent enrollment cif large numbers
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Sr.. Mrs Kate Cadiz to five
hits. Several hard of men from this
:
I Memphis. spent the week and with ers Association at Paris, Tenn..
and adjoining
Kirk. Mr. and Mrs. Will Higgins ones
Holmes Flits, assistant county Mr Beale's mother
were knocked to the outfield counties has made
and sister, Mrs. Saturday morning on "Improving
this change deWhitnell left Wednesday morning
agent of McCracken epunty. spent Jack Beale and
which did exceptional work in sirable as quite
Miss Lula Clayton Classroom Instruction"
a few men are out
for Washington, D. C., to spend
the week end with his parents. Mr. Beale.
Mr .and Mrs. H. E. Elliott visited
catching Company 599's heavy hit- of camp
._
for the Sunday service.
several weeks.
and Mrs. Leslie Ellts, in the counS. F. Holcomb Lexington. Tenn. in Ashville. N. C., recently returnters. The Cubs earned nine runs
Many men took advantage
ty.
spent the week end at home with-.ing to Murray Monday. August 26.
off of Cadiz's two Ritchers, Vin- Labor Day and
visited their
Randolph Tucker and James Hol- his family.
They visited scenic points of incent and Thorpe while -tunning- during the week
end.
coke) have returned from a hitch- I Mr. and Mee.
terest
ham
in
substant
made
East
Tenness
ial additiOn
a
Leoe Coureey...tes
ee and along
A small detachment of the ehm.
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sho War this morning (Tuesday/ and Williams led hitting for Mur- Sunday evening to fight
• geese
nsilea
relatives at
Orval
Mrs
Todd of Lynn Grove,
Almo and Dexter
which will aid in water hauling- raY with three each. Miracle, left fire on the' Maxi Pike.
Mrs. Mike Farmer is in Detroit several days
underwent a tonsil operation at the
and will make many roasting ears.1field. starred for Company 699
visiting her clau4htars. Mrsararap7 . City Judge G.
W. Welde-leit-Sen-- v•ys-linuaton. Hospital.. Friday. -• Labos -slay wee t•et celebrated *04 three
44 and an ea°14411
er made the trip with Miss Mavis day for Dawson
"
1- ' ApproVmately 56 acres of tomaMr. and Mrs. J. B. Hughes are -KATHERINE HEPBURN, In "ALICE ADAMS," at the CAPITOL SUN- much around here, only at work catch in his territory
Springs where he
toes and
33,000 bushels of peaches
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Hamilton who returned there after will spend several
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hanan
—:Term. Mr Oliver is weir tucky,
CS of. cletigih. and was named James Robert.
Virginia, and North and also kept busy at work.
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Mr. Grogan. last week end.
Miss Mary Catherine Purdorn remembered here as a star ath- South Carollea.
Dr. J. C. Barr, of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Pearsoe and
A marriage license was issued has gone. to Puryear where she is lete of Murray high school.
Miss Hilda Dulaney returned preeehed again for us Sunday and
son, Hugh. returned to- their home _to John Everett
a good crowd was in attendance.
Lemonds and Fae employed as teacher of English - Roy Gant was able to leave t.he home from Nashvill
e this week
In Nashville Monday after spend- Nell Morgan. both
Keys-Houston
Mr. and Mrs. Scherffius were presHospital Wednes- where she has been
, of Buchanan. and Latin.
studying
at
ing several days with Mr. and Mrs. -Tenn. .
Robert S. Reed, J. Gove Smith day after several weeks treatment Peabody
College during the sum- ent from Murray and others whose
Hugh Wear.
Mrs. Alfred S. Nichols who has and Font Nelson. Benton. were in to return to Camp Mayfield.
names 1 can't recall at this time.
mer.
Lexington, Ky . Aug. 36—C/wife and her record as
Price Lassiter. Lester Farmer. been the guest of
We were glad to have them and
Mr. and Mrs. G. Murray Friday night and acted as
Biwkingham on the ticket for
secretary of
Miss Modean Nicholas, surgical
Graves Shedd and Pat Covington B. Scott left Sunday
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for
Tennessee Teachers College. Miss started to the
the knowledge of Make* essential barn, WhO had 323 mow Ductingsightseeing. Thirty-three, includWest coast but re- Keys-Houston Hospital for 'Sever
Sandra Lee. of Blytheville, Ark., with relatives..
than Ms
Suitor has spent several weeks turned to Murray
to Protier Isousgetneot of Mote fi- nearest competitor.
Mrs. Rainey T. Wells arrived ing the driver, made the trip in a
after they were days treatment.
arrived here Sunday to visit Mr.
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extra clothing near Use Texas line, Mr. and Mrs. I. L Barnett burned other relatives.
Nebraska, to spend two weeks with number were juniors supervised by
Miss Modean Mullin.s of May- Maupin stated.
hares said Manning.
Friday night about 1136. The buildcrane selpittiee fee pmerser he NV.
Mrs. K. A. Jones is visiting Mr. her daughter, Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, their teacher. Altar seeing the prefield who has been the guest of
Manning added that his stipixet She Wes AMMON id bet
Mayor W. S. Swann and son. ing was practically consumed by and Mrs. J. H. Adams.
and family. Mr. Wells will join historic men and their works, we
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We
Mrs.
Gracie Terry and children
were then
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. -where they have ed Mr. Barnett and the fire de- of -Murray. Route 3, left Tuesday Gordon W. Banks and son, Fort carried to - the temp1e that had
IMO
her, her knowledge of poled affairs 30,00 wales.
day
spent the past several weeks. They partment was called.
for Detroit, Mich.. to join her Wayne. Indiana, are expected to ar- beer? destroyed by fire. We also
• Mr. .and Mrs. Carlisle Cutchm returned via
Melvin Covington was discharg- husband. Thomas Terry,
Chicago and saw the
who is em- rive Saturday to join Mr. and Mrs. visited the council room and other *
and sons have returned from Nash- all-star-Boars
Wells in their home on West Main interesting spots. We then spread
game Thursday night ed fro mthe Keys-Houston Hospital ployed by the Ford Motor Co.
ville. Tenn.. where Mr. Cuiehin of last week.
Wednesday to return to - Camp
our dinner and enjoyed a delightMr. and Mrs. L. C. Wall' of Cumtompleted his work and received
Trent Wells. left Sunday morn- Murray.
ful repast after which we crossed
berland. Ky., are visiting friends
William
Glenn
Wilson
was
adhis master's degree at George Pea- ing for Detroit
Mrs Stella Henry was operated and relatives on the East
where he has a poSide and Mated to the Mason Memorial the Mississippi river to visit Misbody College
in commencement sition .as manager for a chain
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gro- upon at the Mason Menaarial Hos- will be here until the middle of the Hoospital for treatment Wedneaday souri. We then started home by
pital Monday.
the way of Paducah where points
month,
of last week.
for
FREE
PICK UP and DELIVERY
Kirk Pool. Lloyd Allbritten. MarSenator T. 0. Turner and M. Tst Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dulaney and of interest were visited. Waterry Sledd and Lloyd Workman at- Morris returned Monday
We feature "Wrinkess Dyeing"
from a awls William Lee and Harry Jr., melons were purchased front the
by the famous "No
tendeed the races at Dade Park motor trip to Morris.
Shrinking" Loebl way. Prices $2./110 up for Men's
Joe Wheeler, have returned to their home in market house in' Paducah and a
Friday.
and Pickwick Dams and Muscle I Lexington. Ky.. after visiting their feast was held near Benton.. The
Suits, Dresses, Swagger Suits, Coats, etc. The
Pierson Royster has resigned Shoals.
parents, Mr. and Mrs W. P. Du- children then returned home with ,
above price includes Cleaning, Dyeing, Pressing,
from the Kentucky-Tennessee Light
lots of interesting things to tell
S
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George Wallis will return to hiS laney.
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by expert workmen only.
& Power Co. and has accepted a home in Memphis
Mrs. Elvis Wrather of Lexington. their parents.
the latter part
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position with the Metropolitan Life of this week after
Howard
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at school
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trip
Mrs. T. 0. Baueum and children
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Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Outland ..Memphis.
Hospital Saturday
YOUR LEADING DRY CLEANERS
and little daughter have'luoved
Miss Raegan Johnston is back at counties with
power equipment
Mr. and Mrs. L. li. McNutt of into the garage apartme
nt owned her duties at the' Keys-H-ouston bought cooperatively
Mayfield visited his brother, 0.-C4 by tiles. Beanie
Hoterton In-College Hospital - after a two weeks vaca- *
McNutt last Thursday night.
Addition.
Mrs. 0. C. McNutt and son HayMiss Gladys Snow. R. If., of
Suiter underwent a surgical
den spent the week end with his Paris. Tenn.. is on the
otinoj.
n at the Mason Memorial
Ig -AN 'EXPERIENCED AND CAPAB
nursing staff operatio
LE LAWYER
another. Mrs. J. W. Garrett near of the Keys-Houston
Hospital dur- Hospital last Friday.
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Paducah
ing the absence of Miss Modean
Miss Elaine Ahart spent last
Wylie Jones of Camp Murray, Nicholas.
ABOVE REPROACH,. week visiting relatives in Model.
was admitted to the Keys-Houston
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Dr. and Mrs. John.W. Carr re- Tents.
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Hoospital Tuesday for •trestnient. turned the first pt the
He served in the office of
- Mr and Mrs. R. B. Kirks of
laaek from
Judge of Edmonson county
Attorney-General Charles H.
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Roberts
of Paducah New York where. Wei. spent a Little Rock. Ark,, are visiting Mr.
and as State Senator frem
Morris and is thoroughly
Camp. was brought to the Keys- brief vacation in the hcifte
is
k.
his Senatorial district. He
S. Ahart and family
of Dr.
familiar with the responsiHouston Hospital Tuesday night for Carr's son.
this week.
wal add strength to the
bilities. and qualified to pertreatment.
ticket in November election.
Miss Martha Lou Lassiter left
Mr and Mrs. It B. Kirks and
form the duties of the office.
Mrs. L.ala Mathis, Jackson. Tenn- Wednesday lor -Jonesboro, Arkan- Elaine Ahart went to" Paducah
one
visited Mr and Mrs. Sam Calhoun sas, to resume her work as
instruc- day this week on business.
last week.
tor in art at Arkansas State ColMrs. Gracie Terry and children
• Mr. and Mrs. Perry Oliver Of lege. This is Miss.Ltassiter's
second have returned to their home emn
Detroit. Mien, returned to their yeaT at Jonesborce•------- Detroit .after spending the sdmmer
VOting for VINCENT
home. Wednesday after spending
Mr. and Mrs. Viron Beard are the with Mrs. Terry's parents, Me and
for
their
ATTOR
vacation
NEY-GE
with Mr. Oliver's parents of a son born Tuesday, at Mrs.. T. A. Phelps.
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mother. Mrs Nettie Oliver of the the Mason Memorial Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Terry McDougal of
HE SOLICITS YOUR VOTE AND SUPPORT
.
.
city. and Mrs. Oliver's parents..
Mrs. Kirk Pool and little Frank
Mr and Mrs. R. E. Lee of Buc- Allen spent last week In Paducah
and Caire visiting relatives.
Donald Dulaney arrived home
this week. He spent the month 'Headaches caused by constipaot July .im_the_C..
at -Fort tion are Lone. after one dose -of
Benj. Harrison, Ind. He _was pro- Adlerika. This cleans poisons out
moted to the renk of Corporal of BOTH upper and lower bowels.
while there
He then visited his Ends bad sleep, nervousness. Dale,
brother in Lexington and traveled Stubblefield & Co., Druggists.--in
with him through eastern Ken- Hazel by Turnbow Drug Co.
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Lexington Banker.
Miss Mahan For State treasurer

Send Your Dyeing to Mad Chillers

In The Run-off Primary RI

B.M.Vincent
Attorner.General

ci m rekitom

He is a Veteran of the World War

-Don'
t Overlgok

Dull Headaches Gone
Simple Remedy Does It
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HONE REPAIRS

"A Stiit h
in Time
Saves Nine"

_
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Have You Seen Our Novel

Belted Suede Oxfords
Priced at Only

1•98

Better hurry, they're moving fast! This extravagant new creation is the ce4ter of attraction in
our shoe department. Your ehoice of genuine
brown or black sueae, trimmed in kid with a
sparkling belted buckle treatment. Narrow and
medium widths in all sizes. A wide selection of
other styles and leathers, all with-h-ard-wearing
bend outsoles.

NEW X-RAY SYSTEM
MAKES EVERY CAR BUYER

Follow Grandmother's Advise

.

AN AUTO EXPERT I
44

OUR

11 BABY DEPARTMENT
-,You remember the old story of the Dutch boy who found the small
leak- it the dike. Even the small lad. knew that in just a short
time it would rapidly grow larger and in just a few hours engulf his whole
native land. Leaks and ratting timbers in your home (or any other
building) grow worse rapidly. A small repair bill now will mean the.
saving of a BIG repair bill a few months or a year or so later.
Check up today and we'll tell you eXactly what the mate,rial will
cost; It's costly to delay—FIX IT UP TODAY!

has really become an attraction
because of the great variety of
gifts, novelties, infants. and
young folks' wearing apparel.

-

We will gladly give estimates on any job, and offer you
the best materials for any job

Murray Lumber Co.
Incorporated

"EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING"

TELEPHONE 262
5
.
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Lovely Pure Silk, Sheer,
fashioned Hose,
PAIR
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A PAODUCT Or THE NASH
MOTORS COMPANY

fuck>,

Just now we are featuring a large selection of BABY DRESSES
priced upward from
"

25c

The
"Gadabout"
by
Rollins
Stylish . . .
Washable. . .
NonStretchable
Fast Color, . .
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PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE

WHERE QUALITY AND SERVICE COUNT

Phone 373 or 210-J Home

•
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t
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FRENCH BLUE
GOLDEN ROD
RUST
NAVY

AN'S
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,
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•

48.

OTHER GRADES of the
Very Best in 2 to 7-thread
Hose.
79c and $1
PAIR

in—
elf-Price field 6F:you 6 or 8 vital
features of en
ring Oat expensive
revs tines omit You get just
•-•
facts that you as a car buyerfacts
are entitled to kriseea_Sse the X-Ray System
and the new, 1936 LaFayette before
you buy any car this year' The Nash
!
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aaey.Kenosha, Wisconsin.
end u• 9. d.

N'LAFAYETTE$595

STREE 1

They're the Talk o
the Town

•
TIIK.LIEDGER is TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY. THURSDAY AFTERNOON, S1.PT2MBER 6, 1936,
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Hazel Personals
Mrs. 0. L. Peeler and daughters,
Misses Peggy, Patsy, and Mary of
Nashville, Tenn., who have been
visiting in the home of her father
H. I. Neely, and family for the past
week, returned home Sunday afternoon accompanied by Mrs. Peeler's
brother, Sam Boyd Neely, for a
week's visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vaughn and
baby of Logan West, Va.. were
here the last part of last week
visiting relatives.
Miss Jewell Hill spent Sunday in
Farmington as guest of Miss Addle
Anderson.
Miss Laverne Hill of Paris spent

tame with Cadiz
id will he played
WRY 1317 meets
sides afteraoop.
MirVie's have kite
lay evenings. The
a Large itUrnbers
lis end adjoining
e this change de..
few men are out
itutdaY service.
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end
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the week end in Hazel as .gurratof her parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. G.

to a flee
to fight • grass
! Pike.

Hill.
Mrs. Charlie Arnett of near Lynn
Grove, is spending the week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.

50 acres of tomeushels of peaches
peratively in Jet.
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S of the

7-thread
and $1

who have made all" A's and B's
and have not been absent from
classes more than twice.
Pottertown's softball team has
been on the top so far this esason.
The team nes four wins and no
losses. They have won two games
over the Vancleave team. Scores
of the first game were 16-12 and
second 23-15. The other two games
were with Woodlawn. The teams
showed
good
sportsmanship
ugh-our-air the gaffes. Lffieutsfor Pottertown: J. R. Smotherman, c. Mutt Phillips, p; James
Futrell, lb; 0. B. Cook, 2b; Billy
Cooke 3b; J. D. Roberts, •rf: -CecilFitts, cf; Riley Dunn, If; Codie
Campbell, sc; Budl
as_
Visitors for this week viere:
Ethel Fondow, Mrs. Dunn, Mrs.

with him and the birth from a
life of sin was as miraculous as
the raising of Lazarus from the
dead and that there was no neutral ground in one's life, that they
were either for or against Jesus.
Some 75 were present.
Among
whom were Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Phillips Mrs. Stanley Grogan, and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Nesbitt and
baby of Detroit who are visiting
relatives. People here are anxious
rir-FFM-Sinith to preach-- more
while he and Mrs. Smith are in
the community.
A daughter was born to Mr. and

AUTO ODDITIES
01934-Gulf Refinisu Company

Kirksey Hi News

14Y
A.MILL'Elk,
-RACINE'

School opened Monday with one
of the largest crowds present that
has been known in the history of
the inst4tution. The nuntber 9f
patrons and visitors was estimated
at 150. Enthusiasm was manifested
on the part of those present.

An

CARDESIONER
PRAMS A SMALL SEAN
OK LOW SPED 5rit7 WtS
NIVEA DRIVEN one or
HIS OWN RACERS

Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Mrs.
Grace Wilson. Miss Eva Perry and
nephews, 0. B. Turnbow
and
James Marshall Overcast, were in
Vales, Tenn.. Sunday as guests of
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Roselle Daniels of Murray
was in Hazel Monday as guest of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloys Hutchens of
Detroit, Mich., came to Hazel to
attend the funeral services of their
aunt, Mrs. Givens.
Frank Vaughn was in Murray
Tuesday on business.
Charles C. Meador of Nashville,
John Meador. Jackson. and Joe
Meador of Memphis. Tenn., were
recent visitors in the home of their
mother, Mrs.' F. L. Meador.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow and
son, 0. B. Jr.. were in Memphis a
few days last week.
Little Ann _Littleton spent last
week in Puryear as guest of her
grand parents, Dr. aed Mrs. Joe
Littleton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Alton left
Wednesday for their home in
Detroit. Mich., after a two week's
vacation with their parents. Mr.
and Mrs_ Frank Alton.
Miss Imogene Underwood and
Walter Lee of Paducah are in
Hazel as guests of their grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Kelly.

of McCarl dispelled
the illusion of dishonesty created by the Cassidy memorandum
but not before many people had
been convinced that it wes no

given,
audience, devotional by the Rev.
Mac Boyd, special music by Mr
Allcock and sister, Miss Flora Allcock.
Attorney Hall ireia
the address of the morning. He
stressed the value of the right
attitude toward what you thought
Mns': Bob -Meibre Atiffirit-117 Both and learned.
mother and infant are doing nicely.
Plans for an active P. T. A. orMr. and Mrs. Joe Erwin from a ganization were discussed.
And
distance are visiting their parents, we hapa the parents will take part
Mr. and Mrs. Everet Erwin.
In it, and those present seemed

illusion.

-aaT7.-P-ed

-Household and kitch
furniture, sewing machine, etc., property of
the late
MRS. ISA BYNUM
Sale to be
SAT., SEPT. 14

A WI VW,RECORD.

(1) Harry A. Miller, famous racing car deidgner, never drives or rides
in his own racing cars. He owns • small sedan which he drives with
timid caution. (2) Car travels far and tigh-purchased in Australia,
shipped by boat to Lae, New Guinea; from there carried by • Junkers
plane to Bulolo, many miles inland. (3)Peak speeds for individual laps
did not reach as high•level as in 1933-however speed was more constant and average speed for the race was higher.
(20)

Andr-ew J. May
A member always found in the
public utility cheering section of
the House of Representatives is
-Andrew Jackson May (D., Ky.)

When 016_1m-ca1led -death sentence" in the utility holding company bill was defeated, it was
May who leaped to his feet, webing both arms wildly to lead the
cheering section.
May is one of the arch-foes of
TVA and. of course, one of the
members of the House most satisfactory to the utility interests.
During hearing on the TVA bill
now before Congress, May did his
best to embarrass and discredit
Dr. Arthur Morgan, chairman of
the TVA directors.
May made a great point of
salaries paid TVA, even to clerks
and other minor employes and by

... cooks while
you are away!!

you are well groomed and
know values once you adopt the Curlee habit. Men
who cast aside all clothes problems and face the
world with assurance are invariably

those

Westinghouse

TOO CHEAP. but we must sell
'em. Best time in a life time to
buy a home in Calloway County.
Sec W. H. Fihney. 1st Nat'l. Bank
Building.
1tp

who

know that they are appearing at their best. The
new Curlee clothes for Fall will give an inklin; of

comfort to come Aen you too, are

Curlee-wise.

Showing Handsome Lines of New Fall
Hats and New Fall Oxfords

WE WANT TO SELECT

reliable young man, now employedt with FORESIGHT, fair education and mechanical inclinations,
who is willing to train spare time
or evenings at home to qualify as
INSTALLATION and SERVICE
FOR ,RENT-one large 10 room expert in Electric Refrigeration and
holise, big garden, hen yard, plen- Air Conditioning. New, profitable
field. For interview write, giving
ty cow pasture All conveniences. age
and present occupation.
Now -Tacant. See me at once. H.

V. Kennedy.

said that

FOR RENT--rooms.

street

215 S,
.

lip UTILITIES ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE
Third
404 North Wells Street
lip
Chicago. Illinois

INSURANCE!
•
Save 25 per cent on Fire, Automobile,
Tornado
Save 20 per cent on Farm Property
Insurance
•
See
-

Graham & Jackson
1.,..0kageOMMISZ90.441.140111ParSiLt

Sr4retA OW

May is an inconspicuous figure
except when utility matters are
before the House. He defeated
Katherine Langley for Congress
in 19t0, was re-elected in 1934 and
to the 74th Congress.
He says in his biography in the
Congressional Directory that he
has had "an active and successful
business career.-Knoxville Tenn.,
newspaper.

inference attempted to show that If
west of Murray you
they were unjustifiable and a
should rove,
drain upon the' taxpayer.
Watch for this sign at Lynn
May himself , carries his wife,
Grove:
Julia G. May, on the se,cretartal
payroll of the House at 99415.92 "CRAWFOR
D'S Sandwich
per year.
Shop, new and neat.
It was May who "produced" the
"Cassidy report" which was put A popular place for folks to
eat;
forth as the work of "the comptroller," the inherence here being
His Service Station y 0 U
that it was written by Comptroller
shouldn't pass,
General J. R...McCarl, Which it was
For the road may go further
not.
than your Gas."
It was hoped by TVA enemies
that they could convince the country that dishonesty pervaded TVA
and
its
that
directors
were
among the more unscrupulous
servants of the Government.'
From thiS report, Senatar Warren R. Austin (R_,-Vt.) drew the
mass of material he introduced
into the record during debates on
the TVA bill in the
te.

Special Entertainment
Saturday Night
Parker's Band
$10 in cash to be given
away

irestone

BRAIN

Worldly-Wise Men

that greater

Soo max'RACE let YON?.
"MAN LACY ygr

RAN
I GE

YOU
TOO
SHOULD
VISIT
OUR STORE BEFORE DOING YOUR
FALL BUYING

It can be truly

ographing. offering, according to
May, to run off as many copies as
needed free of charge.

VOANAPous sPireinlo.y

CILASSICIED
ALOWIIMIS1111Q

Pottertown School
News

A

CARS WMi si.D•ten. irl

•

Soon after May got hold of this
material mimeographed copies appeared in the hands of TVA enemies.
May was the source. He is interested in coal' mining operations
and appealed to the National Coal
Association to lend a mimeograph
machine to make copies at the
Caseidy report.
However, It seems that " a Mr.
Beasley. an attorney for the Alabama Power Company." was sitting in May's office when the request was made and Beasley volunteered to take care of the mime-

atUr1eitA09ILCS 1/bAstrPoRTM lb
60(.0 MOWS Se" AIRINAtiE

Dorotha Holland. Sue Holland, Elmus Morris, Breford Miller, Wade
Roberts. Gray Roberts, John Henry
Outland, Prentice McCuiston, Robbie Adams, Geneva Hargis, Kelsey
Garland, Wavel Stewart, William
Stewart, Ernestine Phillips, Estelle
Phillips. Louise Byrd and others
who were here, to see the ball
games.

coicers

A

Amnia, a utility lawyer, spread
the record 'With -iatest'44ent16' .icit--'":r - ,.
to be "misinformation",and failed
to correct it in the record. He
got his information from Stay and
May subsequently admitted that
he had sent Col. Cassidy to McCarl's office with a letter askew
that Cassidy be shown the TVA
preliminary audit.
Col. Cassidy is a somewhat mysterious figure who admits to no
earnings save "fees" from perSena and corporations he declines
to name.
Testimony

interesting program was
consisting of songs by the

Second, to pay
the "Efficiency Banner" and the the debt of the school.
Attendance Banner in the Pleasant
We are very proud of the land
Grove church Sunday which will which was bought for the school.
remain until the next district We wish to thank the county board
meeting
of the nine Epworth for buying this land; and also Dr.
leagues.
Stark for selling the land. We now
A fine prayer meeting was held have space 'for a beautiful play
last Saturday evening at the home ground and campus.
of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey SmotherSchool opened this year with 190
man.
Mrs. Curt Brandon and pupils enrolling. We have several
Mrs. Curtis Treas were the leaders. new students from surrounding
Read the Classified Colamn.
It will meet next Saturday evening schools.. We wish to extend to
with Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Cooper them a welcome. Seventy-seven
with Mrs. Cas ITumphreys as lead- were enrolled in the four upper
er. The time is 7:30 o'clock.
grades.
Miss Bulah Lamb, who for many
Friday, September 6, Faxon will
years. hasbeen In poor health, is come to Kirksey to play the openslowly declining.
ing game of softball this season.
Master A. T. Paschall went
On September 14 there will be a
FOR RENY-small farm 1-4 mile home with 'his 'grand parents, Mr. pie supper at Kirksey High School.
from College. House. stockbarn, and . Mrs. Paschall of near North Every one is invited.
and fences in first class shape. Fork Church to spend a few
The annual fiddler's contest will
An ideal place for students. Pos- days.
be given on
October 5. Soon
session at once. See Dr. F E.
Mr. and Mrs. Goeble Scarbrough, after there will be a faculty play
Crawford,
Sic and Mrs. Toy Phillips took their given.'
mother, Mrs. E. J. Scarbrough to
Tuesday afternoon the -KenFOR SALE-'40 head, mares and a specialist
tuckian and Utopian Literary soat Paris last week.
colts; nothing above 5 years of
Make Erwin had Ed Bitcleman to cieties, which were very active
age. Graham Denham.
S12c move his house on, the Murray
and last year, met and, eleiteCI
LOST-Saturday night, Aug.. 3, a Crossland road recently on what as follows:.
Kentuckian:- Novice Copeland,
large pearl tie clasp. Return to is known as the Kelly farm, south
president; WiTsion Marine, viceDr. Berry's office and 'receive of Henry Charlton's.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Grogan. president; Revs Pearl Farless, secsmall reward.
who are in from Detroit, visited retary; Mr. ;lanes. sponsor.
FOR SALE-Wagon scales.
Utopian: - Elizabeth Lawson,
In relatives_ near Como, Tenn., last
good condition. Priced $35. For Saturday, returning to Gilbert president; Clovis Bazzell, vicequick sale including foundation. Grogan's gattirday night.'
president; Dorothy Nell Stark, secMr. and Mrs., Clarence Adams of retary; Miss Mule, sponsor.
See Jack Kennedy.
S5c
near Pottertown, were recent visitLARGE NATIONALLY KNOWN ors with Mrs. Adams'
Read the Classified Column.
Mother,
MANUFACTURER will start you Mrs..Manerva Orr.
in business for yourself, selling diMrs. Radford and little daughPottertown feels rather proud of rect to farmers. We furnish nearter, Walter Lee. were week end
her school this year. The enroll- ly eirerything. Many make $30 to visitors
with their parents. "anti
now 84 and' is expecting 40 weekly profits. Steady -repeat
grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom"More after the summer work is business. Write quickly.
mie Atkins of Puryear, where
over.
G. C. HEBERLING COMPANY
Mrs. Radford's sister. Mrs. Rex
The honor roll for the first
Dept. 1033, Bloomington, Ill. Ste Humphreyi and
family of West
month follows:
mostly Frankfort._ Ill., were visiting.
Eighth Grade:
Ruth Garland, FOR SALE-35 cattle,
Mrs.
Myrtle Vesly and Miss Gene
Treva Hargis, Louise Adams, James heifers. Must now be sold on account of other work waiting. Dan Gray of Tennessee.. wore. week-end
Outland.
visitors With Mrs. Ellie Paschall.
Itp
Sixth Grade: Eulala Hale, Sue L. Ely, Benton, Ky.
and Mr..Paschall.
Smotherman. J. D. Roberts. Charity
Miss Annie Blanch Baker atFOR SALE-35-acre farm adjoining
Garland. Maybelle Stalls, Virginia
the Bruce "Wells place 2% miles tended church in Murray Saturday
Futrell.
Northeast of Murray.
J. H. evening and' visited
with
her
at residence on N. Fourth - Fourth Grade: Opha Bell.
Churchill.
ltc cousin, Miss Liza Curd.
Third Grade: Eula Morris, HilStreet
On Monday of last week, Mr.
mon Outland, Wayne Lawrence.
NOTICE-I have moved my 0. I. and Mrs. Raymond Story
W. H. FINNEY, Admr.
of Almo
C. boar from Roy Hamlin's pt and Miss Mildred
Wrather of this
Concord, to L. E. Radford's, Kirk- vicinity, attended the
opening of
sey. Standing him at $1.00. Her. and Mrs. Leslie Story's school
bert McCuiston.
First lh Marray to show
Itp in Graves county. Miss
Wrather.
at the piano, and Leslie Story led
a complete line of new
MAN
WANTED for Rawleigh
the singing which added
Fall Salts. It costs no
to the
Route of 800 families. Write tointerest of the exercises.
more to select early.
day. Rawleigh. Dept. KYI-1131Some of the Ewins from the
Freeport, Ill.
ltp
South Came in last week to visit
I PERSONS-over 16--oat -et school .relatives. -but- .we failed to- -see
interested in Free Music Instruc- them in attendance at the church
tion, private or class. call 185 or . services here Sunday morning,
-hence we did not get the names
see Frances Coleman MacLean.
of homes visited.
FOR RENT-2-room
apartment.
Other counties in Kentucky are
furnished. Mrs. E. G. Holland, circulating petitions for
a vote in
509 Poplar. Telephone 315, S12c November regarding the
liquor
question. The Kentucky youth is
BROOMS-made for 15 cents cm
as . precious and voters should do
shares. Square Deal Broom Shop.
what they could to protect the dear
Main Street at Railroad Crossyouth. Why not Calloway do likeing.
S26p wise.
ELECTRIC RANGE
FOR RENT-apartment, available This church needs a prayer meetafter Sept, 15. Mrs. E. A. Tucker
... with Dual-automatic conSouth Ninth Street.
S12p
trol does away with testing,

Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Adair of
Sedalia were visitors in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White Sunday
Enoch White, Murray C. C. C.
camp was in Hazel Monday to
visit home folks.
The Rev_ and Mrs. J. E. Under,
and children of Paducah
49.dilir
verei
i* in Hazel last week guests of
Mn. Underwood's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Kelly.
Thomas Perry Turnbow and
Ginsth Owens were Paducah
-tvisitors one day last week.
Leonard
Garrett
of
Detroit,
Mich., arrived in Hazel Monday to
visit his mother, Mrs. Rilek Wilson and Mr. Wirson, for 'a k•few
days.
Mrs. W. B. Jones is in Paducah
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Richard
Terrell. and Mr. Terrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wood of
Logan, West Virginia. were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. T.
Mayer, Mrs. 'R. E. Mayer. and little granddaughter Marilyn, who
have been here for the past few
months visiting Mr. and .Mrs.
Mayer, returned home with them.
Mrs. Fannie Moore and son, Con
Moore, and Mrs. Fannie Jetton
near Wiswell. and Mrs. W. L. Hargrove. of Murray were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt last Sunday week. Mrs. Moore is a sitter
fb Mr. Hurt.
Mr. and Mrs: Julian Mayer and
•

PUBLIC SALE

Sheer, -

noon for a week's visit in middle
Tennessee.
Mrs. Richard Terrell and children of Paducah and her visitors.
Misses Billie Burk ejid Reba Brown
of Nashville, Tenn.. were in Hazel
Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs. W.
B. Jones.
Miss Elizabeth Jones left Sunday
for Bellemina, Ala., where she will
teach again this year.
Miss Audrey Oliver and Laurene
Curd .returned home Mondaje_marn
ing from New Orleans where they
have been guests of Miss Oliver's
father for the past three weeks.
Mrs. Olga Fremon and children
left for her home in Konxville,
Tenn., Tuesday after a two weeks
stay with her parents, Mr. and

ing for the euicAte.---"ther *edit
tidies class has a short prayer Trvice in the class each Sunday
morning.

Herndon.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt were
dinner guests of their daughter, Mrs. W. D. Kelly.
Mrs. W. L. Hargrove, and Mr. Har- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vaughn are Eva Adams, Mrs. Bettie Farris, Mr. A large delegation of the Eip- interested.
leaving Thursday for Florida where Chas. Farris, Mr. Noble Fitts, Mr.
grove last Sunday.
worth League attended the die- Two Main objectives were outSupt. M. 0. Wrather of Murray they will spend the winter with Curt Hale, Mr. Bruce Adams, Mr. trict meeting at Murray last
- lined by Mr. Jones. First, to make
Wet at the -Hazel school opening their daughter, Mrs. Mary Austin Joe Futrell, Mr. Centis Campbell. day evening. Mies Leila Thus
Ellis, this year, the best of all school
and family.
Monday morning.
Bill
Dunn. Elizabeth
Hopson, president of the league here, hung years at Kirksey.

RS

falk of

FA,GE,FIVA3

--1

children. Italian Jr., and Hattie-Leah
Gm* Cletus ?Janney,
of Union City, Tenn., were in Hazel Bradley Hale, Edwin Stalls, P. G.
S. Pleasant Grove
Sunday to visit his fatLer, E. Outland.
Mayer, and Mrs. Mayer.
First G.-sde: Lillian Sue Law!Withheld from last issue)
Mr. Dave Allbritten all:' sister, rence, J. B. Bell, Buel Mohundro,
Bro. Carl Smith preached SunMrs. Tom Housden of Net/ Provi- Martha Sue Thornton.
evening at the J. S. Sniotherdence are in Hazel this week guests
Premier: Annie Laurie Elliot, day
man home! by Special request. The
of relatives and friends.
Clifton Campbell. Rubena
theme was the raising of
Mrs. Prichett left Tuesday afterThe honor roil includes those leading
Lazarus and the history connected

Here is an electric range that
cooks while you're milefawaywhile you're doing other things.

L. E. pWEN
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

N•ts4s,
Gum-Dipped cords
give greater blowout
protection.Gum-Dipping
Is not used in other tires

2

!"wrastarille

Widor, flatter treed
glees more than 50%
long« non-sicid wear

3

. Everything is higher than a year ago-except Tires and tire prices
cannot. go any way but upward since the prices of materials that go
irtto them are on the rise.'
The 4.50-21 Firestone Hi-Speed Tire_ (carrying a 12-months written guarantee against road hazards) is 50c leas than a year ago. The
. 4.75-19 size is 45c cheaper and the 5.50-17 is 60c. less.
'All other types of "Firestone Tires--Courier and Oldfield-in all
are proportionately cheaper.

sizes

automatically with one evert
heat-just as cook books recommend. Quick-Cook surface units
assure fast frying, boiling, stew-

ing, etc. It's the better, more
healthful way to prepare meals
...economically.
COME IN
See this beautiful porcelain enameled Westinghouee Electric
,..„ Range. Let us denteastrate how
It can save you time and money
every day. Our budget baying
plan will please you.

R.H. VANDEVELDE
& COMPANY

L._

You' know the dtspendability,
skid safety and traction and blow-out
protection of FIRESTONES-the
terpiece of tire construction.

LOOK AT THESE LOW
PRICES:
4.40-21 Courier

$4.90

4.50-21 Courier

5.25

4.75-19 Courier
30x 3 1-2 Courier

4.10

5.60

Remember-our service department gives you everything but major
mechanical repairs.
•

Every Service at One-Stop

4.40-21 Oldfield
6.25
7.00
4.50-21 Oldfield
4.75-19 Oldfield
7.20
5.45
30x3 1-2 Oldfield
OTHER SIZES IN PROPORTION

TIRE and TUBE REPAIRING
FIRESTONE BATTERIES and
SPARK PLUGS
WASHING. . POLISHING
GREASING

Super - Service Station
OF

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
BAST MAIN STREET

-

Save Money
by putting on new
FIRESTONE TIRES.
NOW!
THEY ARE CHEAPER THAN
A YEAR AGO

It roasts automatically at
TWO temperatures-bakes

HARRY JENKEN61,/400111e1
PHONES-Dffice 435: Res 437
PLUSIBING. WISING. SHEET
METAL. HEATING
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS.
RANGES, APPLIANCES

=-YZ..
-

tasting, basting, watching.

1

University hosts show

Firestone Tires stop cars
15 to 25% quicker

MURRAY, KENTUCKY'

-•

•
4,7

TBT
A

T.EDCtR & TIMM, Naltarr:-KENTI7C1CY,,TITCRSDAY
-et
•
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end
Em.Old Problem Gets Modern Treatment ' week
Miss Lucile .Kingins motored

failed to carry alareoinct for ChanSince the overwhelming defeat
175,23c; other freight grades un- asked to present saints duly proven
15 dler as Rhea carried his home of the 'Bred basketeere adminischanged: express: broilers 1741 on or before Saturday. Sept. 21.
4-H club boys and girls on''a pic- county of Muhlenburg
by more tered so efficiently by the Hilltop23c; kiwis 1811 23c; dticks 17‘rl9c: Anyone owing the estate is shed
nic excursion to Pew Ann Spring. than 2,000 majority.
pers on the Murray floor last net
other express grades unchanged. to make settlement at once -R. R.
winter cover crops. and Isuilding near Benton, back to Murray to the
By Kelly Cromwell. Assistant
EAST ST. LOUIS. 111.. Sept. 4-season. I have not dared to put
Allbritten. Hazel, Ky.. R. •2.
Baptist picn,c grounds where they
dams in gullies.
County Agent
my weightless predictions .of the iU. S. D. A.)--Hogs. receipts55,000;
ennis ed lunch and watermelon
Suggest
terracing
to
farm-*
some
market
mostly
154120c
highoutcome
of
the
Gold
:inn
Blue
RALPH'S.
Soil erosion is not news It has
RANGLES
Miss Rachel Morgan. one
and they immediately object feast
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
varsity in print. -Cap" Organ is. er; top $12.00; one small lot 612.06;
been going on ever since farm land ers
of the gay bunch gave me this
Yet
these
-the
cote
tu
same
farmhowever, in high spirits and re- bulk better ISO to 240 lbs. $11.85s4
WEAR DRUG CO., INC.
semis cleared and put in cultivation.
item'
.
'
Within a short few weeks tans
ers Will buy fertilizer said apply
ports that his men are taking foot- 12.00: around ZlICI lbs. 211.50; bet)3ut during recent months there
Cyrus
of
Linn
football will witness the initial
went from Murray
The honor roll for Salem School
their land and have a great
Whereas, 'the Wiliness of the
ball seriously in their early work- ter 140 to 160 lbs. $10.354011.00;
has been more talk about erosion it to
100 .to 130 lbs $9.004110.15; light for the first month is as follows: Corporation known as Wear Drug
Earning via Stella to Graves county line clash of the season. Football is in outs.
h away
and more effort made to control deal of it
arid back driving road maintainer. the air and heated discussions are
Primer and and First Grade: Co., Inc., whose principal office and
A fast.- light backfield `and a Pigs $8-00 down: must sows $9.35e
erosion than has occured in the 'the money to buy fertilizer re- Do any good? Well, yes maim!!
already in session on the street corquire§ considerable hard workheavy line seems to be the order 10.00: a few smooth lightweights Clyde One Carter, Charles El place of business is located at,
past century.
Will Guthrie and me saw a man ners of down-town Murray.
Rogers, Leneth Rogers, Billy Camp Murray, Ky., is being taken over
higher.
often more than would be reof the day at this time.
Soil erosion proceeds at an ac- quired in terracine,- •
about .50 years of age hunting a
Coach Ty Holland. - -mentorKelly, Helen Cooper, Harry Rogers, by an individual, H. P. Wear and
It
IS
Cattle,
my
--personal
receipts
-opinion
5.000,
calves
that
recelerated rate
It is much worse
job last Saturday in Murray. He Murray
Hie School athletics, a
more closely coordinated eleven ceipts 2,500; market opening slow Rex Stone, Cor.1is Crouch, and Don- to be operated in the future as
By terracing the iernalning top- said "rather than miss"
loday than ten years ago and it
would started the fireworks last Friday will
Wear's Drug Store, NOTICE IS
be seen this year instead of on _steess; early sales steady at ald Lawrence.
any
and
there
would
kept
soil
be
was worse ten years ago than it
work for his board and clothes. when he issued a sIll tia his grida
Second Grade: Opal Broach.
group
HEREBY GIVEN that said Corpof individual stars that $10.40 down; other classes genizer
applications
fei
t
of
I
future
was len years before that. The
Will and I were dumb-founded.
ders to report for equipment and
we have seen during the past erally steady; mixed yearlings and
Third Gnide: Velma Rogers and oration is now closing up its busireason for that is, after the tppsoil would yield full benefits.
Mr .and Mrs Jim Hughes. Cold- on Monday the Tigers-tied into a
heifers largely
couple of seasons.
Properly constructed terraces are water
ness with re-view to complete and
26.004,9 00; beef Albert Stone.
has been washed away, the submerchants, have a week old hard two weeks of preparation in
sSeasgiess_Mare Frances
...*(
rfiros-V
4 52.5* cilItor'•--nnft
t1-2
,
-they areweit-piewarttTerunet-ent
place
Sept. 30. 1935.
as making cutters $2.75o 3.75; top sausage Rogers. Sue Crouch.
clay, and therefore washes rnore and fences. They ate permanent
If you csin, please attend the tent by next Friday night.
the most advancement last year.1 bulls $5.50; top Vealers $9.50;
Sixth Grade: James Rogers.
WEAR DRUG CO., INC.
impronettients which pay dividends meeting
readily.
at Coldwater Church of
Ty has eight lettermen to build Joe caught my eye early in th_eri nominal range
Eighth Grade: Carolyn'Rogers.
By H. P. Wear, President
year after year long after the first Christ. Sunday,
slaughter steers
September
8,_,
Tbg_Kau erosion...17,
asaund -Shis-1at4-ans4 Is indeed for- first games and I used half' o 55.50E/1225;• SINUiriTer -1i-eTfeirs $4.
0)e
•
its forgotten.
High
courts
expRd
a
vast tunate to possess an almost
are terraces, contour farming, seedcom- every game watching this lad go. I 411050
Breathitt county homemakers are
amount of money to convict guilty pleted backffeld
ing of grass and legumes- use of
and a number of Mullins will turn in a banner
canning beans instead of pickling
outlaws, thieves and murderers and linemen who have
- seen action,
season barring injuries.
N. .f717r1DUCE
them, followine demonstrations by
send them from 2 to 99 years to and his iigers startled
this entire
Charlie Yarlarough_ will shoiti
mratse -*gime dernonsiTation
Sept:oesebive poulAll permerseialS-7611fetitihts -reset
thespeerisTeitiary. By and bystne i'earcit-ra-st year
by beginning with the S. I. A. A. plenty during the try. steady to firm;
freight: fowls the estate of T. E. Allbritten are agent.
few short months. what seemed to be a
Labor day Monday could not get Governors.
group of next couple years-if he is handled
Born 'to Mr. and Mrs. Boy -Car "Eagle" on 'Honor Roll'. but Her- pardon them and-Ladies and gen- inexperienced'rnaterlal and by
the right. He could possibly be made
'ter last Saterday a fine 9-pound*ry-lieath said that he could "fix tletnen, it is no wonder that we opening game turning out a clones into a dependable
thriple threat
boy.
it". i e allow for' my awful bad hear of "mobs" in divers places. ly coordinated machine that did gridder but 1
believe it wise to
A taggoted man always acts honor to Murray
*. H. Ethridge, Qurand Dodd luck.
High and Weis shift the punting dutY elsewhere.
end Mrs. Kellie Etheicige of TenMr. and Mrs-. Elbert Broach. Mr. "nateral" and so does a fool.
tern Kentucky.
Yarbrough can rifle passes and
eessee. are visiting
Mrs. wad Mrs. Elmus Fain and Mrs. 'Del Jones and Bob Jackson,
The Tigers open play here Sep- take care of the "spot" brand with
Wite Stone
Burch Fain of' Houston. Texas. are probably others went to Detroit tember' 13 with McKensie High ease and as to his
running ability
Rudith
Miss
Crouch
visited seeing "home and friends once last week-nothin' would do but in a night affair.
IS a second Brodie and probably
Bob
and
Del
that
they
go
Belem school August 23.
into
more". Hettie and Enna are nieces
has the ability to gain a greater
Canadai Great Britain,.
kir. and Mrs. Bill Manning and
"Ole Eagle".
After studying a list of pros- fir've in less distance than our past
Well.
I
was
at
Paducah once. pective gridders that John
family and Mr. and We Eddie
and Carl Hughes of ChicaMiller, silted Grange", Harlan Brodie.
Manning and daughter visited the go
guests Saturday night of crossed the Ohio river into Massie- freshman coach of Murray State
In a few days we may be able to
county,
Ill. That's my limit!
äd home place of Mr. and Mrs. their cotesie. Tommy Pullen.
College. will probably have under get a keener insight on Coach Roy
Old mother Logo, she got drown- his wing for
Bill Manning in Tennessee and atMk. and 'Mrs. Herman Ray and
the next several Stewart and his gridmen. '
tended the Baptist Association_
two sons returne4. to their home in ded crossin' the creek on a -pun- weeks. I couldn't tell whether I
Included. in the group of gridcan- vine.--Bagle-.
-Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sheridan and St Louis Mondays.
was reading a livestock report of ders who are expected to make
son Ernie spent last Stindae with
Mrs. Lula Batts. Mr ,,,Pearl Batts,
draft horses or a freshman foot- football history at M. S. C. this
Mr. and Mrs Edgar Cooper.
Mr. and Mrs Jim Di
of St.
ball squad
fall are: Captain-elect Casey Or---0-K-Doe Louis visited home folks o r the
Coaches grid officials at the col- gan, Alternate Captain Joe Torlege have the following comments: rence, Joe Mullins, all S. 1. A. A.
Head Coach Roy Stewart was guard. Henderson, Elder, Miller,
all smiles when asked the ques- Land, Gunter, Alderson., McCracktion "What are the prospects for en,
Greenwell,
Taylor.
Cook.
With
and cattle going up it Freshman football this fall?" "Boy! Wright. Herndon, Tolson, Fields,
gets harde ,and harder to, make they're hot,- he replied. "I ex- Bogle, Fowler, Yarbrough, Cochpect the 4935 Yearling crew to ran. Russell, Neese, McLeary.'Curboth ends 'meet,
produce the
greatest freshman ran. Thompson, Castlin, Hardin,
••
•
team since the days cg King,'Sim- Allison. West. Snyder, Swimms.
It's remarkable hows,many othermons, and the FrOih team of Dunkerson Jones, Diuguid. Ferguwise
hard-headed adds cynical
1931. I am finding it easier -this son. and Puryear, a total of 37
people will swallow a caArsidates
summer than ever before to secure warriors to whom will be entrustglowing promises that he kbows
good athletes-some. of the pros- ed the banner of the college to carcan't be fulfilled,
pects have visited:son the cam- ry onivard through the coming
• • •
1
pus during the summer and seem year.
Those who lose their tempers to be well pleased with
The schedule reads as follows:
the colusually lose the fight. too
lege and student body. It has Sept. 28-Lambuth there, night)
• • • • •
been a pl
ure to see so many Oct. 5-Springhill there, night)
P4F SOAP OF II&AUT1RA WOMEN
The wets carried Texas by '55.- athletes becoltse interested in Mur- Oct. 12-Open,
000 which indicates that Senator ray, and with tbe. exception of a Oct. 19-Tenn. Poly iCookeville)
Shepherd has lost some of his center or two, thetesis just about Oct. 26-Howard (here. Homeflock.
everything a football ecsach Could
coming)
ask for in this group of Freshman Nov. 2-Middle, Tenn. (here)
We had an extra session of Con- material we have coming
Nov. 9-Western (there)
gress without it being called either
Included in this group of "fu
Nov. 16-Millsaps there)
by the President or wanted by the 'Breds" are several all-confe
oy. 23-Stetson .Deland. Fla.)
met and an all-state or two. The
People.
team will average somewhere 11 lit PK!
. to Reed the Clitanfleds
A few years ago the country was the neighborhood of 175 pounds,
YELLOW LAUNDRY
C CLUB FAJICY
amazed 'at a .billion dollar Congress. and the weights will range from
We have -finally gotten rid of the the mere '135 of Hullie Saunders,
TUNSO SOAP 7 Bars 25c
CAME
Virge'mules 29c
'
first ten 'billion dollar congress. a dynamic quarterback, W that of 24 lbs. OMEGA
Flour and
Wonder how long it will be before the big 190 pound guard. Thomas
I 50c Sifter
O. K.
STANDARD PACK
$1.35
we have a hundred billion - dialler Rayburn.
6 Bars
3 large bottles
session?
The personnel of the Froth Seam 12 lbs. OMEGA FlOur
SOAP
and Sifter
CATSUP
:75c
as it is expected to be on the first
25c
Don't be chained to Chandler; day, September 16, is as follows: 6 lbs. OMEGA Flour
be right" with Rhea.
Gene Bland. .end. 170: David Sherand Sifter '
45c
Cr, tackle. 190; Willie Shoupe. half, Red Cross Macaroni, was
The rising sun of Japan is about 185; • Willis Wade. tackle, 178;
10c. now
5c
to eclipse China.
Woodrow
Sc o tt tackle, 187; Sc Maccareni
4c
• •
• •
'We Pay Highest Prices for EGGS end dither
Thomas Rayburn, guard. 195; - Bob- 3 boxes Matches
10c
•A primary usually results in by Dick Nunn, half. 160; Dennis
PHONE 37
DELIVERY
FREE
15c
priming the Other side for the gen- Hollander. guard. 175; Dale Dei- 2 Post Toaaties
eral election.
20c
bert, end. 178; -G. C. Beale, full. 3 Jello
180: Kerns Shelby, tackle. 185; J. 6-IC bucket Snowdrift
The President has signed the R. Mitchell, half. 180: Virgil Cox. 3-lb. bucket Snowdrift
neutrality bill but a neutrality will full. 175; Joe Brill, back, 180; Ralph Camay
Slogan Contest yet on.
-will go much farther toward keeping Asher, center, 190; Kenneth Sherib lac Stand. Crushed or Broken
un
DelMoNno
-2
.Ccla
te
.2
or1C
3 CAMAY SOAP
15c
the country out of war.
dan. tackle. 188; John Jasper,`half,
PINEAPPLE
Sliced, 2 No. 2 cans
27c
180; Bill McRavers half, 175; Lewis Oar paled Coffee. good as best
at price
15s'
Col. Frank Knox says the East is Applegate, end, 175; Hollis SaiinPOUND 15c
POUNDS
_against
BROSeVell.
Lsret dere . quarterback, -435. Of- this .3 lbs. Pare__Cofte•
33.
JEWEL -COFFEE
Chicago, where the eminent pub- group Bland. Rayburn. Deibert, Halfbushel Meal __
434
62e
lisher and candidate for the Repub- Mitchell,' Cox. Brill, and Beale are Gallon fine
10e
Cooking- AltIlles
hcan nomination lives, known as basketball - players as -well as
Gallon White Pickling Vinegar lge
!he -Windy City"
QUARTS, Doz.
football
players. - Other frosh
HALF GAL., Doz.
PAY in trade for EGGS-' •
Mc
basketball players are Ezra Davis,
99c
Judge' - Bingham will. arrive in Joseph Ryan, and Frank Cononer.
T,ouisville Friday-in time to vote
o
OUR MOTHERS
2-LB. BOX
'or Chandler. And what a long
COCOA
19c
- rip from Scotland to lose a vote!

Livestock

Salon School Honor
Roll

ire

NOTICE
• • •.•

ry

Stella Gossip

..ziava,veitiou

Salem-News

Kroger Piggly Wiggly Stores
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

Large 5-doz. size
2 Heads

TOLLEY & CARSO1St

HD. LETTUCE
BANANAS
YELLOW ONIONS
CABBAGE POUND
POTATOES 1
GRAPES

AUST JOTS
ar Joe

FOOD MARKET
*
Gal Apple Vinegar24c
Beechnut Spaghetti,
25c
3 for
Beechnut Beans,
3 for
45c
Large can Am. Laay
Tomato Juice,
2 for
25c
Red Cross Spaghetti
or Macaroni . , 5fc
3 Camay Soap . 14c.Jet Oil Shoe Polish,
Large Ivory Flakes 24c
3 for
25c
(40c pkg. FREE) 6 roll! 1000-sheet
Chase and Sanborn
Toilet Tissue . 25c
Coffee,
25c 14 oz. Heinz
2 lbs. Fresh Ground
Ketchup
23c
Coffee . . . . . _ 25c 14 oz. Red Rose
Post Brand Flake*,
Ketchup
14c
15c size, 2 for. 19c Mackerel,3 for
25c
Half bu. Meal . 60c Chum Salmon
10c
10 lbs. Meal
25c Pink Salmon,2 for 25c

All Set
for
Life

t°- Pound Bag

5-13°UND Pki(
Red Malaga
2 Pounds

SPECIALS

25c

Choice Hand Picked
7 Pounds

'NAVY BEANS
C. NORTHERNS

3

iiibil'r"JRARs

75c

_

Swann's Grocery

C. CLUB

The sweet young thing thought
Eucharistic Congress was, a place
.11 the fans met to play the game
f "Euchre".
' •

Electric

30 or 60 Watt

LIGHT GLOBES General
Today's idle wonder: What has
'become of Hubert Meredith who
, assailed Tom Rhea all over Kennicky in the first primary and

4 CANS

Regardless of how neglected, aggravated, or hopeless appearing
the case-if within a maximum
period of 3 days after applying
Cross Salve every sign of Pink
Eye infection has not disappeared. this advertisement taken to
your dealer will insure you the
prompt-refund of your purchase
price Cross Salve at all dealers, 30c and 50c

for Your
SAFETY!

Murray Milk Products Co.
-Telephone191

Miracle Whip,

ANDWICH SPREAD

-

FULL -FLAVOR
SLOW BAKING
Brings Out the

Office at Home, 609 West Main
Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays
In Afternoon
1 P.M. to 6 P.M.

3 BARS

-AUNT BETTY'S BREAD
will convince you that there is a differency that
can be found in--each and every bite,

NOTICE!

59c

SIFTED PEAS

C. Club Fancy2 NO. 2 CANS
29
'

100
'Lb. bag 4
"

BACON

ASK YOUR GROCERFOR AUNT BETTY'S

'All persons owing the estate of
Mart Logan are asked to make settlement with me at once. The affairs of the estate must be settled
And 'Mote Who
the estate are asked to present
safhe dilly proven.
W. C. iCollyeri Mayes

100-Lb. bag,
SHORTS

Fancy Sugar Cured. You'll make no mistake by
buying several sides at this price. Half or
whole side. POUND*
LARGE or SMALL

PARKER BROS. BAKERY

30c
15c

-BUTTER-

u
ninftorrymlCluby

Roll
Good
POUND

24c

•5

111-.1111•411k•dr

r

•.! '
,
-41
-••=••••••••••

tel•ela•nr••.4•:-.44---.11••••
.

•.
5
I ••• ••••

r

.5

••

s

$1.59

POUND

BOLOGNA
GOLD-N-GLO a big five-cent loaf is the greatest
5-cent value

13c

3-POUND CAN

CRISCO

BRAN

16-oz. jar
23c

CAMAY SOAP

Chiropractor

-RETURN MILK BOTTLES

QT. BOTTLE 10c
VINEGAR'

1 Oc

S

Dr. W. C. Oakley

When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume an obligation to see that the impty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.

QUART

257

3

JAR
MUSTARD

25c

NO. 2 CANS

STANDARD CORN
Cured•in 1 to 3 days

EACH
10c.

BOZO DOG FOOD

PINICEYE

25c

3 l6-0Z. BOTTLES

TOMATO JUICE

a

Pasteurized

25c
25c

6 Pounds

50lia.

The ductoi says
. he is - a perfect
specimen of
• healthy,. happy
babyhood _a n d
that pure wholesome Sunburst
Milk is' ikrgely
responsible. It
gives hirri energy
and , sta4S him
on the way to
robust' manhood

Si

Dozen

Golden
Yellow

150
15c
25c
Vc
21c
'15c

,

.5

proven
Sept. 21.
e is Ated
Ice -R. R.
.
Jly

Pages 1 to 4

'2LUTION
INC.
is of the
Near Drug
office and
located at.
:aken over
Wear and
future as
OTICE IS
said Corpp itS businplete and

New Series No. 411

INC.
resident

es

ic
ic
ic

29c

25`

I
c
ic

27c
43'
99c

19c
25c
10c

zsc

10c
23c
13c
39c
29`
I
59

IC

15c

bc

COMPLETE-COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September', 1935

ROBERT K. HART J. C. Harrel Has MRS. MARY GIVENS Chandler Scored for Claiming
Freak Tobacco
55,RITES SUNDAY
BURIED AT HAZEL a Credit for $12 School Per Capita

th4Q.-

makers are
if pickling
Watkins by
nonscrittion

THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION TWO

•

J. C. Harrel, dr Murray Route
Death Came of Heart Failure at One, has some freak tobacco growing on his farm. Mr. Harrel states
Home Near Old Salem; Leaves
that he has one plant that has
Sister, Two Brothers.
Funeral services for Robert K. torn side of the leaf and Mr. HarHart, 55 years of age, were held rel is very proud of the fact that
Stroday-aftisi imorratsr Vetoerfront tha-antica...crapr...ta
the Old Salem church. The Rev. riety.
Mr. Harrel brought to the Ledger
L. Z. Hurley was in charge of the
service. Burial was in the church St Times office a freak leaf found
- nearby the other plant. A minute
cemeteu/
1
4_.
.
s
Mr. Bart was found dead at his •..c-i3fidary leaf was growing off
home in the Old Salem community from the bottom side of the stem of
following a heart attack. Surviv- the leaf several inches out from
ing is a sister. Mrs. Janie Smith, the stalk. The secondary leaf is
81. Louis, Mo.. and two brothers, a peculiarity and many showed
Thal Hart and Obie Hart. both of interest in the leaf.
the county. •

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-8,869, SWORN
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

MARINE CORPS OPEN
MACON, Ga., -Aug. 28-The U
S. Marine Corps will resume recruiting in September, after having
been closed for first enlistments
for the past two months, due to the
-et--reettiistrrierns '- sir
this popular branch of the service.
Lieut. Colonel H. W. Stone, the
officer. in _charge. pr Disirou RP.
cruiting Headquarters here, states
that preference will be given to
outstanding applicants of superior
physical and education qualifications between 18...aild..P5ssimars of
age. Applicants under 21 years of
age must obtain parents consent.
Complete information and application forms can be obtained from
this office.

Home of B. F. Ansa Barns. Many
LOUISVILLE. Ky., August 24
"Our attention has been called
Social Events of
(S
wa
ea
e t ea quarters today 'as metropolitan papers,
papers. wherein Mr.
the cheapest, lowest and meanest Chandler claims credit for the
Mrs. Mary Wilson Givens, 36 political trickery thus far resorted *1200 per clipita,._,Dis
years of- trge,--wIre 21-Ptiati-Girens -re-or It-s."Chatidlerth-deceRTEthi capfUa was 'appropriated
at the 1934
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Democratic voters of Kentucky special session of the General AsJasper Wilson died at a Detroit is his claiming ciedit during the sembly and necessarily all hearings
hospital Sunday. The remains past week for obtaining the $12.00 on this subject were conducted
were brought to Hal,,Tuesday. school per capi
or the public before-the Appropriatim-R4411Etitss
Funeral- services were held from schools of tenth y.-'
"Every friend of education in our
the Hazel Church of Christ with
"The true facts are as follows:State knows", said a statement isElder Robert Hart in charge.
"Frank Lebus was chairman of
Mrs. Givens was reared in the sued
from Rhea
headquarters, the Appropriations Committee in
Blood River section of Henry "that this increase in the school the Senate. James H. Thompson
county, Tenn. She was married appropriation was obtained through was a member of the` Committee
in - 11124 and moved with her hus- the tigilance and unremitting ef- and Floor Leader in the Senate.
band to Detroit two years later fort of Thomas S. Rhea. Chand- Sam Milam was Chairman of the Mrs.
Wilson, Mrs. Frank
where she had since made her ler knows 'that educators every- Appropriations Committee• in the Vaughn, and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Mrs.
home being a member of the where are familiar with this fact House. Mr. Chandler di:I:Circa-sap- Jesse Steely and Mrs, '0. L. peeler
Church of Christ and an active and, therefore, oppose his candi- pear before either of these com- were visitors.
Clothes for school children are Sunday School worker in that city. dacy. because he did not lift a mittees
and urge the passage of the
needed and Miss Ola Mae Farmer,
She is survived by her husband, hand toward obtaining the $12‘ap- appropriation of $12.00 per capita
attendance officer, has asked the who is now confined in a Detroit propriation yet now seeks to claim or any other
appropriation tor the
•
people of Murray to contribute any hospital with illness.
credit for aid to the schools made public schools. On the contrary.
Death ('ame Saturday at Home
clothing they can. Miss Farmer
possible
by
She
was
the
well
personal effort of had his tax program prevailed.
known and had a
Near Brandon's M111; Services
will call for the clothing if in- number of relatives in Hazel and Mr. Rhea. Nothing could be more there would
have been appropriat Blood River Church.
foi med and persons having same had attended Hazel high school.
despicable than this brazen at- ated for the schools approximately
are asked to callher at the countempt
Burial was in the Hazel cemeto steal the credit for work a per capita of $2.48."
Funeral- services /or Miss Fanty superindendent's office or leave tery.. Pallbearers were E. L. Mill- done in behalf of Kentucky's school
"Mr. Chandler is in no wise en- Death Came Sunday at the Keysnie Parker. 46 years of age, were
word. It will be necessary to er, 0. T. Mayer, J. M. Marshall, children by another man. Instead titled to the
Houston Clinic of Cancer;
credit for the $12.00
held Sunday afternoon at.1 o'clock
furnish clothing to several in the the Rev. Garvin Curd. Shirley Nix, of trying to 'chisel' in on credit to per capita
Leaves 6 Children.
appropriation. His statefrom the Blgod River church with
county and Miss Farmer is very and G. A. Shrader.
which he is not entitled why ment in claiming credit for
the Rev. J. H. Thurman in charge
the apanxious for a liberal response to
Funeral services for Mrs. Mabel
doesn't he take time off to explain propriation is consistent with
Burial was in the Parker family
the
the appeal:.
The home of B. Fr Alton, one to voters why he ran out on the many misrepresentations of the K. Lovett. 45 years of age, were
cemetery.
mile north of Hazel, was consumed free textbook bill at the •1934 facts that he has indulged in in
Miss Parker died at the home v
held Monday from the Lone Oak
.
by fire Saturday of last week. The spetial session of the General Ascampaign. If he and his sup- church.
near Brandon's Mill following an
Singing
Elder Commodore' Bran
sembly.
building
trying
to
and
mcist
adjourn
of
the
the
contents
Santees
should
succeed in repeal.
illness of tuberculosis. She had
was in charge of the services.
were complete loss. . The loss was ate, over which he presided, before ing the sales tax, it would
been in ill health for the past
be of
partially covered by insurance. the measure was passed.
Mr., little interest to the people of Ken- Burial, was in the charm cemetery
seven years ,and her recent illness
Rhea has repeatedly challenged his tucky as to whether he says
Mr.
Alton
On
has
Sunday
moved
afternoon,
with
September
Mrs. Lovett died at the Keyshis
he is
was for six months. She was a
family to Hazel and is occupying opponent on this point offering to for $12.00 or $50.00 per capita for Houston Clinic Sunday following
member of the Blood River Baptist 15, at 1:30 o'clock. there will be a
singing at Lone Oak church. The the house of Jake Mayer, recently Give Chandler a clear track for the schools as there would be no an illness of cancer. She was a
church,
the gubernatorial, nomination if money to pay this because
.
he has member of the Lone Oak Primitive
Surviving are her father, Mr. W. event is being sponsored by Prof. vacated by L. F. Vaughn.
he cau prove the charge untrue." failed to offer any program
•
to pro- Baptist church.
J. Parker. and stepmother, Mrs. Jeffrey and hiss quartet of Paris,
In
releasing
Sunbeam
its
Tenn.,
Band Meets
statement, Rhea vide the needed revenue."
Prof. John Key and his
Mrs. Lovett is survived by her
Annie Parker, and a sister. Mrs.
Headquarters also appended the
"This statement is made for the husband. R. D. Lovett, father, J.
Conrad Jones. and two brothers. quartet. Prof. Winchester and his
The
Sunbeam
Band
of
the
Hazel
following
joint
statement issued by purpose -of advising the voters as J. Kirkland. near Humboldt. Tenn.,
Romie Parker and Joe Parker, all quartet, and the home singers.
Baptist church met Thursday after- Messrs. Frank Lebus.
The Donelson -brothers and all
G .S. Milam to the facts in connection with the and four daughters, Miss Estelle
of the county. She also leaves
noon
at
the
church.
Mrs.
Robbie
and
James
H. Thompson, disputing appropriations
for
the
an aunt, Mrs. Andrew Outland other singers are invited to come, Milstead, counsellor, led a program
public Lovett, Miss Anarine Lovett. Miss
Chandler's
latest claim:
Catherine Lovett. and Mrs. Zula
schools.
and two uncles, Newt Parker and bring your books, and quartets if on Japan.
you have one.
Nelson and two sons, Sedley Lovett
John Parker.
About
25
little
Sunbeams
were
The public is cordially invited.
ville. Tenn_granddaughters of Mr. Picnic Given In Honor or
and Alvie Lovett. She also leaves
present. After a very interesting
a sitter, Miss Sopherine Kirkland
42 PIGS IN 13 MONTHS '
program, the little folks were given Neely.
, Mrs. Frank Vaughn.
One hundred thirty-one Chrisand two brothers, Newman and
A number of readings were given
a
picnic
supper.
Lyman Burkeen. who :Ives lust tian county Negro 4-.H club MemMembers of the Miss onsry
- Martin.Kirkland.
The next meeting will 'he held and 'games were enjoyed througheast of Alma, reports 42 pigs in bers were shown how to cull poulciety of the 'Hazel Baptist church
September
10
with
Mrs.
0. B. out the afternoon. After the games,
In Menifee county, where oats
1$ months farrowed by an 18 try last month:
entertained Thursday afternoon at
Turnbow as leader. assited by Mrs.
months old sow. This is believed
a delicious party plate was served the Baptist church grove with a Were seeded as a nurse crop for
Diik
Miller
Mrs.
and
Charlie Lynn.
to be a record. Hal anyone an
marketing program for dairy
by the, host, assisted by Mrs. 0,5.,, picnic dinner in honor of one of lespedeza the fielcia are free from
animal which can beat that recent trroducts was formed
by Todd
etr beloved member's. Mrs. Frank Crab grass.
Miss
Jewell
Hill Entertains
Peeler.
county farmers.
for production'
Vaughn, who is leaving Thursday
Those attending were as fol- for Florida Where she will spend
Mira Jewell Hill had a number
of friends at her home Thursday lows.
the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
Ava Lee Wilson, Bettye Mason, Mary Austin. and family.
afternoon to quilt an "Old fashion
girl quilt" for her sister, Miss La- Rose Mary Wright, Eletha and
Those present were:
Patsy Walker, Peggy. Patricia. and
Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Mrs. Novella
verne Hill.
A salad plate was served with Mary Peeler. Ted Clanton Bran- Hurt, Mrs. Bud l Hendricks. Mrs.
Miss Elizabeth Paschal assisting scion. Ted Miller Wilson. A. H. Itfc- Bettie James. Miss Libbie James,
Lead, James ,Marshall Overcast. 0. Miss Eva Lee Perry. Mrs. Pearl
the -twat-B. Turnbow Jr., Gene Orr Mutter. Wilson. Mrs.,Grace Wilson, Mrs.
Those present were:
Mrs.
Orville Jenkins.
Mrs. and George Elbert Fremon of Howard Lee, Mrs. Dick Miller, Mrs.
Robbie Lynn, Mrs. L. M. Steely,
Neumie
Doherty,
Mrs. James Knoxville. Tenn
Underwood, Mrs. Bob Bray. Mrs.
For Both Men and Women-Married or Single.
Grace Wilson, Mrs. Annie Crawford. Miss Minnie Chrisman, Mrs.
HEALTHIEST MAN over 70 to get $50. Next healthiest,
S. H. Wilson. Mrs. Tay Paschall.
over 70, $ts. The third healthiest over 70, $15. HEALTHIEST
Mrs. N. G. Bill, Miss Elizabeth
WOMAN aver '70 to gat $50. Next healthiest, over 70, S25. The
third healthiest, over 10. $15.
Paschall. and Miss Jewell Fell.
FOR COUPLES-Healthiest
couple, man and wife, over if), to get $al).
•
' Party Given for Visitivs
Pay your county and state taxes now and reSince so many of *he "Older skilled doctors at the State
Folks" of the State have. al- :air Grounds, Louisville, Ky.:
ceive a 2 per cent discount. Funds are needed and
Mrs. H. .1. Neely was host at a
ways come to; and so enjoyed throughout the entia e Fair
the saving is liven for this reason.
tLe Stat.& Fair._ the_ manage- week,-beginning -Monday,-Sept.-Party given Saturday.: after
from two thirty until four thirty
ment has decided tr -give all 9, but all who enter this health
GET YOUR DOG-TAG. This law must be enthe healthiest of over 70 years contest, will have to fill 'out
o'clock at her home in West Hazel.
forced and we expeet, you to license any and all
of age, a chance to get a lot of the coupon, below, and send it
honoring her little visitors, Peggy,
money this year-$90 in cash in at once, by mail, only, to
dogs. Avoid trouble for both of us by attending to .
Patricia, and Mary Peeler of Nashto the thres healthiest men lae
Folks" Health Conover 7Q; $90 to the three test, Republic Bldg., _5th and
healthiest women- over 70, and Walnat Sts., Louisville, Ky.
HEALTHIEST You are coming, ,anyhow, to
$50 to ths
COUPLE over 70,
this, the greatest State Fair
ever held in Kentueky; so get
NOTE THIS, PLEASE!
this.line health examination.
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation of Washington, D. C., up
FREE EXAM:NATIONS of free, ad a chance at some of
to $5.00e.00
all applicants will be made by this cash.
1-1L7-7 THIS IS THE COUPON TO SEND IN

Need Clothes For
School Children-

RITES SUNDAY FOR
FANNIE PARKER,46

MABEL K. LOVM
SERVICES MONDAY

Dg
i

To Be
Held at Lone Oak

NOTICE TAXPAYERS

SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED

Name
Address
Man

Age
Woman

Couple

A True Southern
Welcome Greets
6u-o1 at the

H. GRADY /WINING
President

250
ROOMS
ociousnessof the od
coupled oith the bury
WITH BATH
and modernity of todoi ate yours
The charm ond the

%hen you register at the Wm.Len.
Circulating ke water and fan In every
room. Our Coffee Shop is noted for its
excellent food at moderate prices.

Newest Hotelin
A

IP Is

FROM

a year is Calloway, i
Marshall, Graves, Beaty and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere ta
the State of Kesteske.
29 An a year to any address 1
v•"`"" other than above „

Volume CIII; N th:

Ar

125 ENROLLED
HAZEL HIGH SCHOOL-

Murray will be- represented in
nTtte,snt,, am,
ri
tBhaell Eitut-SbetatheeldBeianutPyarCiso,
Ladies of P.2,_A-XelYe-. =4
-et
-J.
es/I
thtr tint-dr-Iff6tida y";-Sept enlher
.fnent,i-T
o Students, patrons
16, it was learned here today.
and Visitors.
Miss Katie Irvan will he present.!
sponsored by the Ledger & TRnes , The 1933=36 -schotri-year- at Hann"and will vie with beauties from 30 got off to a splendid start Monday.
other Tennessee
and Kentucky
morning With a fine attendance or
towns for the honor of being
chosen Miss BifiS
epvlay Art Kas- both %pupils and patrons at 111‘.
set antreftrtir
. Art KaSsel's opentrig---tretiffittsr-TEe- enrolio famous orchestra plays in Paris on ment was 47 In the high school ang;
that night.
78 in the grades, making a total of'
Miss Irvan, who represents Murray, has the chance -of being 125. Prof. Vernon James is prin."
awarded a two-day to Memphis cipal of the school this year.
R. B. Chrisman. Paris, made the
I with chaperon) as the &neat of
Art Kassel at Hotel Claridge. She principal address on the subject.
will be introduced to patrons of of -Pep".
the famous Cascades Roof Garden
The program was ss forlows:-.
on September 18 by Kassel himSong-"American, the Beautifurt
self.
Devotional-Rev. Baker.
In addition, she will be the guest
Vocal solo-Miss Celia Miller. -of M. A. Lightman, owner of a
Reading-Miss Anna Lou Heri.
chain of Memphis theatres, at all ron.
his shows and may be given a
Address-Mr. Chrisman. screen test by Paramount.
At the conclusion of the program
The engagement of Kassel in the ladies, of the Parents-TeachParis is, sponsored by the Paris ers Association served refreShrnents
Junior Chamber
of Commerce to all the students, putrais and
through arrangement with the visitors.
Music Corporation of America.
Roy L. Gresham. of Lyon counI. F. Pedigo, of Akersville com- ty, harvested 118 bushels of potamunity in Mcaroe county, bought toes from a heavily fertilized halfa purebred bM to replace a grade acre field, and sold 60 bushels for
an
$45.

MISS SARA W. MAHAN
Seeking Democratic Nomination Fe,

State Treasurer
deeply appreciative of the fine tribe*. paid
isr is die Aspeet peisers, wise, rim Ts.
caise.11 74,7011 yeas to 44,•114 fer the sesaret
ceatandior ia tier Tooararar's roe..

Vole For lier Sept. 711
"Sao eared pea raeaor ao Secretary of Stet.--.
Let her save pee mere a. Saw 7reasissow."

Supported

by Lead* Balms

One of the best records as State TrearAMPOIr WNW Mode in
the state was made by a woman-Remember is when
you vote, September 7. Monk you! SARA W.

A Simple Lesson Everyone Can Understand

OLD FOLKS IN STATE
TO GET $230.00 CASH
FROM STATE FAIR

To the Ky. Mate Fole• "Old Folk•" Control, Republic Bldg..
Ky. I desire to enter Ihr contest:

Murray Beauty to
Contest at Paris

FARMS FOR
SALE

Buy Now as the Value of
Farm Lands is Rapidly
Advancing

Now is the time to be put-•

Federal Land Bank of
Louisville

All odors released by foods in the refrigerator
are picked up and carried by the air. They should
be washed out.

ONLY ICE

tine in. your

winter Mel.
Don't delay-prices will be

LOOK AHEAD

Easy terms, 10 per cent
cash, 10 per cent January 1,
balance payable in 10, 20
or 33 years. Interest only
4 1-2 per cent.

J. RtIBERT SHERLEY
238'North 7th St.
Phone 233
Mayfield, Ky.

All foods have distinctive odors by
which we recognize them. Other food odors,
usually not quite so pleasant, are constantly
generated and released by the various foods
ordinarily placed in a refrigerator.

We will sell you a MODERN ICE REFRIGERATOR AXOOST-with no interest charges or carrying charges.

Calloway, Graves, Marshall, McCracken, Ballard,
Carlisle, Fulton and Livingston. '

Call or Write

st
nr
d
s
O
ODORS

In a modern Ice Refrigerator the "health circle" of moving air takes all these odors to the water
film on the melting ice, where they are "washed"
out of the air and TAKEN OUT OF THE CABINET
through the drip.

We_have farms ranging_
in size from 20 to,600 scree
and ranging in price from
$500 up, located in the following counties:

ilaveMoney

We have the hest grades of
of West Kentucky and East

Q

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice
Incorporated

M. L. WHITNELL, Manager

For ServICE--Telephone 64

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK

TENNESSEE

HAvII MONEY*

PROTECT
YOUR
HEALTH

Tennessee Coals.

NE bad investment may cause you to lose the labor
of a UFETIME.
If you want the benefit of our experience in investments come in and ask us.
We will gladly tell you whet we know.
•
1
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW.
We Welcome Your Banking Business
?HMV
THINxt

Louisville,, Ky.

Refrigeration can remove odors from the
Refrigerator

higher later on.

REMEMBER-our written guarantee that we will furnish you with modern Ice
refrigerator and ice for less annual cost than you can own and operate any Att..
tric refrigerator.

Murray, Ky.
Make Our Bank YOUR Bank HAv1314°14111
"
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--------------- -savrtartatnee td their duty and no tle." As usual those failing to vote COUNTY OF -vus.oss foss"
MERSDITH, SUTPORIVII OF
action was ever instituted on these belonged in the dry column.
CHANDLER, FOR TOM RHEA
bonds. A lawyer would reedit." "Oil activity coptihues in every
T _
vie that if the statements contain- direction, the neared - well being
, Consolidation a The Murray Ledger, The, Calloway Times, and The
ed
in
counand
we
are
these
town,
circulars
were
Muhlenburg
true
four
miles
from
that
Times.-Herald. October 20, 1928.
The fact
Thomas S. Rhea For
that the officers of the bank would crowded with new people, a drift- ty residents resented slanderous
Published by The Calloway County Publishing CO.. Inc.
be liable upon their bonds.
_North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
•
ing population.
statements about Thomas S. Rhea,
.
Governor
Fines is a sober, Christian
Yours truly,
Democratic gubernatorial candi'Editor
gentleman. He never drank liquor
Joe T. Lovett
Riaenhoover
Hubert Meredith of
Mrs. J. B.
date, ,,by
iPaducah Sun-Democrat)
In any form. He is loved and reIA.
Greenville, was echoed in their
The Sun-Democrat respectfully
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter
spected by his home people, who, URGES RHEA'S NOMINATION balloting which shows that Rhea
suggests to the people of Kenon July 19, 1934, erected a meParis, Ky., August 16 carried all of the 42 precincts In
tucky 'that Thomas S. Rhea should
morial to him on the court house
Editor. The Ledger & Times:
that county. and carried Meredith's
be selected as the Democratic nomlawn in Russellville, as an expresI noticed in newspapers that own precinct by a count of 231 for
inee for Governor at the run-off
sion of -their love and esteem. This charges of the use of illegal tactics Rhea to 29 for Chandler. in MuhNATIONAL(WORM primary, Saturday. September 7.
celebration was attended by some in Logan and Harlan counties in lenberg county Rhea received 3,739
and that he should be elected
five thousand people, and in their the August 3 primary were hurled votes as compared to 1.074 for
SScMION Governor as the final
Ii
election on
/ 93 5
presence,, Mr. Hubert Meredith, at Mr. Rhea by "Happy" Chandler. Chandler.
November 5.
who is now making an attack upASSOCIATION
Jigeredi„.tt fill be remembered
..T1ua,PCM41/$14 deci40.11,ta,a4Rite0i44
ear
-stne-etee88‘41111111-341611Y. l•
man who turned
port Mr. Rhea in this campaign
bon of Mr. Rhea as governor, in that this is not true. Is there any is the
Rhea after being probably the
came after long thought and carewhich he said Mr. Rhea was an reason or any law against Mr. Tom
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and ful
Rhea carrying his home county? first man to suggest Mr. Rhea
of the qualificastemisa.Counues. Tenn- 1I-00 a xcari Kcatir4x...../1-4L_NiztivINSSAtei Mittconsideration
honest, .14Vight. worthy__public
- and-prOgrffrt of flie-candi---(Logan County)r /-11Tink - Mr. WOutrrnaire- K-enteeity a good gov--Advertising Rates and Information about Calioway County market
servant.
dates .for the office of Governor.
ernor. Meredith. however, pulled
furnished upon application.
Every .civic organization in Lo- Chandler carried Woodford.
It was ow. opinion that his pro-•
The people are tired of Mr. a Judas Iscariot and went up and
gan county endorsed Mr. Rhea, ingram was the best of those pre- VIRGINIA BRUCE and SPENCER TRACY in "MURDER MAN," at Use
and his telling the down the land in this section tell'
clukagaathe Woman's Club, the Shi,gbuse
IL Mr. Chandler is a friendsiaLthe
-robbed
led by the five De
,
12- Clftiller*Maritst"fie certainty- is
9
will
do-, if eIctCd VavAgemple that Tom 'Rhea
people
he
AFITQL neetiNINIPCIRDAY
anZillittWAY.
Democratic
Woman's
Club, the
,
candidates who participated in the
a bank at Russellville.
governor.
our
City
of
many
Council
ours
and
of Russellville. the
Enemy, Backs A. B. friend of
August 3 primary, and we believe
When Meredith spoke in MorFiscal Court of Logan County, the
citizens will bear that in mind
If Mr Chandler is going to reMississippi: "In last 35 yeara,
tat his program, together with tueity will be asked to provide
Chandler
Saturday.
Bankers Association
when they go to the polls
sales tax, I hope he is ganfield a few weeks ago, his slanpeal
the
of
Logan
federal
govt
been
the
success-men
to
have
match
eight
top
revenue
his qualifications, entitle him to
County, the teachers of Logan never elected governor of Ken- derous and prejudiced discourse
the' support of the sincere, intelli- ernment's funds for these pensions. ful and one unauccessful."
was so interspersed with vulgar
county, the Merchant's Associa- tucky
Whir as a usual thidg,jt is not
part,
the
gent voters in the September 7 Unless this state does its
Oklahoma: "Top man in first tion, and this Association.
and suggestive jokes that some of
Vote For
and
Loa good idea to support or oppose
a
draws
aged will be forgotten. Mr. Rhea primary always successful in 'runYesterday a man who
run-off.
the ladies present left the room.
gan County will give Mr. Rhea
candidates because of the activities
large salary sat in our house and
The gun-Democrat is. first, last proposes that, if elected, he will off primary."
Keen Johnson
the
largest
majority
that
was
ever
of friends or enemies, the people
anything
said he had netier paid
and all the time. for West Ken- use his influence for the old age
SO THERE WAS FRAUD
Louisiana: "In thirty-one years given any candidate.
of Calloway county...scan scarcely
to the support of the state until
Democrats indicated a decided tucky. We are for the men who pensions. He has a taxation pro- Since rue-off primary law in efIN LOGAN COUNTL, Ett?
When
Mr.
Rhea
made
his
openoverlook the significance of the
the sales tax was passed. There
preference for Keen Johnson. Rich- hold out to West Kentucky the gram which will produce money fect top man only defeated once." ing -address in Bawling
Green, out are many people who draw large
Louisville Courier-Journal supportmond publisher, as their nominee promises of the most considera- for this purpose. 'Mr. Chandler
Political foes of Thomas S. Rhea
Texas: "Top man defeated only of respect to him all of the stores
ing Lieut.-Gov. A. B "Happy'
salaries who never pay anything to
for Lieutenant Governor in the tion. For that reason, if no other, has no such program. Because we twice since run-off primary law in in Russellville 'closed
of Russellville holler' "fraud" relaon Saturday the support of the government.
Chandler in the Democratic prifirst primary. They should express we would support Mr. Rhea, who believe in the justice of the old effect."
ti)ie to the record vote cast in Loafternoon, and five thousand citimary.
I want all the farmers and all
their wishes more emphatically in is a life-long citizen of West Ken- age pension plan, we must support -South Carolina: "Only one upset zens froth this county
attended his property owners to watch Mr. gan county. So what?
Mr. Rhea, who offers the better
The Courier-Journal has not the second primary, giving this tucky.
in history of run-off primary in opening.
,
Up in Corydon. Happy ChandChanciler. If he should be elected
There are those who say that possibility for this program.
merely failed to be friendly to' the . capable young Democrat the nomithis State where top man was deWe trust that you will use this
governor, we know he has to raise ler's home town, 51 per cent of the
For many years the real estate
people of Calloway county but has nation by a substantial majority. political promises mean nothing,
feated."
information to cerrest the scurril- money to run
the _gpvernment. population voted for either Rhea
that they are easily broken. That owners of Kentucky have been
been openly their ehemy and its
In the first primary Keen JohnGeorgia: "Top man at lirritspri- ous, untrue and false statements
Over in Logan
do
it without some or Chandler.
is
he
to
burdened
How
under
unjust
taxes.
is
Mr.
support of any particular candidate
true
in
many
cases. But his
son polled' twice. the vote of the
mary always successful in run-off that have been issued against Mr. sort
county. .Rhea's birthplace, 45 per
of a tax?
Rhea proposes to relieve them by
for any state office should instantopponent who is running against most bitter enemy will not deny
primary"
Rhea,
I favor the nomination of Mr. cent of the population voted for
•
that Mr. Rhea has a reputation providing for an exemption from
ly arouse-sin us misgivings as to
him in the run-off. He carried 85
Very . truly.
Rhea. I trust all the good riemo- either Rhea or Chandler.
taxation for state purposes of
for keeping his promises.
his attitude toward our own wel;
counties as compared with 21 carJ. W. LINTON.
And it is our opinion that there
cratic women voters of Bourbon.
-and farm lands valued Facts About Tom Rhea
fire.
Just what does Mr. Rhea prom-.
ried by his competitor. He has
.Pres. I= County Bar Assn. Clark, Fayette, Harrison. and every wasn't
ciooked
thing
a darn
7,500 and under. That is a
lloway county farmers Sire demonstrated
vote- iae West Kentucky! The most outexceptional
And the Russellville Bank
S C LY-NE, Sec'y. county in the state of Kentucky about the Corxdon vote, too!
not forgotten that the owner of the getting strength which justifies Banding of that phase of his pro- 3ust prom:race
will go to the polls on September
Courier-Journal. Robert W. Bing- the chum that • -the presence of gram is his plan to assist in freeFor 4u years Mr. Rhea has been .Fpm Union County Advocate)
7 , and give Mr. Rhea -the biggest
About' 32.000 high-grade baby
ham, is the same Bingham who Keen Johnson on the Democratic ing the toll bridges, which, more engaged in service to his state. As
In his speech'here Tuesday,'Canvote any candidate for governor chicks were bought by Bell counthan anything else, are hampering State Treasurer, he- familiarized
organized the tobacco. pool in 1922 ticket in November woold
didate' Chandler called upon The
•
ever received.
the progress of this district He himself with the financial aspects
ty Tanners from loci] hatcheries.
which took their tobacco and gave terially strengthen it.
Advocate to tell, the story about
MRS. WILL HARRISON
also interras to see that West. Ken- of the government. As chairman
them yellow paper for it. That _
the Russellville Bank failure. Well, TEXAS, FORMER
The first primary indicated un- tucky receives
COUNTIAN,
Meetings to emphasize ways of
its fair share of the of the State Highway Commission, here it is. A story not from The
leaf pool failed principaHy because
STILL INTERESTED IN COUNTY
questionably that Keen Johnson is highways
Seven Gallatin county 4-H club malaria control were held in Marconstructed in the state. he gained an insight into the high- Advocate, but from the Logan
stupendous salaries were given its
the choice of the Democrats for
boys are fattening pigs for a prize shall county in cooperation with
We can forget.- however, that Mr. way needs of the entire state.
officers and outrageoes prices, in
County Bar Association, or the lawLieutenant Governor. That choice Rhea is
Beeville, Texas to be awarded by the county agent. the county health department.
a West Kentucky man
many instances, were paid for
We do not attempt to say that yers of Logan county. Qf all persecond.
the
ratified
in
should be
August 31, 1935 s
and deserving of our support for Mr. Rhea is an angel. He has his sons
other property
warehouses and
the lawyers of "Login county Mr. Edit/5r:
primary. Not inrecent years has that reason.
As we said at- the faults, of course, just as any human should know about the bank situawhich the pool purchased.
My
check
for subscription is to
.the entrance of a young man into,
Bingham brought to this coun- politics been so enthusiastically re-'sautset. he has a program Which being. His record probably is not tion in that .eounty. Following is say that I am glad to be counted
HAVE NEW FALL SHOES....
100 per cent pure. Whose is? But a letter addresesd to Mt. L. C. as one of
try the high-powered and high- ceived. He has impressed Demo- appeals to us.
the
fourteen
Texans
on
White summer shoes dyed in fall colors—as atEvery person who knows a thing we do declare that Mr. Rhea it the Flournoy, Jr., and all other mempressuring Aaron Sapiro. who later cratic voters with, the fact that he
your mailing_.444. and through
tractive
as new ones. Blue, brown, maroon, black
was indicted for racketeering in is representativie of the better type of, the state government realizes best man and offers the best pro- bers of the Union county bar.
24 years of living away have never
any color desired.
practitally
and
Chicago. Many of our older people of young Kentuckians. who •should that is has many functions to per- gram for Kentucky.
lost interest in the prosperity and
form which are important They, • Mr. Fthea is a good Dens
have not forgotten..
;LOGAN CO. BAR ASSN.
educational growth oF Murray and
be encourage to offer for public know, too,
that money is required He led the fight for RbOsevelt for
Russellville, Ky.
Calloway county. So the Ledger
Then it must be-recalled that the office. He is exceptionally well to carry
on these functions, and President in Kentucky. and will
July 27. 1935 & Times is our most welcOine Sun•Courier..Journal 'bitterly opposed qtratifted. for the- position he Seeks
Dyed
that this revenue must be obtained support him again next year.
Mr„ L. C. Flournoy, Jr.,
day visitor.
'the establishment of Murray State and Kentucky will be fortunate in
.
- •
through taxation.
We believe he is a better Dem- Morganfield. Ky.
J. A. Risenhoover was county
College and even went so far as to having his service at her command.
Mr. Rhea is playing fair with sweat thah his opponent.. which is Dear
Mr.,Flournoy:
chairman of the dry movement in
file a suit 'at law, and carry it to
Regardless of whom you cast
East Maple Street
the people when he informs them just one other -reason why we gave
On the 22nd day of. May. 1935. our August 24 election and we rethe state -court of appeals, in an ef- your vote for in the race for GovBark of Sv.anna Grocery
of this fact. He does not try -to him our support.
the Logan County Bar Association gret our loss in Bell county and
fort to halt, the building of the ernor, you will act wisely if 'yob
appeal to, the voters who care
Our efforts in this campaign unanimously endorsed the candi- State. Now it is "On with the
school
vote fer-Keen Johnson for LieuBatnothing for their duties as citizens have been to inforrh the people of dacy -of the Honorable Thomas S.
by declaring that he- will eliminate the qualifications and platforms of Rhea
9
for the Democratic nominaa great portion of. the taxes they the candidates, so they can vote tion
for governor.
pay and continue to give them intelligently. We believe that a
Since that time it has been callthe full benefits of government ' vote for Mr.. Rhea would be an in- ed. to the attention of the memThere he differs to -She greatest telligent one, for the best interests bers of our Association- that numdegree from his 'opponent for ,the of Kentucky.
et'?tts speec hes have been made
Democratic
nomination. A.' B.
letters and circulars issued reChandler
The later Would have
flecting upoti the integrity of our
the people of Kentucky- believe
fellow countian in connection with
Top Man Usually
that he can eliminate the sales
the bank failure.
tax. pain no other taxes, yet conWins
Due to the pressing effect of
tinue to operate the state governthe Hoover -Panic had upon the
ment and the schools in a manner
Mr. Rhea finished the first pri- thmuselal structure of our nation.
as efficiently as is possible.:
mary contest as TOP MAN. He the Batik of Russellville- closed beYou must recognize that Rhea is the choice of a majority of the -cause it was not strong enough to.
:s not trying to bamboozle the Democratic voters in
Kentucky. A stead the pressure brought about
voters. He tells you he believes easdirial principle of Democracy is from this collapse of finances. Mr.
that it. will be necessary to re- "majority rules". That principle Rhea was not in active charge of
enact some form of • sales tax to Will prevail on September 7.
the bank. When the bank closed
: secure money for the state govIn other States where run-off he -lost his harne, farm and gave
ernment and the scinao1g...1e..i1m.
e helds-exporiessee-•hae---tip-ial-preperty• Sisiii-aie-eied, No
- not propose that the tax be re- shown that the TOP MAN
at the one here has ever questioned - his
enacted according to its present first primary is almost
invariably honesty or integrity. No indict-,
ronairoasa
He -suggests that the the winner at the run-off primary.]itient.of any kind was ever returnsecessities of life. foodstuffs and For your information, therefore,1 ed against him Or any officer of the
lothing.l be exempt from the scope we give you a-brief resume of such bank. The officers of the bank
,•1. that tax. Could anything be results:
were under. bond for the faithful
fairer?
Its not only sound economy but also
' The necessity of taxes for., the
sovernment is recognized by Mr.
good judgement to have all Your, buildings
Ithea. lie realizes that the schools
thoroughly checked and needed repairs made
,annot be operated for
nine
before winter conies.
slonths., as at present. unless revesue for them is provided. _Be in,
tends to provide that revenue if
elected povernor.. Mr. Chandler
A snug, tight house is much more econABOUT
Sas made the same 'claim, but not
omically
heated and much more comfortable
once has he offered 4 suggestion
than one which has leaks, many of them inas to how he will obtain money
for the schools after he has elimvisible.
inated the sales tax.
Because we believe in education
Building materials are still below.- the average of the past 20 years in
and are interested in the future
of the schools. we are supporting
cost;Tabbr is available at fair wages. Don't put off building, remodeling add
Candidate for the
Mr. "Rhea.
repairing. Grasp today's opportunity NOW.
, President Roosevelt has secured
Democratic
Nomi•
OF PRESTQNBURG, KY.,
the Pszoge by Congress of federal
nation for
•
social security legislation, which
eludes provisions for pensions for
'he aged needy. Next .year KenLIEUTENANT
FOR
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*want Governor Such a vote will
be for the 'best interest of tb*
Democratic party and Kentucky.

T CKY PRES

-

Letters to Editor

Shoes

DUTCH'S SI:10E
SHOP

•

The Wise Property Owner Is Planning
Now To

ø'#e7&/2amyl,

"Just the Kind of a Man We Need in
Public Office"
THAT'S WHAT THEY ALL SAY

Vote For

Francis

KEEN JOHNSON

rke

NOTICE!

Attorney General
He has served as Assistant Attorney
General for more than three years, and is.
Qualified by training and experience to
serve the people of Kentucky as Attorney General.
,
1111111111PP

The ticket

needs a good, strong rep-

resentative from the Mountains, and Mr.
Burke will add immense strength to the
ticket in November.
7•

THE FHA WILL
HELP YOU

GOVERNOR

To Whom it May concern: I this,
: day set free J. H. Richerson, my
son to trade and make contracts
with, be contratted vTrith sue and
be sued aria` la be responsible for,
! all obligations incurred. This ac!ion is' prompted`by his trading
which is hahdicappehby the fact
' !hat he ii a minor.
His father.
L. A. Rico....

BIOGRAPHICAL
OUTLINE__
FAuot, Richmond. icy., Register.,
Former President Kentecky
Press Association.

• Have drafts around doors
and windows checked with
weather stripping; end rattlitfig and binding of doors.

World War Veteran 'with
Overseas Record.

Radio & Refrigerator
Service
AT RILEY RADIO CO EVERY
WEDNESDAY
-PHONE
—Te--

President Kentucky Uni•
versity Alumni aissecialion.

DIAGNOSTRICIAN

Have your home surveyed .
lot insulation. Any of several
different types will add both
comfort and economy.

Come in and talk to us about building conditions arid plans

Accretory Dernaersiir state
Committee,

KEEN JOHNSON
W. H. CARTER

The FHA has made building and ,remodeling the
'easiest in the history of the
Unitrd States. We invite
-yout-Lo investigate this extremely liberal Government
plan to aid the home-owner.

Don
'
t Waste Time!
Vote

for Keen Johnson

Calloway County Lumber to.
Incen-porateet

TELEPHONE 72

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Ten'Years Experience

..
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FOKE"
tTEFI OF
'OM RHEA

soon recover.
Mr and Mrs. Gaylon Wilkerson,
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Wilkerson and
Mr. Clark visited in the home of
As everybody was so busy I failMr.
and Mrs. L Wilkerson near
last
ed to collect enough news for
Elm Grove Sunday.
week, so I will be on the air for
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Black of
jest 'a short program this week.
'Indianapolis, Ind., are visiting their
Mrs. G. B. Adams returned to
mother. Mrs. Jim Black, and sisher borne in St. Louis Thursday
ters and families, Mr. and Mrs.
after'spending two weeks with
Lee Gingles„ Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. George
Morris.
Coles.
Mrs Fannie Grogan of Droacien,
Dr. load Um A. T. Ellis of Provivisited in the home of Mr.
dence, Ky., was the guest of his Tenn.,
and Mrs. Gaylon Wilkerson and
mother, Mrs. Alice Ellis Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Wilkerson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L Wells, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Gingles and
Dixie
Winchester,
end Mrs. Otho
daughter Jim .e Lee, Mrs. Jim

iburg coure
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Edgar Nesbitt have returned to
Detroit.
Good attendance Saturday evening at prayer meeting at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Milord Cooper.
Monday, September 2, finds The services will be held next Sateverything needing rain badly. urday evening with Mr. and Ws.
People around here are ending to- Cas Humphreys.
Mrs. Ads Carter, of near Coldbacco and several have started
firing. Women are canning fruit water, and Bill West, whose funerand vegetables and drying apples. al services were held at Pleasant
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grove with interment in the church
Alton was completely destroyed by cemetery. had lived past three
fire Saturday,* August,.3-1. . Some score and ten. Tens ofSIGs West's
few things were sa't'ed but the daughters, Mrs. Walter Jackson
larger part of the kitchen and and Fdre (by Jones, live in this
dining room f'u'rniture was lost also vicinity.
some bedding, all of the canned
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes'Ellis of Pa
fruit and other items were a com- ducah attended services here Su
ri-a-.71'
O‘t tie, entle'
e
Murray spent Sunday in. Dover,
Morris of annraunity are very sorry to hear
Miss Leita Ellis spent several
Tenn., visiting the National Park of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Hazel.
days last week with relatives at
of such a loss,o
......-11114 other-paint.
-anT Bruceton, Tenn.
Mr.- and Ws.. Witerisiiiker'ind Canidiin
_Joe Branaon was n Paris last
route home they stopped at RushMrs. Koska Jones, one of the
daughter Joan of St. Louis, Moo
Thursday On business.
Ing's Creek for the big singing.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coles of visited Mrs. Parker's father, Lon- Smotherman school teachers, took
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Nesbitt and
Louis, Mo. spent the week end nie Hill, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Tay- the children of her room on a picSt.
returned
to
Sue,.
daughter.
to SulphissisiNg Saturday...SSCToigsta
.
91frs. George_.Coles. lor and 1enteipsa22111san4
thetr home itt Detrolk Mich., alter with SW"1iid
Bro. W. A. Baker's sermon at
siter Hill and family and other
spending their vacation of twe
This concludes my program for relatives in the county during the this place Sunday was taken from
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. George this time. Hope to be back on
126 Psalm, Read it.
Labor Day holidays.
Coles and Mrs. 011ie Nesbitt.
the air at this time again next
There was a good service at the
Mrs. Bill Aden and small son,
Misses Maydell ana Maudeline swesek.-Rose Bud".
Billy, are guests of Mrs. Aden's cottage preaching at Mr. and Mrs.
Boswell of Bruceton have been
sister, Mrs. Dave Alton, and fam- J. W. Baker's Sunday evening.
visiting their cousins, Mr. and
Robert Waldrop, choir leader, and
ily this week.
Mrs. Geylon Wilkerson, and Mr.
Miss Roberta Smith visited her Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winchester
and Mrs. Lloyd Wiliterson.
cousin, Miss Mayrell Smith, of favored the audience with some
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Myers and
duet; that were highly appreciated.
near Eggner's Ferry last week.
Mrs. Billie Dunn are attending
Jesse Lynn has bought an interMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Grogan Bro. Srxiith, in discussing sin, said
the fair at Memphis and are also est in the Murray Laundry and
of Gilbertsville, Ky., were guests when the spirit went to God who
visiting their sister and daughter, has begun his duties with the firm.
Mrs. Grogan's gave it, and we were responsible
in the home of
Mrs. Burie Wilson of that city.
Lynn, who has operated the Lynn
father, N. G. Wall, and daughter. to God for our deeds. and that
Kenneth Clark, who has been sandwich shop for several weeks,
heaven or hell would be our
Marie, over the week-end.
employed at the hosiery mill in will handle the solicitation and
eternal home according to our own
Mr
.and
Mrs.
V.
H.
Clark
and
Nashville. Tenn., was brought to drive the truck. The laundry is
I choosing. Some .weeks ago when
his home Friday with typhoid now owned and operated by R. M. children Vonnell and Joan of Bro. Carl Smith filled the pulpit at
Tenn..
were
Bruceton.
guests
in
fever
We surely hope he will Pollard and Mr. Lynn.
S. Pleasant Grove, Dr. Haney of
the home of Mrs. Clark's mother,
New York. said the sermon would
Mrs. Myrtle Walker and daughter,
be a credit to a city church.
Lillian, over the week end.
Weather
is reasonably
cool,
especially the night for the last
few days. The north wind is very
hard on the crops as it is so drymg.
An. ice cream supper was held
,
at the Providence school Saturday
Calloway Circuit Court
night, August 31. A large crowd Mary E. Hendricks, Adrnr..
attended. Mrs. Hubert Underwood
Plaintiff.
is the teacher.
Vs. Judgment
Miss Novella Hart and Mr. Euen A. B. Smith and Wife, Janie Smith,
Farmer were married last week
Defendants
in Vienna, U.
By virtue of a judgment and
The Steely Creek bridge has order of sale of the Calloway Cirbeen repaired and people are pass- cuit Court, rendered at the August
ing over its-now.
term thereof, 1935, in the above
Men have cut off the road side cause for the purpose of ,payment
of the road from Green Plain to of $538.00 with interest on same
Providence.
from August 5, 1935, and $2,297.33
See you again some time if , with interest on same from August
(5 M5 and costs herein expended
weather and time permit.
I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the court hosise door in Murray,
Kentucky,.to the highest bidder "at
public aoction, on Monday, the
Many of those who have peep • 23rd day of September, 1935, at- 1
spending their illiattien here from cecioek or thereabout _(same being
county court day), upon a credit
Detroit have returned home.
Miss Litre Erwin. who had been of six months, the following debeen .visiting her sister Mrs.. Bob Scribed property, being and lying
Orr, arid family, of Detroit. re- in Calloway County. Kentucky,
„turned borne last week accompi- towit:
Eighty (80) acres off the side of
flied by Mr. and Mrs. C. Erwin.
and Mrs. Pearl Jones who had been southeast quarter of sectibn nineteen (F9): township three 13), range
visiting relatives there. •
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Phillimatier three (34 east, except the part lyspending vacation with their par- ing west of the Backusburg and
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Toy Phillips, Mt. Zion road. The said road
-Mr. Stanley Grogan and children. ing the west line, containing sevWho visited their parents. Mr. and enty-five 475) acres more or less.
Mrs. Joe Charlton and other rela- Recorded in deed book 52, page 30.
For the purchase price the purtives. Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie *Grogan. who visited with their broth- chaser must execute bond with
ers.Dewey, Gilbert. and Oat Gro- approved securities, bearing legal
gan and families Mr.- Red Mrs. interest from the day of sale un-

Scatter-Brain's
News

Gunter's Flat

aria

Jesse Lynn Buys
Interest in Laundry

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Wallace Bros
Shows

All Week Sept.9-14

as atblack;-

6 Rides 6
i0 Shows 10
25 Fun Booths 25

10E

lreet
,rocery

1=1•1=1111111

S. Pleasant Grove

CLEAN FUN FOR THE YOUNG
AND OLD

Carnival Grounds
West of College

It is Our-Genuine Plcasureto s
THE
also

Idings
made

AUTUThil

econ-.

rtable

Lerman Bros. Murray Store ever strives, in the spirit of friendly competition, to be a better store
in every particular than its 20 sister stores in Kentucky and Indiana. Our new store, opening in Bowling
Green this week, spurs us on to even greater efforts to be the outstanding store in Quality, Value and _
Unsurpassed Service and courtesy to our customers. The Lerman Store in Murray is still the outstanding ”
Store in Western Kentucky.

m in-

irs in

z antl

-oft
_ Our showing of the New Fall Styles becomes more complete every day. It
our sisactre'pleasure
to cordially invite our friends and customers to inspect these lovely new fall creations.

These beautiful new fashions are up to the very last minute in style yet are
that it will be a pleasant surprise when you learn how cheaply they can be had.

so

moderately priced

By all means, before you buy, see Lerman Bros.' showing
FIRST. As you know, after all, Lerman Bros. is the best store
to trade in.

irveyed

several
Id both

11.11.11NAN BROS.)
STOI/E6

0.

Known For Better Values

ICKY
•
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til paid, and having the force and
Wes'
, of a judgMent Bidders
will Le prepared to comply promptly with these terms.--George S.
Hatt. Master Ciammilletrilir

breeding and industrial activities
throughout the State
Mr. Stewart, held that the State Fair's influence does not step in the State,s
but was actually nation-wide and
that the State Fair should not be
Calloway Circuit Court
cOnaidered as a making institution G. R. Angel,
Plaintiff
tor the State, as is expected of a
Vs. Judgment
commercial concern, but us an inRaymond Stroud.. an infant under
vestment, beyond measure, in dolars for the people of particularly 14 years of age, B. H. Angel. an
rural Kentucky, and joined with infant under 14 years 4 age and
Court
all the other speakers in urging ialmer's Bank of Hazel.
Plaintiff, the greatest attendance this year
Defendants
in the institution's history.
By virtue of a judgment and .

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
'-cakit•way °newt
Emma Stone,
Vs. Judgment
Arnie Cowell,

-

COMMON
- SHE

By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Courts rendered at the Ad%ust
term .thereof, 1935, in the above
cause for the purpose of payment
of dot and interest and costs here&noway Circuit Court
in expeKded. I shall proceed to ofRoobea-BLeils. And Victoria Wells,
t' for sale at the eetreVdeziess•
Who Sues-for the-Wind Benefitin-MiirraoS-Kentucky. to the high- of
Robert Wells,
est bidder at public auction, on
Plaintiff
Monday, the 23rd day of SeptemVs. Judgment
ber. 1935, af 1 o'clock or thereabout Wilbur Wells, and
Mfs. Wilbur
(same being county court day), Wells,
His Wife,
upon a credit of six months, the
Defendants
following described property, being
By virtue of a judgment and
and lying in
Calloway County, order of sale of the
Callowa3s CirKentucky, towit:
cuit Court, rendered at the August
A house and lot in Hazel, KT;
term thereof, 1935, in' the above
bounded by beginning three huncause for the purpose of payment
dred and twenty (320) feet East of of
$266.50, with interest from the
the South West corder of the S.
11th day of December 1934, and
M.. Enoch lot, thence with the
costs herein expended, I shall proSouth line of Enoch lot about one
ceed to offer for sale at the court
hundred and twenty-five (125) feet
house door in Murray. Kentucky,
to
Street
leading
to
School to the highest bidder at public
aucgrounds, thence East about one tion. on
Monday. the 23rd day of
hundred and eighty-seven (187)
September. 1935, at
o'cloel or
feet to Petty Lot, thence North
thereabout 4same being county
about one hundred and twentycourt day), upon a credit of six
five (1251 feet to Enoch Lot, thence
months, the following described
West to the beginning.
property, being and lying in CelloFor the purchase price the -pur- -way County, Kentucky, towit
chaser must execute bond with
Twenty-two (22) acres off of the
approved securities, bearing legal west side of forty .(40) acres,
more
interest from the day of sale un- or less, in Calloway
county, Kentil paid, end having the force and tucky, lying twenty
(20) rods west
effect of a judgment. Bidders et the- southeast* corner.
of,- the
will be prepared to comply prom-' southweat quarter
of section fifptly With these terms.-George S teen (15), township
two 4). range
Hart. Master Commissioner
four 44) east; thence west one hun-

Grindstone News

dred and forty (140) reds, thence
north forty-five and five-sevenths
445 5-71 rods rods, thence east one
hundred and forty 1140) rods.
thence south forty-five .and fivesevenths (45 5-7) rods to the beginning.
Some recorded in deed
book__ page
, Calloway
County Court Clerk's office.
For.the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale until paid, and hiving the force and
effect of a judgment Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.-George, S.
Hart, Master Commissioner.

Well, as it has been- a long time
since I wrote any thing. I will try
and begin again.
We are having some nice weather
and quite a few persons around
here are cutting tobacco.
Willie.Smith is working between
Murray and Mayfield this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Thompson
were hosts to a dinner ,at their
home Wednesday. August 21. Those
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Norri:an
Thompson and baby Randee James.
Mr. and Mrs. W: L. Coleman, Mrs.
Selma McCuiston and daughter,
Robbie. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Thompson and daughter Kate. Berdine
Lyons, Frances Thompson, Mrs.
Edna Lat. Mr and Mrs. Criss McCuiston and son. Treman, Mrs. Rex
Thompson and children. Gene and
Marjorie Sue. Afternoon guests
were Audie Mae 'Coleman, Hilda
McCuiston and Wade Thompson,
Jr. They made ice cream Wednesday afternoon." .
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fielder
were-- honored Wednesday .night
with an ice cream supper. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Hurbert Smith and children Wilford.
Ray. and Brownie. Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Smith. Mr. and Mrs..Oren
McCuiston and son Trelis, Mrs.
Ethylen McCuiston. Mr. and Mrs.
rttlys Sufic=
thitaren SCOW
Joe and James. Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Wright. Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Kline,
"Mn. and Mrs. Bill Warren and son
Cecil, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Valentine, Mrs. Bettie Finney and children, Lee, Robert, W. H.. Inez, and'
Mary Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Chestrr
fielder and daughter. charlate,
Mr, and Mrs Amos Dick, Mrs.
Rudy Dunn. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Coleman and sons Billy and
Clifton. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Baucum
and children. Richard,
Loretta, Fay. R. T.. Joe Pat. Ralph,
and Brooks. Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Hamlin and sons Richard and
Tommie, Mr. and Mrs. J. J.' McCuiston. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Fielder and children. Novella.
Robert and Alice, Mrs. Jim Fielder
and John Braswell.. Everyone reported a nice time with' 12 gallons
of cream being made. John Braswsli-was champion ice cream eater.
I will sign off for this time-Blue
Eyes.

cult' Court, rendered at the August
term thereof, 1935. in the above
for the purpose of payment.
of $211.00 and interest and costs
herein, expended. I shall proceed
to offer tor sale at the court house
&Ur in IsturThrilkentneky _isestfie.
highest bidder at public auction,
on Monday, the 23rd day of September, l935, at 1 o'clock or thereabout (same being county court
day), upon a credit of six months,
the following described property,
being and lying in Calloway County. Kentucky, towit:
Being a part of North East Qr.
of Sec. 9, T. 2., R. 6 East and thewest part of the South half of
South Easi Qr. of Sec. 4, Ti 2,
Range 6 east, bounded as follows:
Also a part of the South West
Beginning at South west corner of Qr. of Sec. 25 T. 1 Range 3 E. and
Sec. 9 at a rock, thence north being all of the said Qr. except
two hundreds and- forty (2491 poles forty (40) :acres off of the
North
more or less, to rock corner and side of same. Also except twenty
black jack pointer, thence South (20) acres (sixty 160) rods north
two hundred and forty (2404 poles, and South and fifty (50) rods east
more or less, to the beginning.
and West) in the South West CorFor the purchase price the pur- ner of the remainder. Also
except
chaser must execute bond with ten (10) acres sold to Frank Lassibearing
legal ter and also except thirty 430)
approved securities,
interest from the day of sale un- acres sold to Granville Soorborough
til paid, and having the force and out of said quarter leaving the
effect of a judgment. Bidders .amount herein conveyed in thIs
will be prepared to comply prom- tract thirty i301 acres more or less.
ptly with these terms.-George S.
Also a tract of land to be taken
Hart, Master Commissioner.
out of the_ S. .W. corner., of an
eighty (80) acre tract described as
a part of the S. E. Qr. or Sec. 26
T. 1 R. 3 E. beginning at the S.
W. corner cif said eighty 180)
acre tract, thence East forty-three
(43) rods to a rock, thence:North
fifty (504 rods to a rock. thence
iwpr.
West forty-three 4434 rods to a
Calloway Circuit Court
rock. thence South fifty (50) _rods
H. H. Stephens,
Plaintiff, to a rock, the' beginning corner
and containing thirteen and oneVs, Judgment
half (131
/
2) acres. See Deed Book
Billie Stephens, Edith Stephens,
48, Page 144.
Archie -Bausby ails! husband W.
For the purchase price the purW. Hausby, Voaz Pasch:Ea and
chaser must execute bond with
husband. R. G. Paschall.
Defendants approved securities, bearing legal
o
By virtue of a judgment and interest from the day of sale unorder of sale of, the Calloway Cir- til paid, and raving the force and
cuit Court, rendered at the August effect of a judgment. Bidders
term thereof. 1935. in the above will be prepared to comply promcause for the purpose of payment ptly with these terms-George S.
of $375.00 with interest from'Anse Hart, Master Commissioner.

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

air

and best of all . . ..

-1"

youit

appetite leads you otOor It's a food that

always tempts:

It's good, and it's good for

you,, for its flavor comes from real, fresh, country
cream and pure. fresh fruit.

It's a favorite to:

parties, and a perfect dessert for

every

meal.

There's no limit to the variety, no end to the menu
possibilities, wbeei you serve GOLDBLOOM Ice
Cream.

ily

And it's an energy food

thatyoar fam-

will like. and want more of!

CAD D

-.State-Wide Boost
Given State Fair
LOUISVILLE. Ky..
i Special)
-The State Fair was given perhaps
the , greatest boost of its thirtythree year's existence by more than
500 leading business, professional F
men, of the city of Louisville, and
scores of big breeders, farniers and
others from out in the State. at a
luncheon given the Fair officials
by the Louisville Board of Trade
and members of nineteen principal
luncheon and civic organizations of
this city at the Brown Hotel Friday, August 23. Numerous speaks
ers. including Horace A. Taylor.
acting Mayor of Lduisville: Frank
Rodenhever, chsirtnan -of
the
Round-Table Clubs: • William ,A.
Stoll, president of the Boaltd of
Trade. Col James T. Barney, Cornniandiiier Offterr-of Terts-Xnele ;Mt
D siD. Stewart. of Louisville: Olinmissioner of .Agriculture Eugene
Friwers, pictured the State Fair as
one of the greatest educational factors in the state. and the stimulus
to more successful agricultural,

16. 1931, until paid and costs herein e)ipended, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the court house door
in Mue.ray. Kentucky, ter the hiebosf bidder at public- auctitUt. on
Monday, the 23 day of September.
1935, at I o'clock or thereabout
(same being county court day) upon a credit of six months. one-third
4 1-3) Undivided interest in onehalf 41-21 of the following described property, being and lying
in, Calloway County. Kentucky,
town: - - ,
Beginning at the Suutii West
coiner of Sec. 25 T. I. R. 3 E.,
hence E. about forty 40 prat%
to the S. W. corner of a twenty
crusiwatoci-by.--.16aref-J. Wicker to H. H. Stephens thence
North fifty (501 poles. thence West
tnedige SeUttle.
fifty 1504 poles, thence east to the
beginning containing twenty (20)
acres.
Al.
enty 120) a ceeri-erser -of
ge'oi
ed and twenty 4 1304.
acre tract off of the east side of
the South West Qr. of §ec. 25 T.'1
R. 3 E. and beginning at the South
west corner of said twenty (204
acres of land which is in the Sec.
line about forty (40) rods east of
the South west corner of Sec. .25,
and running east fifty 450) rods.
thence North sixty-four 164) rods,
thence West fifty (50) rods, thence
South to Abe sputh West corner or"
beginning.

ICE
BLOOM CREAM

All Flavors at Your Dealers

COR POP

TENTH and MONROE

PADUCAH, KY.
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A cross the River
The goldenrod has again made
Us appearance along the dusty
reads so perhaps autumn with cooldays and -nights is just around
the corner.
Bro. Chadwick has just finished
. a revival at the new Baptist church
-at Model and Bro. Pogue a revival
at Nevis Creek.
Mrs. Betty -Patters-on :if —New
Concur* spent Mat week with .her
daughter. Mrs. Walton Sykes of
Tharpe. We hear that Mrs. Pat-

the girls have been emplOyed tor
some time They will be rriissed in
the neighborhood and in the
church.
Mrs. Gertrude Spiceland had as
her guests Sunday...At and Mrs.
Ewell Herndon of Tharpe and Mr.
and Mrs. Ramond Kirks of Arkansas. Mr. Kirks will travel in Paducah and nearby„ towns for the
next few weeks.
We welcome all Kentuckians who
ear,-to- -move to Tennesseet Wand Mrs. Robert Cunningham and
family are enjoying their exalted
position upon the high hill at
Dover where Mr. Cunningham is

home in Louisville where

Mrs_ Lucile Harris Spieeland just
hasn't got adapted as yet. bid when
:_she does. .she intends to -forget the
g.

ommissI W
CONE
AL

•

Tys)cr,tt &
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smooth highwaY of life.
Enjoying only luxuries and new
knowing strife.
We've got to try the paths sometimes and jolt o'er rocks so rough
Before we e'er appreciate the highway half enough.
And so it isn't living seeing just
the fortunate,
We got to know about the live'a
tricked cruelly by fate.
We!ve got to see the sick and
lame, the crippled. poor and
blind!
Before with raiment and with food
we can contentment find.
—The Chatterbox

Dexter News
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Downing
Harvey Downing' of Birmingham
and Mrs Ralph Cleaver of Paducah were Tuesday night 4aiesta of
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Donaldson
and family of Christopher, III..
spent Wednesday with Mr. and
Mrs. Hayden Walston.
hfrs. Will Reeves, Mrs. /Eerie
Andrus and Adelbert Reeves spent
Wednesday evening with Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Hall of Farmington.

ta
getting out into the garden by the 'Roberts was seep using the clipfield...in_an
pers and OA; ih left
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Coursey of time the last out of his opponents
Read inc ciasminrti
was made and the ump calling time effort to get under high hit flies.
Utley. Mrs. - Keith Detroit are.. viaiting Mr. and Mrs.
Pace. Mrs. Clay Darnell. and Mrs. Bobbie Hopkins. his mother, and
Robert Minus of Hardin spent, sister. Mrs. Essie Puckett of HarTuesday with Mr. and M. Henry din.
Mrs. -Franieltergts-aralnidtr-ISobwr
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Hendon of by. are spending this week with
Paducah spent Sunday with Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Starks "to at-tend the Church of Christ revival.
and Mrs. John Andrus.'
Miss Volene Shoemaker. of CanJimmie Gream of Centralia, Ill..
is visiting his grand parents, Mr. ton..has made her home with Mrs.
nn
and Mrs, Will Cream and Mr. and Staford Curd to attend high school
tttt
sot -I
at
this
year.
Almo
Mrs. John Andrus.
loss
- Kr. and Mrs. 'Deus Puckett and
8701 Ridge Blvd. son, Aaron. Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert
Brooklyn, N. Y. Reeves and two daughters MarAugust 28, 1935 jorie and Carrie. Quite!l
of Whitlock, and Mrs. Merle AnDear C. A.:—
Your report of the Stewart drus spent Friday night on Blood
graveyard cleaning in the August River hunting -4nd fi.hing. Their
15th issue of the Ledger & Tidies luck was bad so they motored on
to Pine Bluff and fried fish for
was read with much interest.
breakfast there Saturday morning.
The proposal that a competent
Miss Maud Woodall left Sunday
person be employed to keep the
evening for Bowling Green to atgrounds. graves. and burial plots
tend school for two weeks.
in order the year round meets
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Jones of
with my approval and I feel sure
Wildersville, and Mr. and Mrs.
that all others interested share
Charlie Manson of Nashville spent
the tame sentiments.
the week end with Mr. and Mrs.
I should regret however ff the
Burnett Jones.—C. A.
custom of meeting -annually by
persons whose relatives and friends
are buried there be abandoned. It
has been the practice for about 50
years to meet at the cemetery on
Funeral services for Mrs. Will
the first Friday in August to clear
ROCHELLE HUDSON
the grounds and improve the ap- Crews. 58 years of age, were held
Oi,.ctU by
RICHARD CROMWELL
4
at
last
Wednesday
afternoon
of
graves.
the
pearance
tONVAID
GEORGE
BARBIER
from
the
church
o'clock
Methodist
my
Although it has not been
0.041
DARWEIL
JANE
Marrs
Paris
of
with
A.
Me Rev.. 0.
privilege to attend one of these
SUM
A FOX XMAS(
SUMMERULE
-gatherings for about 25 yearS, my in chargeAf the 'services. • Mrs.
b. SQL Ea vittlff7f,
suggestion is that .the committee Crews disKI:Ttkesday di tile Mason
proceed with its Plan with the FIcispital during an operation. .Mrs.
understanding 'that the annual Crews was well known in Murray
meetings at the cemetery wilt be and had visited her daughter. Mrs.
held in the-years to come as -they E. C. Cullie, here several times

%-nessis will. begin, in Tennessee
General Adult School will begin
next Friday so the lesson^ may be at Murray High School on Septem_,..620thaned. and boalsiteteminerLIsefore' ber 20,---kikaa-•LeRfranes
the fallowing Monday. A time sae- John W. Overbey• will teach the
Calloway- Circuit Court
ing idea
_
classes. Both of these persons have
Bank of Murtay.
.
Mr. and, Mrs. Edward Lovins. had special training in the comPlaintiff. Oury Rainey. Wilma and Gene mercial field and have rearranged
Vs. Judgment
spent Friday night with Mr. and the •Yhrious courses which will
Jim McDaniel and Carrie McDaniel, Mrs. Linus Spiceland. Oury is va- make this year's school much betDefendants cationing from Detroit for a while. ter than that of the past year.
By virtue of a judgment and A party gathered at his home in
All persons above 16 years of age
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- honor of his return Saturday eight are eligitile for enrollment.
•
cuit Court. rendered at the August and tome old fashionetrinTmulThe following classes will be ofterm theneht, 1935, 'in the above lowed. by plenty ,of ice cream was fered: Business Anthmeffc, Busi'payment
of
purpose
Mr.
the
were
for
'douse
'enjoyed. Those present
ness English. Typewriting. Short• $260 40. with 6 per cent interest and Mrs. Sanford McClure And hand, and Bookkeeping and AcOf
day
7th
the
per annum from
children, Opal. Hoyt. Orville." Lo- counting. Other subjects will be
July. 1915. until paid. and costs rifle and Lovelle. Misses Mable and offered provided a number of perproceed
herein expended. I shall
-Eulala Lovins. Misses Blalock and sons request them.
offer for sale vt the court house Marion Garner. Mrs. Limn SpiceAll persons who are interested
400r in Murray. Kentucky. to the land. Mr. and M's. Otis Loving, are requested to see either John
Eighest bidder at public auction. and children. Mr. and PAM Guy W. Overbey or Mrs. Laurene T.
en Monday. the 23rd day of Sep- Lovins, And Miss Annie Lovins. Lassiter .at once
tember, 1935. at .1 o'clock or there- Saturday night Mr Odia McClUre's
about isame •being county cburt family came.
Read the Classified °lama.
any). upon a credit of.six *month&
Messrs. Dewey Lovins and Dewey
the following described property. Crass had a collision near Pine
being and lying in Calloway Coun- Bluff last Sunday resulting in
iv. town:
•
considerable damage to both ears
Forty 440) acres of land, More or and a severe cut on Mrs. Crass'
•
less, out of the east one-half Of throat. Mrs. Crass has, since underthe quarter section three ill. gone an operation for appendicitiL
•
Surely evers'bodv appreciates the
township twO i2i. range six 141i.
Callaway Circuit Court •
and„ bounded as follows: Begin- improvement made on the Pine
;The Prudential Insurance Company
'sing at a !oak corner on the south Bluff road.
Miss Elaine Ahart • IS sponsoring of America.
tiontionlibranchr
aec
Plaintiff
a.movement toward having a famVs. Judgment
northeast to the black. gum with ily .rekijaiuri .cif her people with
et als.
mennderings of the branch,' thence their people" and their peoples' 'C. 0. Beach,
Defendants
northward over the hi11.with *ire PeZple at the Bhp. next Sunday.
virtue of a judgment and
fence to draw or. place .on brancn. Guess I don't mind any excuse to , By
order of sale of the, Calloway Cirthence west witis_road to branch. go to the Bluff' when I'm 'accused
cuit Court. rendered at the August
with ..,meartderings of the of • breaking out a tooth to get to
thence. eljoinet°,
term thereof. 1935: in the above
e.e. go to Murray. .
thleheleebra-elscthe..w'ttii-helecce
old
oce
—7-had The privilege of travelling cause for the purpose of payment
_south to *.be _beginning...pc:4AL_ Tte:-..-1an -Old laminar road Saturday t'of $149352 with interest thereon
corded in deed book 4, page 1341
Miss Fannie Pat- from November 24"! 1933 and for
• when we visited
of commissioner's book.
ter who has been bedridden since the further sum of $58.88 with
purthe.
price
purchase
For the
Christmas, We were saddened to interest, thereon from October 25.
chaser must execute 'bond with
see one so confined who is so )934. and costs. herein expended. I
approved secyruies. bearing legal
sillall proceed to Offer for sale at
ted and so useful.
interest from- the tie, of sale un-We stopped awthle to see Bro. the court house door in Muitray.
til paid. and having the force and Ed Outland and wife and were Kentucky. to the highest bidder at
effect of a judgment Bidders gladdened to find Bro. Ed, capably public auction. on Monday,. the
will be prepared to Comply proth- engineering his wheel chafr7.
23rd day of December. 1935. at I
ptly with these terms.—George S.
o'clock or thereabout 4 sa1ne beidg
•. •-o4.
7s'n't 'hiring just to skim -along the county court day). upon a credit of
Hart. Master
six months, the following described
property, being and lying' in Calloway county: -Kentucky. towit
Being about seven miles, from
Murray. Kentucky. on the Penny or
Murray and Kirksey road, and is
more particularly described as follows:
• A-- part,of the- - Northwest quarter of section six 16i. township
range four. ,41 east. Betwo 12%,,
ginning at the Southeast corner of
w'ith the
said quarter, running
line north one hundred 100 poles
to .1. N. Cavitt land. thence west.
eighty 4.80i poles three 13i links:
'thence south one hundred 1100i
" poles: thence east with the south
line of said quarter section eighty

to the Dead

A-PITOL,

4

Age-Old
'Custom
The great pyramids of
Egypt stand today as
the permanent markers
of .the burial places of
the Pharohs of ancient
Egypt. In every age.
.people of every race
have had a lasting desire to mark the final
resting places of their
16-V0 onef17
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feel that our s.2rvice is a personal service
of the very higliestpe. Each purchase of a grave'
rnembrial arouses in_us &genuine deslre1O jrive..the
family the very most that can be obtained for its
expenditure. ()Lily the bet grades sthne and,granite are used: our c_iiilers--strive.-nntitirigIy to make
every 111(mm/wilt a perfect one,
.
We feel .that -"your satisfaction is our success" and that a pleased 'patron is the best advertisement our-firm can possiblk obtain at tiny price:

--REMEMBER
Markers may be, had for as little as S10

MURRAY, MARBLE WORKS
ODLDIE ORR, Manager
Last

in LOUISVILLE,KY.
Sept.9to 14

vogo.

BLAC K-D

CaKaieeliess le St. fond& Miss's,
Detroit, and Everywhere.
—
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terminal at SIXTH and MAIN,
•

C. RAY LINFS

TF1 EPHONE 121
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Fred Stone
Evelyn Venable
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TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

al home
adze SEE LBACH

TRAVEL BY BUSt•f'''
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO—
Paducah: 8 A. M.. 11 A. M.; 6 P. M.
Hbakinsville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
7:38 P. M.
Dawson Springs: :45 A. M.; 2 P. Da.
Mayfield: 6 A. M.. 11 A. M.; 51,21.
Paris: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

Fred MacMurray

and OUR GANG in "BEGINNERS LUCK"

RAU G HT_

Convenient Schedule
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table Black-Draught —la the
thought of thouaands of men- and
women who have found that by restoring the downward movement Of

•

Tradition means Tr...at here in Kentucky—but we
moderns must have all the comforts and conveniences
besides. •So the Seelbach has remodeled its guest rooms
and redeCoraced its parlors to make them the smartest,
cleanest and most comfortable you ever occupied.
You've a treat awaiting you—make the Seelbach your
home when in Louisville. RATES BEGIN AT $1.50 single;
$2.50 double. WITII BATH,- $2.00 4Ungle, $3.00 double.
And remember the SEELBACH STABLES and RATHSKELLER are the smartest and most reasonable restauranta and bars-in Louisville.
Harold A.

-
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NIGHTS
111111A FOX 11.,1111111111

Sega, Manager
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-Get Rid of Poisons-by Constipatioa
Produced laxative—purely

Murray, Ky.

Main'Street

. ,-

the liosels many disagritesibl• ornplinna
constipation promptly can b• rennet ..
)Sr J P lishatte•, of MOM. S. C..
hae• found that Ilea&
writs.
-VIC
Is very erect/Ts in tan elssinalig
"Tatou: Wham ansend by the itektiongache th• drowsiness and laming* Oniambe
by eonanpanaa. I bike IllisdiAhranthd."
•natural. pur•ly reertabh lazonna
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Mrs. Crews Rites
Held at Paris'

the beginning, containing fifty 50)4
and being the same land
conveyed to Clemmie West by Oswell 'West by deed recorded in
deed book 44. page 288 in Clerk's
office. of. Calloway County .Court.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond With
approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale until paid. and having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.--George S.
Hart, Master Commissioner.
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Manning Stewart

spent • Wednesday night
Mrs. Richard Wals-

Detroit.
Adult 'School To
with Mr. and
_Begin September 23 -ton.Mrs --Voris

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

of the
his turn Likewise. Toni Sammons,
• leans" used his barbering tech.
Toque in.an effort to polifth off his
career as a ball hawk.
"big
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shame by demonstrating the many
after the
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different ways the sphere
melee was settleck both
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to
on hand the following morning
. Except for the injuriei of Dutch
these dashing young athletes
assist
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Heissler and Doc
their
from their beds and into
passed off smoothly and according
clothes has not yet been learned.
to rules,
.
Turn Turner made it hit-business
Boyd county 4-11 club gills made
to smack _the apple far and near 125 articles at their camp. and'
for a great number of' hits. Thur- studied firrniture arrIngement, how
mond in the infield played as a coal
make orange crate''t dressing.

could get in fur
"Leans" Down "Fats" atuntiltheheplate.
for the
in Softball Tilt Here Rudy Tyree, third sacker
boys". put Nick Altrock to

have been In the past, but that I
the future meetings will be devoted more to inspecting and decorating the graves than to the actual work of improvement
In a softball game played last
Once a year' cleanings are not Thursday night between theMursufficient to keep the cemetery in ray gentlemen of the "fat" and
attractive condition. It Is a year "lean" nature, the fans were
round job that requires frequent amazed: delighted, tickled and
attention. I shall be glad to know amused at the efforts pat forth by
the views of others interested and, these gentlemen
to show their
while I am far away. I am ready wares as athletes.
and willing to cooperate with the
On the muund were sepa 'Lefty"
committee and to trust their judg- Jeffrey.
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ment in devising a workable plan "Snake"
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